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::.xECUTIVE SU;·lHARY

Problems associatecl \/ith railroad and highway traffic intersecting
at grade crossings are as old as t,le transportation system.
From 183J, tne birtn of the railroad industry in United States,
to t:,e :Jrescnt day--141 later--ti'le llazards tilat srace cross'ings
present to both and railroad users t:1e problem as
a major public safety issue. .

Over t:le yea:"S the cOJ:JPosit'ion of tilis traffic has c:langed to
motor ·travel of one trillion miles

annually far exceeds rail transportation 'is million train
mi 1es annually.

Until recent years has not been a fully accurate count of
tile of grade cross i n!is _ . HOtlever. average of one cross i ng
per mile of railroad ;,as ilcld fairly constant since the peak of rail-
road i"uildillg. ;)f ·tile 232.aOJ crossings' inventoried for this ;-eport.
155.0;)) are in rural areas an<:.77,OJ'J.in urban areas. About:m percent.
or. 47,JVO._ ;ave As to
c1assiJi catioR .. 47.000 crossings are part of t;,e Federal-a.idhigtlway

anci lrri.ro1 are off'the system. Of those on 'ble system. 45 lJE!r-
cent autocetic protective devices. aff t.le system. 15 percent of

crossings suct protection.

At tile low end cf tile volU1!1e spectnJlll. more than 70.00] crossings
nave no &lOre t.'ian Oro trains per day and less tllan !IlOtor ve!licles
Per day; some 4.JO'Jcrossings .lave 10 or more trains and 5.000 or more
motor vehicles per day at the nigh-volume level. There.are 140.0JO
private road' crossings. Tnese nave an accident rate of only
4 percent of toe puclic grade'crossing toll.

ikciclent statistics cooplied siilcl!_!320 shOlrl that 86.000 persons
nave Deen killed. the vast majority inmofor
Annual fatalities vari2d frocJ the 1328 nigh of 2,568 to a low in 1359
of 1.203. The I:JOre S2\1ere accidents Cit public grade crossings involving
trains are reported by tne railroads t.) the Railroad Ali:Iinis- .
tration uncer its rules and regulations and total .about 4,OQ!)
However, all train-involved grade :crosl;ing acddel1ts are reported to
·State governments by police or vers and tile total accident experi-
ence involving traillS is estil!lated at about 12,000 per Yl!ar. :Iearly

fatalities and 7,000 injuries result annually from these accidents.
The higil ratio of fatalities ar,J injuries tile nlJll!ler of train-involved



grade crossing acciGents ranks these accidents among the most severe
in the·public safety area. While more train-involved accidents occur
in urban areas. the higher casualty rate is in rural grade-crossing
accidents.

Anotner accident category is estimated 28.000 accidents .
wilicil occur in the vicinity of and are directly related to the exist-
ence of a out do not involye impact with or by a train. Tnese
are much less severe than 'tie train-involved category and result in an

23J fatalities. '
'> .

:- In addition to tile number of crossings and the a(4:ident
experience. the grade crossing problem is a significant economnc issue.
An economic analysis has been employed in this report to provide an

order of magnitude measure of the problem; and tne results
should not interpreted as a recommendation. reSults
indicate that if 15.000 crossings provided with
tion, accident costs would be reduced by nearly times the
installation and maintenance cost of imProvement. The analysis
also indicates that there would De a greater relatiye benefit in urban
areas than in rura1 areas.

On an individual crossins basis. it that 500 to 1,000
crossings mig:,t economically warrant grade separation, primarily on
tile basis of reduced motor vehicle operating and de-iay costs ..
most grade separations will probably continue to be constructed as part
of a s.',ster.lS approach. In addition to higin1ay system improvements,

include :Iign-speed rail lines and urban rail system improvements.

Responsib11 i ty

In exercising authority over safety at railroad-highway inter-
sections. oany States have by statute delegated. part or all of this
autilority to State regl:lator:,v cOll1Rissions. In other States the respon-
s1bility and authority to dc-ternina the location and-type of improve-
ment required at a grade crossing is lodged in t.'le State higtn.,ay
departments for projects located on aighways undar
and for projects on other roads and streets it is lodged in local
county or municipal agencies. Without a separate regulatory cOll!l1is-
sian, the regulatory function is performed by the same agency
performs the construction anc maintenance function on the highway.

tlIe"State age'ncy perfoniting the regulatory functi.on
for railroad-highway crossing after proper. notice and public
nearing. determines the need for safety if any; detennines
tile appropriate fype of iJrC)rovenent; determines tile agency to carry
out tile wori<:; and allocates t.'le of t.'!e improvement ar.JOng
parties, railroad and involved in instant proceeding.
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Railroad-highway intersection improvements are currently financed
in several ways. Federal-aid highway funds may be used to assist in
financing improvements at the 47.000 crossings on the Federal-aio high-
way system. All crossings off the system must be financed with State.
local and railroad funds, and tnese are also sometimes used to finance
improvements on the Federal-aie! sy'stem. Financing by State and local .
governments is usually accomplished through funds or other
general funds. However, several States ilave established special cate-
gories of funds to be used specifically to share in the cost of railroad-

intersection improvement projects.

An issue as old as the grade crossing safety problem itself is;
that of financial responsibility. Historically, the division of respon-

for financing the elimination and protection of railroad
crossings of public streets and highways has shifted from time to time
since the early beginnings of highway and railroad transportation
networks. Currently, the diVision of widely from
State to State and whether Federal-aid highway funds assist in financing

improvement. Under current the railroad share does not
exceed 10 percent of the cost of the improvement when Federal-aid high-
way funds are involved. Although there is ,a variation in division of
cost among the States in Ilon-Federal-aid projects, 50-50 division is
often used. In most States railroads have p"id a smaller portion of
the cost in years than in years when railroads were the dominant
mode. Railroads pay annual maintenance costs of approximately $35 million.

",

Improvements

The total cost of railroad-high:tiay intersection improvElmerits is
about $200 to $250 million annually. TIlis includes $100 to-$l50 million
of Federal funds are mostly spent on grade including
those to "eliminate" potential crossings on the In:teri'itate highway
system. State and local tmds contribute apl:!ro.ximately $100 mill ion
annually. inclUding about $10 million from the special funds. Railroad
expenditures are about $10 million annually. These funds result in the
construction of over 400 grade separations and installation of about -
900 automatic protective devices annually for an highway systems.

Costs associated with improvements crossings include
initial (installation) and recurring (maintenance) costs. Tile initial
cost of installation of protective devices ranges from approximately
$15.000 for installation of flashing lights at a single track location.
to approximately $25,000 for·installation of automatic gates at a
IIllltiple track crossing. rtJr-e sophisticated devices that measure the
speed of the train represent an additional, higher cost. Annual !iiainte-
nance costs range froD! $750 to $1.250. Grade separations have an
average cost range of $320.000 for low-yollDe rural roads, to $930.000
for high-vollllle urban street separ aliGns. -
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Historically. many grcde crossings have been improved as a part
of a highway improvement. Highway improvements have been made on a
system basis with Federal assistance limited to a designated system
of more important highways. If a similar systems approach were applied
to railroad-highway intersections, consideration would be given to all
of the crossings in an area constituted as a unit by its geographical,
political, or operational features. Use of this approach is considered
a prerequisite to resolution of the grade crossing problem
in a specific area.

Application of the systems approach includes treating a single
rail line in an urban area by a mix of closures. protection improvements
and grade separations. The Highway Safety Act of 1970 included demon-
stration projects involVing two examples of the systems approach--
high-5peed rail lines and urban railroad relocation. These are the
elimination of all 49 public grade crossings along the Washington to
Boston high-speed rail line and track relocation in Greenwood, South
Carolina. The Washington-Boston project brings t,e freeway design Con-
cept to the rail system.

In urban areas, the best solution in a systems approach to the
grade crossing problem may be railroad relocation. The Greenwood
demonstration will include combining th2 operations of more than one
railroad on a single track by relocation and consolidation of several
miles of track. closure and protection of at-grade crossings along the
relocated track and construction of grade separations at crossings of
arterial highways. About 35 crossings will be eliminated.

The Driver

Nearly all grade crossing accidents can be said to be attribu-
table to some degree of ° IIdriver error." Thus, any effective program
for improving safety at railroad-highway grade crossings should be
oriented around the driver and his needs in approaching, traversing
and leaving the crossing site as safely and efficiently as,.possible.

When the driver approaches a crossing, he needs to know if there
is a (1) on the crossing. (2) approaching the crossing, or (3) not
oj;: the vicinity of the crossin9. This can be satisfied in part by pro-
viding improvements such as (1) more effective and informative passjve
signing, (2) improved sight distance along tile highway, and (3) better
visibility of the crossing area and of the train on or approaching the
crossing. However, all of these improvements still leave the basic
responsibility for determining the hazard witn the driver and may
require almost siiDultaneoLls tasks of him. At a crossing p!"9tected with
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an automatic device, the driver's responsibility is to observe
and respond to the message conveyed by that device. Thus. automatic
devices which give the driver a uniform warning time prior to arrival
of the train significantly simplify the driver's task and substantially
reduce motor vehicle-train collisions.

Tne warning System

The warning system consists of a combination of passive and
active devices, as well as environmental canditions to provide the
driver with knowledge of the presence of a grade crossing, and. in cer-
tain cases. positive advice as to the approach or presence of a train.
The warning system includes advance warnihgsigns, passive or active
devices at the crossing, the ability to see Or hear the approach of a
train. either through adequate sight distance or cn-train warning
devices. sud' as 1igr,ts. horns and bells. The national standards for
the devices along the highway, at and approaching the crossing, are
provided in the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices which is
applicable to all highways. In addition, requirements regarding
crossing protection devices are contained in Association of American
Rai 1roads Bulleti n 6.

more than toree-fourths of the public grade crossing\\
nationwide protected only with static signs, it is most·
for these signs to be as effective as possible. Furthennore, at
70.000 or more crossings in the lowest ·classification for both nighway
and railroad traffic volumes--SOO or less vehicles per day and two
less trains per day--there is but a remote possibility of finding-'
adequate justification for other than protection of the static
sign type.

Currently available active crossing devices are either flashing
lights 0:- automatic gates .. These ·fai1-safe devices are effective in·
reducing accidents but their cost has resulted in their generally
being used at only those crossi ngs wi th higil train and motor vehi c1e
volumes.

Technology

Treatment of the grade crossing problem would be greatly aided
by the availability of a wider range·of warning system devices.

of the importance of the passive slgps used in rai1road-
highway grade crossing testing is being conducted to
develop more effective signs. Oue tb the demonstrated advantages of
active devices. research is under way to develop a lower-
cost active device for use at many crossings where cost of
existing of active devices would discourage their installation.



At the same time there is a need for more reasonably priced
-devices to measure train speed and provide the driver a uniform warn-
ing time prior to al"rival of the train. This permit wider usage
of these devices which have the dual function of providing more
credibility to the signal's warning and of reducing mator vehicle
delay and operating cost caused by unnecessary stopping and standing
at tile crossi ng. .

r·10difications to tile train -are being evaluated as li kely aids
to the' driver in detecting the approach or p:-esence of a train.
including visibility and audibility ''l!odifications to the l\>comotive
SUCtl as high-.intensity zenon lights and'more 'effective use of paint.

The Pedestrian

A related. but separate issue, addtessed in this report concerns
pedestrian safety as it is affected by railroad operations in densely
populated areas. The most definitive body of accident data available
on pedestrians is the accident reporting system of the Federal Rai1-
,road Administration's Bureau of The data reveal an
annllalcasualty count of 1.350 persons involved in railroad right-of-

accidents. Of these. 838 occur in densely-populated areas. Tile
casualty figures break down into 353 fatalities'and 485 injuries
distributed over approximately ,30,000 railroad'route miles in urban'
areas. under age 20, account for nearly half the total
accident experience. In most cases, pedestrians injured on railroacr
: (ire cons i dered trespasser.s. Prevc:ntath.e measures
include fencing; more effective warning signs, separated pedestrian
cross ings,',educati on and 1aw enforcement.,

Conclusion

This analysis of the grade crossing problem and subsequent pro-
gram recollVti.endations Wllich will be addressed in Part II, are in response'
to requirements of RaiJroad SafetYcAct of 1970 and the Highway
Safety Act.of 1970. As this summary indicates briefly and the report
presents in are many facets and complexities to the grade
crossing issue. Tf:\e difficult questions of financial ,responsibility,

high cost of improvements, legal liability, and
limited sources of funding have had a major impact on the ability to
achieve new breakthroughs in solving the grade crossing problem.
Safety has been the major public issue. However, Wi.til the
tremendous growth in motor miles, ser.ious c9ngestion on urban
streets, and increasing in high-speed rail service as an_
alternative mode in transportation planning, improved highway and
railway mobility has assumed new importance. Effective resolution
of the grade crossing problem should consider both increased safety:
and more efficient use of the highway and railroad systems.
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INTRGDUCTIor.

Legislative Requirements

Under the proVis1ons of separate 1egislative the Railroad
Safety Act of 1970 and the Highway Safety Act of 1970. the Secretary _,
is to make comprehensive studies on railroad-highway,grade crossing
safety nationwide and to report his recommendations to the Congress.

Railroad Safety Act of 1970

Section 204 of this act provides in part -

(a) The Secretary shall submi.t to the President for transmittal
to the Congress. within one year after the date of enact-
ment of this title, a comprehensive study of the problem
of and protecting railroad grade crossings,
including a study of measures to protect pedestrians in
densely populated areas along railroad rights-of-way,
together with his recommendations for appropriate action
including, if relevant, a recommendation for equitable
allocation of the economic costs of any program proposed
as a result of such study.

Highway Safety Act of 1970

Section 205(a) of this act provides in part (23 U.S.C. 322) -

(e) The Secretary, in cooperation with State depart-
ments, shall conduct a full and comp1ete investigation and
study of the protlem of providing inCreased highway safety
at private ground-level
on a nationwide basis' through the elimination of such .
crossings or otherwise, including specifically high-speed

operations in all parts of the country, and repcrt to
Cor.gress his recommendations resulting from such. investi-
gation and studY not later than Jyly 1. 1972, including
an estimate" of the cost of such aprogra.. Funds author-

to carry out section 307 of this title are authorized
to be used to carry out investigation and study
required by this_ subsection.



Combined Study

In carrying out the foregoing prOV1Sl!)nS of law. the Secretary'
delegated the responsibility for implementing the provisions of
section 204(a} of the Railroad Safety Act to the Federal Railroad
Administrator and of subsection 322(e} of title 23, U.S.C. to tha
Federal Highway Administrator. He also directed that the study
requirements under both acts be advanced under a single concept
representing the combined efforts and expertise of the two Adminis-
trations. The Secretary further proposed to the Chairmen of
Commerce and Public Works Committees in !he Senate and House that-to
meet the different rerorting dates under the separate.acts. he would
provide the Congress with Part I of the Grade Crossing Safety Report
on ,October 16.1971. and Part II by July 1.1972.

RepOrt

This report presents Part I of the combined study effort and
is submitted in response to the Railroad Safety Act of 1970. It
identifies the extent and nature of the safety problelll associated

railroad-highway intersections nationwide and to pedestrians
along railroad rights-of-way. particularly within and near urban
areas. A cost-benefit analysis is employed to present the problem in
order of ,magnitude. Part II of the report wil' be submitted in response
to the Hi Safety 4.ct of 1970.

Terminology

Clarification of some tenninology be helpful:

The Railroad Safety Act requires a study of railroad grage]
crossings and the Highway Safety Act calls for a study of groun - evel
ro,; l-hlghwaycrossings. These snyonymous terms entlrace
major problem areas of the more encompassing inter-
sectioris frequently used in this report to
spectrum of the bimodal points of crossing of highway traffic and
railroad operations. . " ' '-

separation will be the term employed, to an
intersection where the channels of traffic fiow of thetwo"mocIes are
at different levels. thereby avoiding 'tile direct confiicts:wtj'jth occur
at grade where traffi_c IlIC?vef!I!"tsof :t1le lIIOdes
are at the same leVel. An overpass lS -.used to slgrnfy
tion where highway traffic uses the upper level abov,e tile railroad.
whCl'eas underpass is .used to signify a grade separation -with the'
railroad above a lower level highway.
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Grade crossing elimination is commonly used to describe the
construction of a grade separatjon. However. the term is hardly
correct when it is used to indicate a grade separation at a new inter-
section without the consequent/abandonment of any existing grade
crossing either as a result of the construction of a grade separation
or-as the result of relocation or abandonment of the railroad or the
highway at the point of intersection. .

- .
Grade crossing protection is provided at grade crossings to

assist the highway traveler - a driver of a vehicle or a pedestrian -
in a safe crossing of the railroad. Active protection. such as
flashing light signals.or crossing gates. provldes a warnlng
to the traveler when a train or other railroad movement approaches or
occupies the crossing. Passive ,rotection. such as crossbuck signs
or sj.mj.;l-ar -fill:ed signs Wlttlout f ashlng hght signals or gates. merely

the location of the crossing. sometimes with- appropriate
supplemental information on the number of tracks or other significant
facts.

The tenn casualti.es is employed to include collectively persons
killed outright. persons fatally injured. and who sustain

and are recorded as a personal injury in an accident report.





II

HISTORY AND TRENDS

Accidents and Casualties
The birth of the railroad industry in country oCClrred in

1830. Up until 1870 there were few streets or higlllfays in the areas
of railroad deve1opaent; consequently, grade crossings were few in
I'Il8er. _By 1890 there ",ere 163.605 miles of railroad in the Nation.
This large increase in railroad mileage plus the population growth
and associated need for new roads created a corresponding increase in
the IUlDer of grade crossings'. Accidents ",ere becoming; more frequent.
By 1900 IIltor vehicles began to influence and add to the safety prob-
lem railroad-highway grade crossings. :

Under the requirements of the Accident Reports Act of 1910.
rail carriers submit reports of accidents involving railroad personnel
and railroad equipment. inc1udi*:those which occur at grade
Ove.r the years. this infonnation has been s!llllli1rized by tile Bureau a
Railroad Safety. Federal Railroad AdIIIinistration. in annual "Acci<lent
Bulletins. n In addition. statistics on grade crossing accidents -
involving trains at public crossings are published in
reports entitled DRai 1-Highway Grade-Crossing Accidents. n-

This does hOt provide infonuation on all accidents occurring
at railroad-highway intersections fnvo1ving trains for the reason that
the railroads are required to report on1y those which result
ei'ther -in (1) a fatality, (2) injury to a person suffftient toincapa-
ciute him or her for a period of 24 hours in the aggregate during the
10 ili1llediatP.1y following. or (3) lOre than $750 ,;damage to r3il':'
road equipment. _'ack or roadbec!. However. a very large majo!"ity of

severe accidents at grade crossings are included in these Bureau
of Railroad Safety reports starting with the year 1920. statistics
fl"Clll this source are availablE- to indicate the magni'tude and the
. trends in grade crossing accidents. r\ 51-year Slmmal)' of this ,data
is set forth i:l Table 1 and is illustrated in Chart I.
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TAIllE I'

or Ac"I_ .0000.Cuuo1tles lIowolvl;.g Trahs at P\dI11" ·RaIl........-11lg1ooioy CrossillgS
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19012 4.)5: 1.359 1,810-' 4,093 .. 5..383 5.l1S2 1.3e1 7.m
1923 5,!18 ·509 2;258- " 5.411 191 7.175 1 .... ....

5.127 1'- .1 Z,149 5.sso Il15 l.so 7,338 1'- _S,gC
19Z5 5.479 1.na 422 2,2l1l5 5,9l6 6l!I 6.555 7.lUlI 1,1151 ''''8.151
19Z6 5.lI6Z 2.lI6Z e z,..n m 6,191 a.ca -1,115Z ,.tIIl!
1921 5.640 1..,9?l 397-. Z-,J7l 5.0&8 505 1,613 l.ocz -9'Z ....
1928 5.800 2.165 2.561 6,211 44& I •• a..m 1151 '023'19Z!l 5.915 2.118S 00ll .Z.C85 .6,3Q lI57 l,8OIl 857 ,..-

.--,'
--1930 .. ".853 1,615 2,11Zll - 5.zil6 311 5,517 "1-'01 1135 7.571-

: -4.105 __ 231 1,8l1' 4.33& 321 4,&51 - ,$,116- 5R 6••
---t93;t- ! 1.lJ!L 215 ],7711 211_ ].- _5'- C26 5.514
19]J 3,236 1,3D$- _2116 1',511 . 3,;4111' 201 3.697 4.8ll1 407" 5.;311
1934 - 3.728 1.J2D :234 1055' _.099- 2111 4",300 S;,4l9 . QS
1935 3.933 _ 1.445 235 .- _1;680 _- - _4.442 Zl6 4,658 5.811 C51- 6,,3»-
1936 \, &.zrr L" 1.52& --210 _1". - '-4,669 2&1 ",!l3lI -. ,,-,.- -s:!! _&.711-
I!OJ7 '-".489 1.5lJ Z&Z 1.815 ZZ1 5.136- - 6.5211 .,4113-- 7;1111
1938 3.'94 -1..311 2ll6- 1,SJ7 Zit ".018 - 5.110 .' e2> _-5.m-
1939 3.475., .:: -1.197 20l 1,398 ).753 246 3,999 - 4.t5D - ..,
1940 4.104 1,51l8 Z20 1.- 4.446 186 4.632 ---6,0]4 - - • 6'-
1S&1 4.320 1,591 ZCO ;".)1 '..680 205 4.1l115 -ti.37l CC5 --6,ll11
1942 1.635 D5 1.9711 . 0,J9g 217 4.616 5;D3C 55Z 1.585
1943 _3.781 1,]96 3J6 t.m . 37 4,211 S,35I 93 5".,
1_ 3.811 1.520 320 1.Il'1O 3,9!18 218 4,2lli 5,518 538 6.D51
1945 4.100 !.591 312 1.903 0.141 J05 ".446 5.73Z 6H 6.3'9
1946 4.001 1.575 276 1.851 0.160 m 0,3W SonS" . 513 6'-
1947 4.015 1.536 1.790 ':.086 165 4,,251 41' 6,DCl
1948 3.'IQ 1,379 " Z33 1.612 oI.C19Z 163 4,255 5oU1 391 5..,
1949 3.523 1.323 1114 1.507 .3,636 '138 3,774 4.959 32Z 5.211l

1950 4.00!l 1.010 166 1,576 0,226 _142 4,368 5.&36 - 5-,"
1951 3.995 1.NJ7 171 1,5:78 - 4.1SO 155 "-,,335 3ZI 5,t13
1952 J.5R 1.257 150 1.407 J ..n4 130 . 3,9IM- 5,tBl ZID 5,311
1953 3,575 1.3Z' 166 1.0" 3.698 117 3.1l5 5,Q21 2111- . 5.:1:11
1954 3".'D6 1.161 14Z 1,3!D 3,323 103 3,426 ......- 215, 4.nt
1955 3.846 1,322 12" 1._ 3,tIM 110 c.ol" .5..2216 234- 5._
1956 3.639 1.213 -128 1,D8 3,648 107 3;755. 4'- as 5,CIIJ
1957 3,5E9 1.= 149 1,3TI 3.&Z9 138 3,767 4,1$l ZI/I _ 5.138
195ft 3.D99 1.101 130 1,Z7l 3.DC5 Illi 3.161 C.18i . - c.az
1959 3.075 1.D7J 130 1,2D3 3.139 108 3,210 4,2lZ Z3I c.csa
1960 3.195 1.261 103 1;J6C 3.2117 137 3.42C 4.sea -: _4.JIB
19&1 3,204 1.173 118 1.2!l1 3.301 ZU 3.st4 4,4"7" .311- C,III5
1962 3.149 i.l32 109 1,241 3._ 98 3.192 4;226 - 4.433
1963 3,373 1.217 85 1,3DZ 3.CJ5 89 4,1iiSZ 17. 4.1121
1964 3,755 1.432 111 1.so 3,616 107 :J.7IJ 5.l. Z18 5,3216
1965 3.8Z0 1,434 100 1,534 3.&1i3 -138 3.1D1 5.017 231 5.D5
1966 4JJ97 1.657 1.780 . 3,9Z7 111 -4,DG "5,S11- ZIt- - S.ea
1_ 3.!J3Z 1,5Zl1 112 1.&32 3.m " 3,112 5,211 US s..-
1968 3.816 1.... 9a 1,546 3,61S 109 3,770 5.1"D - 5,32Il
1969 3,774 1,381 lat :.-- 3.sn 91- 3.- 4J1St 2lII 50151
1970 ----1!. .J...!!! . J.:Rr --!i!!!. ....!z!!!. ......m.
rauh dJ5,1Zll 74.495 12.120 .,615 213,714 14,336 ZZS,DSD aa.2Ot 2&.- 31....
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As shown by these large lllajority of gradecr.ossing
casualties - deaths and.persona1 injuries - resplt from accidents
i!lvclving motor vehicles. In the yeal" 1970 11I01'2 than 94 percent of
the fatalities and 97 percent of the injliries were so involved and
even in-1920 more thl!in 71 percent of the grade crossing deaths
78 percent of the ir.juries resulted from accidents in'lOlrlng motor
vehicles.- In 1970. 62 percent of the grade crossing casualties not
invol\'ing IIlOtor Vehicles were pecf!Strians. In 1920 there were R1J11eJ'OOs
accidents involving horse-drawn also. Between 1920 and 1970
the grade crossing casualties in accidents not involving motor vehicles
declined by almost 90 percent. -

The series II through VII. illustrate the trend of
grade crOssing accidents a...d their relationship to _the t1"ends in the
amount of motor vehicle travel and the aIIlDUnt of railroad traffic.
They also indicate that benefits accrue fna grade crossing
improvements •

Chart II repeats the year-by-year of casualties result-
ing from highway-railroad grade crossing accidents f1"Olll 1920 through
1970. The 1CM!r hne shows the 1Ullber- varying 1'1'01II a
high of 2.568 in 1928 to a la.r of 1.203 in 1959.-The middle line shows
the nudler of people injured. varying a high of 6,99-1 111:':1926 to
a low of 3 .161 in 1958. The upper 11ne shows the total I'IUIIber of
casualties. the numer of people killed plus the n..mer of iKlOP1e
injured. varying from a high-of 9..482 in 1926 to a low of

The nUJiber of casualties has bee,. used as a measure Of accideilt
occurrecce rather than the 'actual nuilber of- reportecl acciderits for
two reasons: (1) ReductiQn in casualties would be the prime objective
,of any expanded program of grade crossing safety.- and (2) the minillJJJD
monetary amount of daJllige to equipment. tJ"'ac:k, or roadbed (nOw $750) .
which qualifies a non-casualty. acc;ident as repOrtable has been
increased at irregula," interval!!». whereas the requireaents for report-
ing accidents ill-vO-lYing casualties have remained relatively constant.

The lines on this chart have tMo quite sfgn:ificant features.
Over the 51-year period the general trend of these "casualties has
beep dt-Wnward. hut "in each 'Of the lZ' years since 1958 there have been
more grade crossing casualties than there Mere. at that low point inthe record.-· - -- .. - . - --
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It has long been recognized that the number of grade crossing
accidents and the number of resuiting have been influenced
by the amount of traffic flow, both on the railroads and on the highways.

On Chart III the line extending from the upper left downward
to the right is the same as that on Chart II showing the number of
casualties. The line below it shows the year-by-year. variation in the
number of train miles operated on Class I and Class II railroads of
the United with a peak of 1 billion, 241 million in 1926 to a
low point of 529 million in 1970. The general trend of line is

with a major downward fluctuation in the depression period
of the 1930's and a major upward bulge in the period of World War II.

,.
The line extending from the lower left to the upper right shows

the year-by-year record of the estimated number of motor
vehicle travel in the United States, starting Jrom-tlle low point of-
about 45 billion in 1920 and rising to the-top figure of 1 trillion,
120 billion in 1970. There were only two variations from the con-
tinual upward trend in motor vehicle travel; (1) a slight decline in
the early part of the depression period of the 1930's and (2) a sub-
stantial decline during the gasoline rationing of World War II .

. is a close correlation between the total number of train
mi>eS.operated and the number of times these trains move over grade
crossings on the system and a similar high degree of corre-
lation between the number of miles of travel on the highway
system and the number of vehicle crossings of railroad tracks. In
the absence of direct statistical information showing the number of
trains and the number of vehicles moving over railroad-highway grade
crossings, these total ·train mile and vehicle mile figures are
employed to show variations in the incidence of exposure.

The influence of these traffic variations on grade crossing
casualties is fairly evident. The great decline in casualties from
1929 to 1933 followed along with the marked decrease in the number of
train miles operated and the slight decline in vehicle miles traveled.
In the period of World War II the increase in train miles offset the
decrease in motor vehicle miles, hence, there was no significant
decline in the number of casualties.

In the earlier years of the 51-year period the generai downward
trend of casualties seems to have followed the downward trend
of train mi1es, but since 1958 the influence of this downward trend
has been offset somewhat by the increased upward trend in motor
vehicle miles.

10
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In analyzing these relationships between 'motor vehicle miles and
casuaities itis desirable to use the record of casualties resulting
from acci dents ,i nvol-vi ng trai ns and motor_ve,hi,l?les only. Chart IV shows
those casualties in comparison' with total grade' crossing casualties.
The 1929 peak for casualties resulting from motor vehicle involved
accidents was 8,432 and the 1958 low was 4.186.

Chart V shows· the vari'ations year-by-year in grade crossi:!19 _
casualties in involving motor vehicles and their relation-
ship to an exposure factor, which is the product of train miles multi-
plied by vehicle miles. For convenier.ce. the product is divided by iO
to the 18th power. It appears axiomatic that conditions
remain undisturbed and the number of trains operated over a line is
doubled, the acci<tent potentia,t is doubled. Likewise. if highway traf-
fic is increased two-fold. the possibility of accidents is doubled.
If these increases in volume of the two streams of traffic
are concurrent, the accident potential is increased four-fold. The
close relationship between ,the exposure factor and casualties becomes
evi dent by a careful exami nati on of the year-by-year vari ati ons. The
peaks and valleys in the two lines generally occur in the same years,
even though the general trend in casualties is downward while there
is a upward trend in the exposure factor.

There are several reasons why the downward trend in grade cross-
ing casualties over the years should go counter to the trend in
vehicular traffic the upward trend in the exposure factor. Programs
of construction of safety--improvements at grade crossings have had a
rect- i nfl uence-; , eX'tens --con-, -,

struction have improved general travel conditions on the highways.
motor vehicles have been made safer ar.d'more reliable. more driver
education and training have improved the capabilities vehicle "
operators, and many safety programs have alerted people to the import-
aflce of care and caution in the [Ise--of motor vehiCles and occupancy of
the highway environment. All of tnese have had an effect on improving
the total highway safety record.,'

- --- --= ....

Chart VI depicts the progress which has been made over the years
both in total highway safety and in grade crossing safety. Between the
year 1923. which is the'first year for which the National Safety Council
has been able to develop a death ratio or rate per 100.000,000
vehicle miles of travel. and the year 1970. this death rate declined
77 percent. A comparable casualty ratio for grade crossi util izi ng
both nighway traffic volumes and railroad traffic. is obtained by

{'dividing the number of grade crossing casualties involving motor
, for any given year by the exposure factor, introduced in

V. for the same year. The decline in the grade crossing casualty
/'ratio duri.ng the same period, 1923 through 1970, was more than
88 the death rate for highway accidents generally
ana casualty ratio Tor grade crossing accidents differ somewhat

from other."eaCh sE7ves adequately to establish the trend iih,
lts own ,

./
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On Chart VII are se't ,f-orth- SGIe. of the facts which ,seen to
account for some of the in the casualty ratio
over the years. There was a dec:line in the grade crossing
casualty ratio Trom J920 to 193G. In this latter year the casualty

was 30.4. percent of the H20 figure of 98.3. Probably
there were influences thiitbrought about this decline but cer-
tainly one of the mostimpOftan-t_WilS the Ilrogram of grade
separations and cgr-ade crossing protection carried outdunng this
decacia when railroad expenditures for improvements were very high.

After 1930· there was a 4-year period when the railroads stopped
spending and almost nothing was done in grade crossing improvement work.
This period is by circled runeral 1. The improvement. in the
casua1ty rati 0 was cold. . _

Starting in 1935 some special Federal programs 1;0 improve safety
at .railroad-highway grade crossings were initiated and carried forward
to the war period. As indicated on this ·chart. there was-un 0 inmediate
and significant improvement in the casualty ratio. --- .,-

Then during .the war period of the early 1940's. at the locati on
of figure 2. grade crossing iqJrovement work was great1) I"f:ducecl
and the trend of the casualty ratio flattened out.

o After the war gradecrossing worlt was again resumed. utilizing
very substantial amounts of money from the Federal-aid highway programs.
Again there was a reduction the casualty ratio. Between 1945 and
1958 this reduction was 52 percent.

"

- -fn the 9 years between,.gs8 and 1901 the casuaTty ratio
a1mst constant. as shown by the line near circled figure 3. This is 0

true in spite of the fac;t that grade separation and grade crossing pro-
tection programs have continued meier 'the Federal-aidhigbway acts.
util izing Highway Trust funds together with matching funds 'from other
sources. This flattening out. of the casua1t;y ratio QJrve G)-incieles
with the upward trend of grade erossingcasualties during those years.
'Since 1967 there has been some decrease in grade crosslRg.accidents
and and a decline in the casualty ratio. .this-trenc
was reversed during. t/:le first] montfls of 1971 when
increased 7 percer.t over' the similar period of 1970•... ', .

These statistics and this analysis indicate two,ttnngs:

1. Over the past 50 years grade crossing protection programs
have demonstrated an effectiveness tn redUcing railroad-
highway grade crossing casualtieS.

2. During the past 15 years the total effort to reduce grade
crossing casualties, includingtbe expanded Federal-aid
program. has managed ·to hold the casua1ty-!"atio °alllDst
consta'nt has failed to- establish a clear trend toward
further improvement. -
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Financial Responsiljility

An issue which is as old' as the grade crossing safety problem '
is that of financial responsibility. Historically. the diVision of

responsibility for financing tOO elimination. and protection of. railroad
crossings of ;xJblic streetS and highwayS' has"shifted-from time to tillll!
since the earlY'beginnings oT. and'railroad tranSportation
The construction of railroads in the united states began in 1830. For liany "
years citizens from both -urban and rural areas were aDXious to receive the
benefits' of 'and there _ no ob,lecticm to railroads
crossing streets roads at grade.1eve1. .." .

Initially. the inciderice.of -aectctents was but it progressively
increased with the. growth Of PoPulition_andexpansion of and high-
way networks. In a caseinvoiving a 'grade crossing colHsion of a train
and a wagon. the United State5Supreme Court in 1877 said that the duties,.,
rights and obligatiorlS of a railroad conpany and those of a traveler on
the highway at public grade. crossibgS were -aiUtual and It
also said that a train had preference and had the rig!lt-of...ay grade"
crossings but that the railroad was bound to"give due. reasonable and timely
warning of the train's approach. The Court further stated that ,atbOse who
are crossl"9 a railroad tract are bound to exercise ordinary care and .
diligence to ascertain whether a train is approaching". "

The advent of the autanobile changed and added te the safety. problem.
In court cases in the 1920's. which were appealed to the Supreme Court cf
the United States. the railroads were held liable for the entire expense of

,'-_ construction of grade crossing separations and' as ordered by
-- -the various States. The theory was, that the railroads had the prillary or

sole responsibility for the elimination or protection of dangerous' grade
crossings because of the predoarinant financial interest of the railroads in
transporting cOlIIIlOdities and People across the United States.

It wasn't until the case of Nashville. C. & St. L. Ry. v.Walurr...... -.
294 U.S. 405 (1935) that the Supreme Court of the United States recognized _.
the significant increase in highfiy transportation. principally on the new_"
Federal-aid systems. The Court concluded that traffic intert"1Q»tions _
incident to crossing ra"ilroads at grade level had becGIe of fat' greater
importance to the highway users than to the' railroad being erossad•. With
this shift in E!PIPhasis. the Supreme Court conCluded there should be a stdft
of for safety at grade crosS"ingsto the StateS.

The HighwaY Act of 1944 and subsequent acts established
-a financial resptnsibility on the part of railroads where grade a'OSsing
improvements are f-i,llanced with Federal-aid funds parl::l,cipating in the costs.
Under the acts, a riN,lroad is riot held responsible for more than the
benefits it receives fran the construction or. n!CORStruction of any highway
grade separations or the installation of protective devices at grade
crossings. However. the railroad liability in ",such cases is not to exceed
10 percent of the cost of the improvement.



federal-aid highway funds are available generally only for highway
improvement projects on that have been designated as part of the

system. An exception is made in Federal funding under
the Higifllaysafety Act of 1970. in which two demonstration projects are
authorized for the elimination or protection of certain grcund-level rail-
road highway crossings some of which are off the system. On
these projects. funds are provided from the Highway Trust fund to finance
improvements for crossings on the Federal-aid system and from the General i.

fund for crossings off the system. The division of financial
lity for illlproveli1ents to crossings on the system is 90 percent Federal and \"
10 percent railroad. On crossings off the system. this division of res-
P9nsibility is 80 percent Federal, 10 percent rail road, and 10 percent
State.

Starting with California in 1953, several Sr.:tes have established
special funds to be used to pay the cost of grade crossing
iq»rove:uents on non-federal-aid roads and streets. In recent years some
States have assuoed part of the cost of ma;'ntaining grade crossing protec-
tive devioes. a responsibility originally assigned entirely to the railroads.

The actual perfonnance of the work of installing and maintaining
grade crossing protective devices, both active and p'assive, located adjacent·
to the crossing is assigned to the railroad organization, regardless of
the division of cost. and the work of installing and maintaining the
advance warning. signs and other devices along the highway approaching the
crossing is currently assigned to the public authority having jurisdictfon07 the highway.

.• The of the parties - the and the
public highway authorities - having an interest in railroad-highway inter-
sections is governed by State lal'fs and regulations, except to the extent
that improvement projects utilizing highway funds to pay a
part or all of the cost are governed by Fe.:leral laws. rules and regulations.
In mB"y States the dut.Y of assigning financial responsibility to the parties
is lodged with a regulatory com:uission. The division of cost of non-federal-
aid crossing improvement projects. including tile construction or recon-
struction-of grade separations and the Tnstalladon of protective devices,
varies widely. In SOllIe situations highway... aLlthorities bear the entire cost,
!lIhile in other-instances the total cost is borne by the railroad. A 50-50
division of cost is sonetimes used. In most States the rail roads have
paid a much smaller portion of the cost in recent years than they paid in
earlier years .men railroad transportation was the dominant ltIOde. Never-
theless, court decisions make clear that if the States so choose they may
assign to the railroad total responsibility for safety - as disti:lguished
from convenience and - at railroad-highway intersections. This
subject.is covered in considerable detail in "A l.,ega1-Historical Review of
the Dlvision of Respor5ibi1ity for the Elimination and Protection .of
Railroad-Highway Crossings". J\;)pendix A of this report.

i
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Regulatory Jurisdictions
. -.......:.. --->

Dlvided responsibility is a major feature of the railroad-higfiway,_ .
intersection problem. In .decisions on controversies in this bimodal trans-
portation area the courts placed on State and loeal governments '1IIUCb-
of the highWay traveler's responsibility. Through court decisions and State
legislative actions those responsibilities have been _ass'gned to naaerous
financing and w<egUlatory Ag4!IlCies. ,'-

As is set .."l this of cOnstrUcting and main-=
taining grade separations and'ofinsta.lling; .intaia1ng. and operating
grade crossing protective devices are bome in varyiDg proportiOns from
place to place by railroads. State highway depar1:lleilts,..and coUntY and
IIlUnicipal gOve"..,ts. SOIletilleS withass.istanc:effom the Federal
government.. But;n IIIilIIY jurisdictions. none of these, financially involYedr-'
parties has any responsibiiity or; to detelW1ne .nat iq»rovements,
should be made. they should be be ma:de. or
at "IhOse expense they should . - . . -

The Intentate COllIIerce cc-ission

As is pointed out in AppencLix A of this report .the Interstate
Coamerce Connission has no jurisdiction over railroad operations at grade
crossillgs or ever the prote':tive-devicesc at those. crossings. Jurisdiction
to establish safety regulations at railroad-highWaY ilitersections resides
exclusively in the"' States. .

Nevertheless. on 6. a .. ,
,No. 33440. in whic:h it conduCted extensive hearings on the safety 'problelf ','
,'at railroad-highway grade its ..' .'_
1964. the Conmissionllilde: eightrecc.iendations Wric:h.stated . '-',.
'llere as follows: ," '-' . '" , .'

(1) That an organization- be created to fonaalate uniform standards
to be referred to State and ;local officials fo" uSe m:-evaluauD9c the need
fo" grade crossing eliilrinatiortand illlProved protectioo"and fo1" reStrictions
against the use of by c:erta.in _hicles_' . - '. - '

_ (2) That Congress _give serious enaCt.ent of
legislation to proVide public. fuitds fa" the installation and l!Bintenance
of grade crossing protec:"fi,va.devices. ' " "-

(3) That State legislatures.' giYe consideration to enactment of
laws providing that highways cannot be used in interstate c:c.aerce exCept
in cOIIIpliance with ICC "

(4) That State legislatures consider of rigid l!river
liscensing laws and regulations fol'" operators of IIIOtor vehicles transporting
. hazardous materials and that such vehicles.be routed ove" grade crossings
were hazards are at a minimum.
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{S} That State and. local authorities carefully investigate and
screen applications for employment as school bus drivers.

(6) That railroads take prompt action to improve maintenance of .
railroad rights-of-way at grade crossings to provide adequate sight dis-
tanc.r.

{7l That establish adequate uniform warning time of not
less than 20 seconds to operators of motor vehicles of the approach of a
train to a grade crossing. .

(a) That the organization referred to in Recommendation No. 1
adopt standards by which to classify certain railroad-highway crossings
as "exempt" crossi.ngs for vehicles normally required to stop at all grade
crossings •

. State Regulatory Agencies

Inexercisins: their authority over safety at railroad-highway
intersections many States have by statute delegated part or all of this
authority to State regulatory conmissions. varicusly named: Public
Service Commission, Public Utilities Commission, Commerce Commission.
Corporation Comnission, Railroad Coamission, or other similar word
combinations. In other States the and authority to deter-
mine the location and type of improvement required at a grade crossing
is lodged in the State highway departaents for projects located on high-
ways under State jurisdiction, and for projects on other roads and streets
Todged in local county or municipal agencies. Without a separate
regulatory conmission, the regulatory function is perfonned by the same
agency that pertonns the construction a..,d maintenance function on the
highway.

Typically. the State agency perfonning the regulatory function for
railroad-highway crossing safety, after proper notice and public hearing,
determines the need for safety improvement, if any, detennines the
appropriate type of improvement. detennines the agency to carry out the
work, and allocates the cost of the improvement amng the parties.
railroad and public agency, involved in the instant proceeding.
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III
TfJE CURRENT PROBLEr.,

The current problem may be measured in terms of railroad mileage,
highway mileage, amount of train travel, amount of motor vehicle travel,
number of crossings, and number of accidents occurring at those
grade To further define the problem it is appropriate to

the distribution of these data by highway system (Federal-aid or
Non-Federal-aid) and by location (urban and rural) where possible.

Mileage and Travel

Based or. 1969 statistics there are approximately 220,000 miles
of railroad line with over 500 million train miles of travel on those
lines. These statistics also indicate approximately 3.7 million miles
of roads and streets carrying trillion vehicle-miles of travel.
Percentage distribution of the hignway mileage and travel by highway
system and location are shown in Table 2 below. This indicates tnat
while the system. includes only approximately 24 of
the mileage, it includes 66 percent of the travel.

TABLE 2

Percentage Distribution :;f ...iileage and iravel

Federal-aid Non-Federal-aid

Urban Rural Total Urban Rural Total Total

(Mnes) 1.4 22.4 23.8 13.3 62.9 76.2 10C

Travel
(Vehicle- ..
miles) 26.5 39.6 66.1 24.5 9.4 33.9 100

Number and Classification of Public Crossings

There are approximately 232,000 public railroad-highway grade
crossings in the United States. About 50,000 of these have some{type
of protection which is activated by the approach of a train. Table 3,
which provides a summary of the public grade crossings, shows further

23 Preceding page blank



.
that there are about 47,000 crossings on the Federal-aid highway system/
and tilat about 155,000 crossings are located in rural areas. Also, as
can be noted from Table 3, the passive protection. class includes 13,650 .
crossings with no signs. In addition to the 232,000 grade crossings, ..
there are 35,000 grade separations. Information used in
estimating the number and classification of these crossings comes from

1 sou rces .

Inventories

. Under established practices of several State highway departments,
inventories of public railroad-highway grade crossings are made regu-
larly on a continuing cycle as part of the total roaa inventory work.
Recently, there has Deen a special effort concentrating solely on grade
crossings, in response to Department of Transportation enco"uragement.
Generally, the scope of these regular inventories is limited to cross-
ings of highways under State jurisdiction. Thus, far more information
. is availatlle on crossings on State highways which are on the Federal-
ai d hign;lay system.

Railroads, as part of their annual reports to the Interstate
Commerce Commission, report the number of public crossings in each
State by type of protection" as well as the number of overpasses and
underpasses. Summaries of this are available annually for
class I railroads only.

. Other inventory data are maintained by State regulatory agencies,
and muni cipa1iti es ... .

Inventory P.rocedures

The total number and associated classifications of railroad-
highway grade crossings in this report were developed by expansion and
reconciliation of highway and railroad furnished data.

The primary data tlase fc:--establ,ishing ,tile number of public
crossings is a special inventory of grade crossjngs conducted by State
hig:wlay departments in 48 States and These
data claSSify crossings by type of protection and group by
ranges of highway traffic and railroad traffic, utilizing six volume
ranges for each. Crossings are also divided between urban and rural
locations and are indicated as being either.on or off the Fedaral-aid
higilway system. These several classifications provide a base for the
analysis in this study and report and for the further analysis contem-
plated in Part II. When this report drafted, these inventories
were available for 43 of the 48 States. Also available were other
Summary totals of all crossings in each of the 48 States. without the
Jetail of the inventory classifications. The State highway department
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.MDLI:.

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF PUBLlC RAILROAD-HIGHWAY GRADE
BY ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEM AND PROTECTION TYPE \ .'

"

Passive Active ,Protection '\,
Stop Total Flashing Automatic Other Total '.

System Hone Crossbuck Signs Passive Lights Gates, TYiJes lJ Active
'. ......

Federal-aid ". \\

" \
, 8,420'\Urban 650 4,270 490 5,410 5,580 " 1,6S0 'i) ,190

Rura1 220. 19.680 960 20.860 9,080 '1,700 1,530 12,310.
Subtotal 870 . 23,950 T;45O 26.270 3;gSO 2,720 20.730

\,
N ilon Federal-a; d "'.U1 \

, '

Urban 7.560 33,060 3,170 43,790 12,290 '2,910 3,070 . 18.270 62,060
Rural 5,220 99,040 10,090 114,.350 5,750 1,050 1,540. . 8,340 . 122,690

Subtotal 12,780 132,100 13,260 158,140 18,040 3,960 ·...

Federal-aid and
. ' ..\- .- .

. \.
Non Federal-aid '\. .

:'< \Urban 8,210 37,330 3,660 49,200 17 ,870 4,560 4,260 2'6 ;690' 75,890
Rura 1 5,440 118,720 11,OSO 135,210 /14,830 2,750 .,20,&50. 155,860

Tota1 13,:350 156,050 14,710 184,410 ,32,700 T;1TD' \... \47,340 '231 ,750. \\. '.
lJ Wigwags, bells, watchmen, gates. \



inventories were correlated with (1) the latest reports of-all Class I
railroads to the ICC plus (2) an expansion of sample of public
grade crossings by Class II railroads to the American Short Line Rail-
road Association. The highway depar.tment inventories provided-the
basis for all Federal-aid inventory information.

-The'total of 232.000 public crossings is slightly larger than
previously estimated. In addition to the fact that the inventory has
been the most extensive made to date. the larger may in part
be due to some crossings being included which are not considered
public crossings-by all interested parties. As a ca5e in point. many
sucil crossings iJriginally opened .. private crossings but. are now
beingvsed and, in some instances. maintained-bY the public•. -
there'is likely in the reporting of crossings-by the
raii roads -:::'10 or more lines use the same or adjoining tracks.

, _" .I'/ ,o:r

Percentage Dlstrib on of 232.000 Public
Railroad-Highwa rade Cr05sings by.Administrative.

System ocation.
",' L :

It should be noted that the number of crossings is constantly
with r.ew ones being and existing crossings eliminated.

T"us. as additional data are-made available. the number of crossings
may require some modification and refinement under Part II of the
combined study to be by July 1. 1972.

_0''/' Tables 4 and 5 illustrate the percentage distribution of these
crossings by administrative system. location and protection class.

65 percent of the crossings are located in rural areas.
about 20 percent of the crossings are on the Federal-

_,.aid.-highway system. about 45 percent of the crossings in the Federal-
. are prl?tected with some type of train-activated
·)iowever. s11gh..tlY.mo':"":than15!:lercent of those crosslngs located
-Off the Federal-pid arelProvided with-active protection.

/-
. /
/-/

",/ Urban Rural Total
",- /

2.:3 ::1.0 11.3

Aytfve 3.6 2.:l.
./

Total 5.9 14.3 20.2

Protection
0-- Cl ass _ Federal-ai d

;

18.9 ./-
/

. 7.9

26.8

Total --- /

49.4 68,3'" __ 9.6
_ _.•.d _ "/

)l::i 20.4

100.0-
//



TABLE 5

Percentage of Crossings with Passive and Active Protection

System

Federa l-ai d
Urban -
Rural

--Combined

Non- Federal-ai d
Urban
Rural

Combined

Passive Protection' Active Protection

30\.1 60.9
52.:J 37.1

55.9 44.1

71.6 29.4
93.2 6.8

84.6 15.4

Federal-aid and
Non- Federa l-ai d
Urban
Rural

Combined

64.8
86.8

79.G

35.2
13.2

20.4

Private Crossings

There are an estimated 140.000 private crossings of railroads,
based upon data supplied by the railroad companies voluntary
effort under the sponsorship of the Association of American Railroads.
the American Short Line Railroad Association, ar.d the Federal Railroad
Administrati on.

The railroad reports represent a little over 20 percent of
railroad mileage. The frequency of private crossings per-mile of rail-
road operated varies greatly from company to company and from State to
State.

The railroad companies also reported the type of protective
devices in place at private crossings, altilough this reporting was not
on a uniform basis. Nevertheless, it is possible to estimate roughly
the percentages with active devices. passive devices, and no protection.
The 140,000 crossings on both classes of railroad can be divided some-
what as follows: 1,000 with active devices. 129,000 with signs of
various types, and 10,000 with no devices.
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Number and Severity of Accidents

There are two general categories of accidents which occur at
grade crossings: train-involved and non-train-involved.
accidents are thosp in which a train is struck by, or strikes a high-
way vehicle. The non-train-fnvo1ved category includes those motor
vehicle accidents which occur in the vicinity of and are directly
related to the existence of a crossing, but do not involve impact with
or by a train.

Train-involved accidents at public grade crossings total approxi-
mately 12,000 per year and result in about 1,500 fatalities and 7,000
injuries_ The estimated 28,000 non-train-involved accider.ts at public
grade can be expected to result in an additional 280 fatalities.

Train-Involved Accidents at Public Grade Crossings

Until recently, the only nationwide data bank for rai1road-
highway grade crossing accidents was maintained by the Bureau of Rail-
road Safety (SRS) of FRA. A discussior. of the constraints imposed on
tilat accident data collection. along with the resulting limitations in
data, has previously indicated in the History and Trends section
of this report.

The National HighWay Traffic Safety Administration now
serves as a data bank for all traffic accident data reported to State
agencies, including railroad-highway grade crossing accident data.
Criteria fer reportable accidents to BRS and NHTSA are quite different.
The NHTSA data are obtained from driver and police reports to the State
governments. Generally there is a criterion of an injury to one or
more persons or a minimum property damage criterion which is based
upon daiTlage to one or beth,. vehic1es .. The result is that more property
damage and injury accfdents"are included in NHTSA statistics than in
BRS

The NHTSA report requirements; 'compared with those of BRS,
result,in recording Qf accidents. but the data are far
less uniform from State to State. However, the NHTSA data permit more
complete estimates of the number Jf accidents and casualties which
occur at crossings.

NHTSA statistics on train-'involved accidents in 13 selected
States within which about ane-third of the national total of
train-involved accidents were made available for use in this report.
The average ratio of NHTSA r=ported accidents to BRS reported accidents
in these States was applied to the BRS totals for each of the other
States. This yielded an estimated national of about 12,000
train-involved accidents per year.
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lbing formulae for pr-edicting accidents as developed and reported
in 50 11. and modified in "A Program Definition Study for Rai1-

Grade Crossing Improvement." 2/ train-involved accidents were
distributed to groups of crossings. TIlis distribution in percentages
is as follows:

Urban "- Rural

Non- Federal- Non-
aid Federal-aid Total aid Feclera1-aid Total Total

17 .2 41.7 -58.9 12.1 29.0 41.1 100

Accidents at Public Crossings
"
Those accidents which are related to the crossing but do not

involve a train are rather difficult to identify. They may be rear-end
collisions triggered by a venic1e at the crossing, vehicles
hitting a fixed object such as tile protective devices or vehicles
losing control in traversing the crossing surface and
running off the road. Accident-reports often cannot be correlaieci with
the crossing and sometimes are not sufficiently descriptive to
tile grade crossing roadway element-as leading to the accident.-There are no national 'statistics cOlllpiled to identify the numbet"
and severity of these types of accidents. Using fOl'1ll.l1ae in i'tOJRP 50.
which are based on very limited \lata. a national total of 28.000 SUC;l
accidents has been estimated.

Private Grade Crossing Accidents

Although railroads are required to repOrt accidents at private
railroad-highway grade crossings, these accidents are not incluCled in
the BRS railroad-highway grade crossing accident totals but are listed
under another category.

J! Cooperative Research Program Report SO, Factors Influencing,
safe1;y at Grade Crossings. by Alan :·1. Voortiees and
ASsociates ( 968 .

Y Prepared by Alan :01. Voorhees and Associates for t.'1e Federal Railroad
Administration (October 1969).
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A suumary of the i nfoMDati on obtai ned from the Bureau of Ra i1 road
Safety.files of private rail-highway grade crossing accidents during
1969 is shown below. The 146 accidents and resulting 49 deaths and 137
injuries at private grade crossings amount to less than 4 percent of
the corresponding n..mer of accidents and casualties reported in the
BRS public grade crossing accident data.

tltlllDer of
Accidents

Severity

Injured Killed

Type of Vehicle

Automobile Truck. Other

146 137 49 76 61 9

These accident statistics include only those reported to BRS.
If the public crossing ratio of NHTSA reported accidents is applied to
BRS reported accidents, the total llUD)er of private c:-ossi ng train-

accidents would be an estimated 425 to 450 per year.

Economic AnalysiS

The Benefit-Cost Approach

The use of benefit-cost analysis as an aid to public agencies
1n fUJ'1l!Ulati ng decisi ons on public i nves tments i s well estab1i shed.
In order to provide the Congress with an order of the economic magni-
tude of the railroad-highway grade crossing a benefit-cost
analysis has been employed in this study. EssentlaHy it provido-s a
framework for tne construction of a ranking system or economic priority
index for railroad-highway grade crossing improvements. It should be
emphasized the objective of this analysis is to establish
the magnitude of the problem and is not a program recOlllllendation.

Methodology

Economic t."Ieory is concemed with the efficient allocation of
scarce resources so as to insure the greatest social welfare. This
concept requires that the expenditure decisions of all economic units
be evaluated at the margin. In other words, the marginal (incremental)
benefits IIIJSt equal the marginal (incremental) costs of the transac-
tion or investment. This will insure the greatest net benefit.

Ideally, therefore, the investment and expenditure decisions of
public agencies should also be made at the margin with each altemative
forced to compete for funds on til:! basis of its respective costs and
be.nefits. (An example relating to grade crossing improvements would
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be tile cnangi ng of crossbuck protection to fl ashi n9 1i gilts. ) Of
this is often not the case 'in ti1e "real world" where sodal criteria,
as well as economic criteria, must be given appropriate consideration.

Assuming all and costs are properly identified and
measured the use of margi na1 benefit-cost analys i s wi 11 detenni ne tile
funds required to maxillize the benefits from some specific program such
as reducing collisions and their resulting
accident costs.

Procedure

Using accident equations, known annual train-involved
accidents and estimated non-train-involved accidents were allocated to
the 'inventory of public grade crossings included elsewhere in this

From this, total accident costs were computed for all cross-
ings grouped according to train and vehicle volume. type of
dev'ice, urban vs. rural location, and Federal-aid vs. non-Federal-aid
ilighway systems. The ..t step was to identify the initial and recur-
ring costs associated with each of the alternative improvements
applicable to group of crossings. Using the accident reduction
effectiveness rating for each protective device 'included in the alter-
native improvemellt decisions. it was then possible to relate 'incremental
cost of improvement witil incremental cost reduction resulting from
that improvement alternative. In other words, each type of improve-
IIlent of protection results in an additional increment of cost
and also yields benefits due to reduced accident cost. For certain
groups of railroad-hipay grade crossings, the incremental benefits
resulting from toe alternative improvement exceed the incremental cost
of the improvement.

Accepting this -economic· measure as justification for crossing
protection improvement, any such case constitutes a "warrant" fo;" grade
crossing improvement. If more than one fOnD of improve-
ment for a particular class of crossir.gs is warranted, tile selection
criterion then becomes that of maxillUll net: benefit. Given no invest-
ment it should be pointed out that a net benefit analysis
will produce the same results as the incremental analysis.

Tne Econoari c DataBase

Accident Costs. Accident costs used in this analysis were
derived for both train-involved grade cTossingaccidents and non-train-
involved hignway" vehicle "accidents at or near the grade
crossing. The comprehensive accident cost factors for each of these

types of accidents include cost of loss of life, injuries and
damage. The cost of train-involved accidents used in this
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analysis range from slight1y less than $12.000 per accident in urban
areas to approximately $25,000 per accident in rural areas. Non-train-
involved accidents are less severe. with an approximate cost of $1.750
pei accioent.

Improvement Costs. In this analysis. improvement costs of
different fonns of protective devices include both initial and recurring
costs. rne initial cost- 'of installation of protective devices ranges
fr9RI approximately $15,000 for installation of flashing lights at a

track location to approximately $25.000 for installation of
a!.Itomatic gates at a multiple track location. provision was made
for the cost of the more sophisticated devi!:es that measure the speed
of the train. The annual maintenance cost of the devices
ranges from approximately $753 to $1,250 per annum. Installation and
maintenance costs of static signs, such as crossbucks and step signs.
are included in the analysis.

Grade separations were included in the improvement aln.rnatives.
Those costs range from more than one quarter-million dollars at low-
volume highways in areas. to almost a million dollars at high-
volume highways in urban areas.

DiscountinT. The discounting technique was used in the anzlysis
for convert1ng va ues accruing at future points -in time to present
value equivalents. The process is accomplished by multiplying the

by factors representing a discount rate of 10 percent, compounded
annually. using an analysis period of 50 years. The values discounted
in the analysis include train and highway vehicle accident costs.
operating and delay costs, fu.ture replacement costs of improvements
where the service life is less than the total period discounted. and
maintenance costs over ,the period discounted. The discount rate for
accident, delay and costs was adjusted to compensate for the
expected growth in highway traffic.

I
i

Warranted Improvements

There are three basic types of improvements which are made at
railroad-highway intersections--installation of automatic grade crossing
protective devices, construction of new grade- separations. and recon-
struction of existing grade separations. -

The nature of grade crossing protection programs and grade
separation construction programs differs in terms of initial costs and
recurring costs and in terms of the types of benefits which result.

Autoniatic grade crossing protective devices, .in tile fonn of
fl2shing lights or automatic gates. are installed primarily to

improve safety by reducing the potential for vehicle-train collisions.
The primary justification for the construction of new grade separation
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·structures on an individual crossing basis is generally to improve the
flow of traffic althougil significant safety benefit also results since
grade separations completely eliminate tile potential for vehicle-train
collisions. Existing grade separations become deficient and are
reconstructed to maintain the integrity of the ilighway as traffic
volumes increase and·design and construction standards are modified.

Completion of tile benefit-cost-analysis results in an estimated
number of ra il road-hi gh\'Iay grade cross i ngs that woul d be "\'Iarnnted"
for improvement. Of the grade crossings warranting improvement, about
95 percent would justify some form of protective device improvement.
The other 5 percent would justify elimination by grade separation.
The protective device improvement and grade separation
decision alternatives were calculated concurrently. However, due to

in costs involved, types of benefits and data employed,
the results Gf-tne analysis for crossing protection and grada separa-
tion ure discussed separately.

Protective Device Improvement. Table 6 provides the results of
economic analysis for protective device improvements only. It may

be seen from this table that. given the assumptions, data, and pro-
cedures used in the analysis, an investment of some $445 millien in
railroad-ilighway protective devices. could result in an accident cost
re8uction, over the discounted period. of more than $1
Deducting improvement cost from the reduction in accident cost, the
improvements could result in a net benefit to society over the discount
period of some $775 million.

Assuming that individual crossings would be identified for
improvement. the warranted improvement cost would translate into
approximately 15,000 crossing improvements, which, in turn. snould
result in a reduction in current annual accident cost of approximately
50 percent. -

Dy distributing the data resulting from the economic analysis
according to the location and type of highway systems involved in the
warranted improvements the relative effectiveness of investment
decisions between those classes may be observed. For example, some
45 percent of the total cost of warranted improvements is assigned to
urban areas. From the analysis it is estimated that approximately
65 percent of net benefits from all improvements would be assigned to
urban areas. On the other hand, rural areas would account for more
than 55 percent of the improvement cost but would return less than
40 percent of the net benefits from all il!lprovements. A similat"
observation may be made using the Federal-aid and non-Federal-aid data.

Gr.ade Separations. Costs and benefits associated with crossings
at which. a grade separation is the "warranted" improvement alternative
are not. reported. Reconstruction of existing grade separation
structures was not included in the economic. analysis.
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In existing programs it,appears that 'slightly less than one-
fourth of the total number of improvements involve the construction
of new grade separations. This relationship would indicate that as
many as 3.500 grade separations could be constructed along with the
15.000 grade crossing protection improvements if this same mix were
to continue.

On an individual crossing basis it appears that 500 to 1.000
crossings would economically warrant grade separation. primarily on
tile basis of reduced motor vehicle operating and delay costs.

A great many of existing grade separations have been con-
structed as part of a systems-type improvement. The most common
example of tilis has been the grade separation of all crossings on the
Interstate highway system. Most grade separations will likely continue
to be constructed as part of a systems approach. In addition to highway
system imp·,'overnents. these include nigh-speed rail lines and urban rail
system improvements.

Summary. The procedure used in this analysis is quite flexible
in appllcatlon. Essentially it provides a framework for the
tion of a ranking system. or economic priority for railroad-
highway grade crossing protection improvements accocding to their
relative effectiveness as investment alternatives. Gi,en this
work and the rationale implicito'litilin it', those charged with imple-
mentation of future programs may make those changes which "best" suit
their purposes. The components of the accident cost calculation may
be changed to reflect differing weights that might be placed upon
society's cost of 1ife or loss of earnings due to injury or disability.
Similarly, toe cost of protection can be revised to allow for more
sophisticated devices or new low-cost devices that may be available

technological studies. For example. an estimated 16.000
more crossings could warrant improvement to automatic devices if
installation and recurring costs 'were reduced to the $10.000 range.
Consideration may also be to the efJectiveness of devices,
vehicle delay associated with excessive activation of devices, and
other components of the procedures that warrant further refinement.

It should again be emphasized that the procedure described has
not dealt with all of the factors involved in the evaluation of grade
crossing improvement. Safety considerations alone will often be the
controlling factor at a hazardous regardless of economic
payoff. Thus, no attempt should be made to relate tl,ese data to any
potential program'recommendation at tilis stage. That point will be
fully addressed, with alternatives. in II.
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TABLE 6

RESULTS OF ECONOMIC ANALYS1S

Total..Cost of \4arranted Improvement:;;
Total Accideht Reduction Cost from Harranted Improvements;

and Net Benefits from Warranted Improvements ..

1 Dis-tribution by Location and Administrative llighw;;S;st;-
+- Urban Rural

-
Federal- Non- Federa1- Non-

Costs and Benefits !I Aid Federal-Aid Total Aid Federa I-Ai d Total Total---- -- ----
w Total Cost ofU'I

Improvements y $445 10.9 33.4 44.3 18.0 37.7 55 .. 100

Total Accident
Reduction Cost 1,220 17.3 39.7 57.0 15.f 27.1 43.0 100

,Net Benefits from
Improvements H 775 20.9 43.4 64.3 14.7 21.0 35.7 100

!I Cos ts and benefits shown are the present va lue of cos ts and benefi ts accullu 1ated over the 50-year
analys;5 period in millions of dollars.

2/ Improvements include only flashing lights and automatic gates.Ii Net benefits are total accident reduction cost less total cost of improvements.





IV

IMPROVHiENT PROGRArlS - PAST AND PRESENT

Records of Past and ?resent Programs

Federal Assistance for the Elimination of
Hazards at Railroad-Highway Intersections

From the onset of the Federal-aid highway program in 131'6 some of
the appropriated Federal funds have been used for projects to
hazards at railroad.-highway intersectior:s. In the early years of these
programs and likewise in recent years these Federal-aid funds have been

only on crossings located on the Federal-aid highway system.
During the depression period of the 1930's, however, some special appro-
priations of funds were made available for grade separation and grade
crossing protection improvements on any appropriate crossing either on
or off the Federal-ai d hi gflway system.

A37-year summary of the expenditures and accomplishments for
railroad-highway intersection improvement under the Federal-aid highway
program is set forth in Table 7. During the 37-year period - 1934 to
1970, - 10,603 existing and potential grade crossings were
eliminated, 1,572 grade separation bridges were reconstructed, and
12,873 grade crossings were provided with improved protection; a total of
25,048 railroad-highway intersections improved with Federal-aid highway
funds together with some funds from the States and railroads.

Starti ng ,;,i th fi seal year 1959, Federal-ai d hi fund expendi-
tures for railroad-higllway grade crossing elimination and protection
projects, together with reconstruction of existing grade separations,
have been stepped up to a higher level, averaging $150 million annually
during the l2-year period through 1970. Coupled with $30 million
annually of .matching railroad and State and local government funds, an
average of $180 million per year has been expended under this program
du-ring the past 12 years to eliminate a total of 4,439 existing anc.i
potential grade crossings, reconstruct 498 grade separations and provide
improved protection for 3,724 grade crossings.

State, Local and Railroad Financed Railroad-
Highway Intersection Improvement ProJects

In addition to the Federal-aid projects summarized in Table 7,
tnere are many projects carried out eacil year ''lith tile cost boma entirely
by the and State and local governments. Financing by State and
1oca1 governments-i s accomp1i shed ti1rough thei r general hi ghl'iay
funds or other general funds. as stated before, along with tne
gradual shifting of financial responsibility for railroad-highl'iay inter-
section improvement work from -the raill'oads to the public, several States
have established special categories of funds to be used specifically to
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TABLE 7
Annual Summaries of Expenditures and Accomplishments of

Federal-Aid Projects for Elimination of Hazards
at Rai 1road··H;.ghway Intersections

Fiscal Years 1934 to 1970, Illclusive

Expendi tures Accomplishments

Number of* Number of Number of
Fiscal Crossin9s Structures Crossings
Year Tota1 Cos t Federa1 Funds Eliminated Rebuilt Protected

1934 S2,27Q,377 $1,925,543 67 3
1935 14,226,129 13,348,202 340 34
1936 16,484,465 15,582,126 322 19 188
1937 82,026,570 79,034,814 1,099 187 .' 332
1938 82,225,204 78,884,940 736 138 955
1939 40,568,092 38,270,764 389 81 445
1!140 41 ,841 ,068 39,154,137 418 86 1,187

1941 32,431,809 30,153,092 311 66 930
1942 28,939,973 27,176,601 229 78 581
1943 26,859',729 25,008,302 181 31 "189
1944 15,848,355 13,951,465 104 9 95
1945 3,567,015 3,101,158 20 4 55
1946 4,890,663 4,205,369 ,-29 3 65
1947 7,067,847 5,165,446 ' 36 19 132
1948 17,441,553 13 ,908 ,240 78 27 359
1949 46,276,104 35,194,953 149 34 456
1950 61 ,829,533 46,580,075 153 48 414

1951 47,161 ,425 33,928,685 125 48 357
1952 54,165,284 37,515,641 133 32 341
1953 47,896,532 32,992,112 125 22 356
1954 68,548,156 47,791,528 193 21 311
1955 93,711 ,237 61,968,500 216 38 317
195E 57,208,816 41,%3,054 209 27 305
1957 90,104,159 57,614,513 230 27 349
1958 71,135,105 66,760.254 272 29 383
1959 173,422,082 129,514,926 391 36 402
1960 .226,0:4,140 186,809,888 421 23 366

1961 146,275,352 121 ,825,466 361 18 389
1962 192,872,256 161,830,011 430 44 378
1963 161,415,884 130,594,002 382 8C 324
1964 187,769,479 159,087,443 415 60 284
1965 215,095,245 185,848,377 421 35 317
1966 195,640,396 165,384,476 377 45 285
1967 162,370,184 140,298,099 398 48 291+
1968 175,690,255 149,157,015 319 27 276
1969 178,826.058 148,059.294 282 39 221 .
1970 1.43,249,929 120,952,022 242 43 187

Tota! 53,213 ,798 ,070 52,651,450,533 10,603 1',572 12,873

*Includes crossin9S constructed initially as 9rade separations. as is done
on freeway projects on new locations. These potential grade- crossings are
"eliminae2d" in the initial planning and construction.
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in the cost of imprOvement projects. Money from these special
State funds 1s generally used on selected projects_not located on the
Fede!"al-aid highway system, inasmuch as Federal funds are not available
for participation in the cost of at railroad-highway inter-
sections off the Federal-aid highway system. From the special State
funds, originated in California and now established in 12 States.
crossing improvement expenditures are Deing made in amounts
more than $10 million per year. ,.

Improvement and Maintenance Costs

Complete statistics are not available on the total number of
crossings improved without Federal assistance or on the cost
of t.lese improvements. However. utiliZing the information which is
available, Tables 8 and 9 summarize tile accomplishments during recent
years from both Federal-aid and non-Federal-aid projects.

Table 8 also shows the estimated total costs and toe-estimated
costs by railroads and by State and locai governments for
grade and new automatic protection installations completed
during tile,4-year period, 1967-1970. Table 9 supplgments this informa-
ti on by show; ng the addi tiona1 nl:3ber of crossi ngs at Cil upgradi ng
of existing protection was completed during calendar years 1968-1970,
togetl,er w;i til the rail road costs incurred for such work.

TA8LE 8
Grade Crossing Improvement Projects

State. Local. and Railroad Expenditures
Summary for Calendar Years 1967-1370, Inclusive

Number of Crossings Expenditures

Federal- ilon- Estimated Estimated
Aid Federal-Aid Railroad State and

Type of Project Projects Total Cost Funds Local Funds

Grade Separations*
4-Year Tetal 1,305 400 $889.600,000 $15,400,000 $329,2CO,OOO
Annual Average 326 100 222,400,000 3,850.000 82,300,000

Automatic Protection**
4-Year Total 852 2,600 50,800,000 12,160,000 27,120,000
Annual Average 213 650 12,700,000 3,040,000 6,780,000

*Includes construction of grade separations at new and existing crossings.
reconstruction of existing grade separations, and railroad relocations.

"At locations where no protection other than fixed signs previously existed.
About two-thirds are automatic flashing light signals and are
automatic gates supplemented with flashing lights, with a few other
devices.
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TABLE 9

Grade ssing Improvement Involving
Existing nual or Automatic Devices
- Rail ad Expenditures Only

Sur.unary for leodar Years 1968-1970. Jnel usive
./' ,,/

Type of
Improvement

of Crossings Expenditures
________ ..'· .

Federal- Non- State and
aid Federal-aid Total Railroa!l-'"

Projects Projects cost /" /_j.uflds ,
. .. ...

... .,.....

$245,000
watchmen to
flashing lights 3 18

Watchmen to
automatic gates 5 52

to
100 640a),U:<lmatlc :gates

./
.0'
..-, 3-year total 108 710

Annual average 36 237

*Not available.

*

*

*
*
*

.'
.'

978,000

6,319,000

$7,542.000

$2.514,000

*

*
*

In addition to the-expenditures for grade separafions and other
grade crossing improvement work, the railroads nave continuing obliga-
tions for mainte ance and operation of protection
facilities. Tab lOincludes a 3-year summary and annual average of
the estimated ex nditures for maintainlng automatic grade crossing
protective devlc Of $36 million total annual expenditure,
slightly more tn 3 percent is reimbursed by State and local contri-
butions, leaving 5 million net railroad cost.

As SflOI'In in able 11, the rail roads have two other categori es
of substantial expenditures for grade crossing protection: (1) The
railrcad cost for providing crossing watchman service at 615 crossings
is $3.5 million annQally, and (2) during the 3 years 1968-1970 an
annual average of approximately $0.5 million was spent to provide
reflectorized crossbuck signs at an average 8,300 crossings.
Reflectorization of cr.ossing signs has been an ongoing program for
Several years.



During these recent years, the total of these average estimated
costs to the railroads for grade crossing improvements, maintenance and
operation was $53.5 million annually.

TABLE 10

" - Estim ted Total Railroad Expenditures and State and local
Refmbursem .nt for Maintaining Automatic Grade Crossing Protection

, i' ummary for Years 1968-1970, Inclusive

Total State and local
Fxpenditures Reimbursement Railroad Cost

3-Year Total

Annua1 Average

$108,612,000 $3,456,000

1,152.000

$105.156,000

35,052.JOI)

TABLE 11

Railroad Costs for Maintaining and
.;( . Grade Crossing Protection
, Summary for Calendar Years

/

,
3-Yeaf Total

Maintenance of.
Automatic. ' ./" roviding Watchme,

Protective at Crossings
Number' " / Number,..-
of,--' -··of.... '

./ '

Cross- Rail road'" Cross-
i ngs Cost "i ngs

$105,156,000

Annua1 Average 45,800 35,052.000 615
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Changes in Number of Crossings

In Table 12are listed the major categories of cha.'lges made in
railroad-highway on Class I railroads curing calendar year
1969. During the year there was a net decrease of 1,931 in the number
of grade crossings on Class I railroads because of the large number
eliminated by railroad abandonments. The number of grade separations
increased by a net of 157.

TABLE 12

Changes in Number of Railroad-Highway
Intersections on Class I Railroads

Calendar Year 1969

Numt-er of

Number at Beginning of Year

Additions

By new or relocated highway
By new or relocated railroad
By elimination of grade crossing

Total Additions

Eliminations

8y closing or relocation of highway
By relocation or abandonment of railroad
By construction of grade separation

Total Eliminations

Number at Close of Year

Grade
Crossings

213,671

613
479

1,092

350
2,630

43

3,023

211 ,740 1I

Grade
Separations

33,689

197
21
43

261

23
81

104

33,84611

Source: Transport Stati.sties in the .United States. Interstate Commerce
Commission

1/ These ar2 not comparable to the nationwide totals shown elsewhere in
this report since they are not based on State highway department
inventories and do not include Class II railroads.
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Department of Transportation Activities

Establishment of tile U.S. Department of Transportation brought into
close association the two Federal agencies having primary interest and
responsibility for the bimodal railroad-highway grade crossing problem.
Joining forces were the already established Bureau of Public Roads (now
Federal P.dministration) and the new Feder'al Railroad Administration.

Directive of the Secretary

On August 4. 1967. the Secretary of the newly organized Depart-
ment directed the Federal Highway Administrator and the Federal Railroad
Administrator to jointly initiate and pursue an expanded program of
action to reduce hazards at grade crossings. stating:

"The railway-highway grade crossing problem is a·railroad.
highway. and public problem which requires an intensive
attack on all factors which contribute to such accidents.
An immediate program should be started."

The directive outlined an immediate action program for improved
guide11nes and in diagnosing grade crossing hazards; for a sig-
nificant test and demonstration program of installation of grade crossing
protective devices; for rehabilitation of existing devices; for more
intensive accident investigative procedures; for the identification of
crossings a high incidence of use by sc"ool ol!ses, by vehicles
carrying hazardous materials, and by trFins; and for a
research and develCilment program desi gned to bring forth more effective
measures and devi ces to reduce acddents at grade cross ings.

The Secretary also directed that attention be given to longer
range considerations of the relationship of grade crossing safety to
otiler highway safety problems and to the possible need for an expanded
program of grade crossing safety requiring new legislation and additional
funding.

Joint Action Group,
/,.

To imp'ement the Secretary's directive. a Joint Action Group on
Grade Crossing Safety was organized by FHWA and FRA. Membershiil of this
group has included representatives of various offices of the nvo adminis-
trations plus the Highway Traffic Safety Administration. with
advisory representation from the Office of the Secretary and an observer
from tne National Transportation Safety Board.

Acting througn cOll1llittees and Scheduled monthly meetings. this
group established and maintained liaison, encouraged and atten-
t.lon to grade crossing safety matters. and coordinated and provided
.guidance to many Departmental undertakings in the field of grade crossing
. safety. Several h3ve included guest representation from selected
State hi ghway depcrrtments. State regul atory conani ssi ons and the Associ ati 0"
of American
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Instructional Issued to the States. Under date of
January 5, 19S8, the Olrector of Public R9ads.and the Federal Highway
Administrator jointly issued Instructional Memorandum 21-1-68 requesting:
(1) An updating of inventory infonmation on railroad-highway grade
crossings; (2) the formation of diagnostic teams comprised of
sentatives of appropriate agencies, railroad companies, the
of Public Roads (now FHWA), and other agencies interested in specific
situations; and (3) conduct of a test and demonstration program i,ri each
State for the installation of the most suitable known system of p:J-
tection at selected grade crossings to the extent of one crossing for
each 4,000 miles of the Federal-aid highway system. The memorandum
contai ned guide1i nes for use by the di agnosti c teams and for tile se1ec-
tioll of locations and conduct of the test and demonstration !Jrogrc;m. '

Identification System. From experience gained in ble conduct
of variouLinventorles, lt has become evident that an identification
code' that would uniquely identify each intersection would oe cf great
assistance. A small number of States, either through a highway identi-
fication system or tn cooperation with railroad companies, have recently
instituted railroad-highway intersection identification systems. In
general these systems provide the ability to: (1) Distinguish between
public and private crossings, (2) uniquely identify each intersection
for the exchange of information with regard to construction, improve-
ment, and maintenance, and (3) provide for the specific identification
of railroad-highway accidents with the actual physical features of the
intersection.

A proposal was developed for establishing an eight (or nine)
digit identification numbering system on a national basis to uniquely
identify each railroad-highway intersection. These digits would be
allocated to State. county (or separate urban areas) and a
assigned to each intersection. The appropriate numbered designatio:}
would be placed at a conspicuous point at tne intersection by and
stencil or attached plate.

The action group held several discussions on this sl,bject and
submitted th.e proposal to the Association of*American Railr'oads and the
American Association of State Highway Officials for consideration: A
continuing joint effort is expected to devise a satisfactory system
for general use. .

Special Use Efforts have been extended to identify
for special treatment"grade crossings heavily used by COlllllE!rcial
vehicles transporting hazardous materials and by school buses was aided
OJ cooperation from Council of Safety Supervisors of National Tank
Truck Carriers, Inc., American Petroleum Institute, the then National
Highway Safety Bureau's Advisory Committee on School Bus Operations
Sdfety, and the Commission on Safety Education of the National
Education Association.
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LRial-Historical Review. A legal-historical review was prepared
by the F staff 1n assoc1ation with the Action Group. Tnis document.
completed in Fei:Jruary 1969, furnished the basis for "A Legal-Historical
Review of the Division of Responsibility for the Elimination and Pro-
tection of Grade Crossings." in Appendix A of this
repurt.

Congressional Questionnaire. In August 1969 an extensive report
on Federal Programs for Grade Crossing Safety was forwarded to the
House Public Committee's Special Subcommittee on ,he Federal-
Aid Highway Program. This report was prepared by the Action Group in
response to some 400 questions posed by the staff of the subcommittee
on all facets of rai1road-highway grade crossing problem, including
associated ongoing

National Conferences

Through participation and encouragement by FHWA and FRA and
some sponsorship by the Department of Transportation jointly with other
interested organizations. three national conferences have been Con-
ducted on railroad-highway grade crossing safety.

A Grade Crossing -Safety was held on December 12-14,
1967, at Texas A&M Univers1ty, ege Station, Texas, jointly spon-
sored with the Texas Transportation Institute, with an attendance of
160 people representing the major interests grade crossing problems:
Railroad companies; State, county and municipal highway agencies; State
regulatory commissions; railroad associations; manufacturing and
research organizations; trucking organizations; railroad labor organi-
zations; safety organizations, trade puolications; educators; DOT,
FHWA. FRA, and NISB.

A Nationa1 Conference on Grade Crossing Safety was
held on February 11-13, 1969. at the Un1vers1ty of 1111no1s, Urbana.
Illinois. jointly sponsored by the Department of Transportation and the-
Highway Research Board of the Research Council, in cooperation
with the University_ Approximately 300 people were in attendance.-
again representing the key interests in the grade crossing problem.

The 1970 Conference on Grade Crossing
Safety was held on August 25-27, 1970. at the Georg1a nst1tute of
Technology, Atlanta, Georgia, under the joint sponsorship of Highway
Research Board and National Safety Council. Action Group members par-
ticipated intensively in the program. as had at the other two
national conferences. and took a part in the planning
and direction of each of the conferences.
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The program format of these conferences. with numerous panel
discussions. workshops. and periods of audience participation. evoked
useful discussion and an airing of divergent points of view. resulting
in a better understanding among those participating.

Proceedings of these conferences were given wide distribution
to railroads. bus and trucking associations, State highway departments,
State public utility commissions, Federal agencies and
Congressional committees.

Research Projects Related to Crossing Safety

The results of several significant research projects related to
grade crossing safety have became available during the

past 4 years and several ather projects sponsored by the two adminis-
trations in progress.

In 1968. the Highway Research Board issued NCHRP Report 50.
Factors Influencing Safety at Grade Crossings. by Alan M.
Voorhees and Associates. sponsored by the American Association of State
Highway Officials in cooperation with the Bureau of Public Roads (now
FHWA). This comprehensive analysis utilized the then best available
statistics to a mathematical mOQel for predicting the number
of accidents at a grade crossing based upon the number of vehicles and
the number of trains using the crossing and the type of device pro-
tecting the crossing. The report also includes an analysis of acci-
dents that did not involve trains. It includes some recommendations
for experimental signs for use at grade crossings and for a study of
train visibility. This latter recommendation was implemented by an
FRA sponsored study discussed later.

In October 1969. Alan M. Voorhees and Associates completed
A Program Definition Study for Rail-Highway Grade Crossing Imerovement,
sponsored by FRA. Using tne quite limited data available. thlS study
developed a procedure for economic analysis of proposed grade crossing
improvements, and indicated the magnitude of an estimated national pro-
gram of warranted impro!ements. The report also recommends as-year
program of further to improve the effectiveness and the
economics of improvements. including better data accumu-
lation and methods of policy formu1ation and administration.

In November 1969, the Office of Research and Development of BPR (nOI
issued an Interim Report on An Analysis of Operating Characteristics

and Safecy of Railroaci-Highway Grade Crossings prepared by the Fairbank
Highway Research Station of BPR and the Kelly Scientific Corporation. The
project involves a systems analysis utilizing a digital computer simulatio
model of the flow of vehicles and trains tllrough a railroad-highway grade
crossing. The objective is to reduce the grade crossing situation to a
manageable and understandable form and to take into account variations in
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the physical features of the crossing, the dynamic behavior of the driver
and his motor vehicle, as well as the train and its control mechanisms.
This research procedare is intended to establish a measure of the value of
alternative grade crossing protective devices. The improvement of protec-
tive devices is believed to be related to a better understanding of the
information needed by the driver approaching the crossing.

Under a contract with the Texas Institute
conducted a comprehensive review of the reporting of
accidents, and on July 31,1970, submitted the final report on Reporting
Rail-Highway Grade Crossing Accidents, coverin9 reporting and data collec-
tion by pUblic and private agencies, and suggesting methods for i'mproved
reporting and data collection.

As a further effort in this same area FRA has retained the'Tolis
Cain Corporation under a contract on Railroad Accident Reporting
System to analyze the railroad accident information reporting system in use
by the Bureau of Railroad Safety. This analysis will result in recommenda-
tions for changes in the present system to provide more useful and timely
information on all types of railroad accidents, including those involving
motor at railroad-highway intersections. Tolis Cain is scheduled
to presen,ttheir rec0mmenodtions in July 1972.

,In May 1971, Systems Consultants Incorporated completed a report on
The Visibility and of Trains Approaching Rail-Highway Grade
Crossings, sponsored by FRA. As an output from this study it is recommended
that for daytime visibility two contrasting colors should be used, each at
least 3 1/2 x 5 ft. and that one color should be bright, such as f10ures-
cent or bright yellow. Flashing high-output zenon strobe lamps, together
with lighted are recommended for night use. The report states that
a 10comotive horn with enough output to be effective would be an

nuisance.

A June 1971 lechnical Report on Technological Innovation Grade
Crossing Protective Systems by Transportation Systems Center, sponso('ed
by FRA, treats two related subjects: (1) Grade Crossing Protective Devices.
and (2) Grade Crossing Train Detection Based upon information
available from previous studies and upon laboratory investigation of
possible applications of advanced technology to existing and potentially
new protective devices. the report presents a summary of the potential

of protective devices anc systems. Primarily this TSC research
effort is designed to produce some new applications of technology to the

crossing problem. as set forth in this report.

FRA and NHTSA have arranged joint funding and durirg Fiscal Year
1972 will pursue a research project in the,human factors area on analysis
of driver behavior at railroad-highway grade crossings. This project
includes a study of (a) driver vision, and monitoring; (b)
driver response times and accuracy of complex problems; and (c) driver
solutions to the impending conflict problems.
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FHWA has a research project getting underway to devp.lop more reliable
techniques for assessing the Accident Potential at Grade
Crossings. It is intended to provide better evaluation of train involved
accident potential and to provide much more information on the magnitude of
the non-train accident problem at grade crossings.

Crossings on High Speed Rail Lines

The Northeast Corridor

A new dimension was added to the grade crossing safety problem by
the introduction of high speed rail passenger service on Penn Central routes
in the Northeast: Corridor under authority of the high-speed ground transpor-
tation research and development act approved September 30, 1965. With
trains such as the Metroliner and Turbo-Train running at 100 mph and capable
of much higher speeds, the question of a safe environment for the high speed
trains was added to the traditional issue of the hazard to motor vehicles
at grade crossings.

The Department has given special attention to the grade crossings
along the routes between Washington and New York and between New York and
Boston. High priority has been given to the Washington-New York route
because of its greater volume of railroad traffic and its somewhat higher
speeds of operation.

There are no grade crossings in the 123 miles of the Penn Central
line from New York to a point south of Wilmington, Delaware. the
remaining 102 miles to Washington. there are only 19 public crossings and
two private crossings at grada. Four other grade crossings on the Maryland
portion were closed through the combined efforts of the railroad, the State.
FHWA, and FRA.

Adequate funds not being then available for their elimination. the
remaining public grade crossings, 15 in Maryland and four in Delaware. were
equipped with modern automatic gate protection, with activated advance
warning signals along the approach roadways, and with improved profiles
and added width of crossing surfaces. These improvements were financed
by the railroad and by FHWA, FRA and the States in a $330.000 program.

On the New York to Boston line (formerly New Haven, now Penn Central
there are no grade crossings for the first 89 miles east of New York

to a point beyond New Haven, Connecticut. On the remaining 141 miles to
Boston there are 30 pUblic grade crossings, 14 ir. Connecticut, 15 in
Rhode Island, and one in Massachusetts. There are also 11 private grade
crossings in Connecticut, six in Rhode Island, and one in Massachusetts.
Many of the crossings on this line carry very light vehicular traffic. but
frequently they provide the only access to properties. Through

action by local highway authorities and State regulatory agencies,
six private have been physically legally vacated.
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Demonstration Projects AlithOrlZed by 1970 Acts

Section 205(a/ of the Highway Safety Act of 197Q (23 U.S.C. 322)
provides in part -

SEction 322 project - rail crossings

(a) The shall carry out a demonstration project for
the elimination of all public ground level rail-highwaj
crossings along the route of the high-speed ground trans-
portation demonstration projects between Washington,
District of Columbia. and Boston, Massachusetts, conducted
under authority of the Act entitled "An Act to authorize
the Sacretary of Commerce to undertake research and develop-
ment in high-speed ground transportation, and for
purposes," approved September 30, 1965 (49 U.S.C. 1631
et seq.).

(b) The Secretary shall carry out a demonstration project for
the elimination or protection of certain public ground-
level rail-highway crossings in, or in the of,
Greenwood, South Carolina.

(c) (1) If the highway involved is on any Federal-aid system,
the Federal share of the cost of such work shall be 90 per

and the railroad'5 share of such cost shall be
lO per centum.

(2) If the highway involved is not on any Federal-aid
system, the Federal share of the cost of such work shall be
80 per centum and the railroad's share of such cost shall
be 10 per centum and the remaining per centum of such
cost shall be paid by the State in which such crossing is
located.

(d) Before paying any part of the cost of the demonstration
projects authorized by this section. the Secretary shall
enter into sllch agreements with the State and railroads
involved to insure all non-Federal costs will be provided
as required by this section.

* * * * * * *
(f) There is authorized to be appropriated not to exceed

$9.000.000 fram the Hignway Trust carry out para-
graph (1) of subsection (c) of this section. There is
authorized to be appropriated out of the general fund not
to exceed $22.000.000 to carry out paragraph (2) of sub-
section (c) of this section.

Of the $31 million authorized for these demonstration projects.
$10 million was appropriated for Fiscal Year 1972.
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planning is underway by the se¥eral State highway
departments for elimination of the crossings in the Corridor
or. tne Penn Central between Washington .and Boston. This project will
consist of a mix of grade separations/crossing closures and frontage
road construction to· route highway to nearby separated
crossings.

Although the 1970 Act does not authorize funds for eliminating
private crossings along the Corridor, the railroad, State
and iocal governments and agencies being encouraged to combine
their efforts to this end.

The demonstration project in Greenwood, South Carolina, includes
the relocation of lines of the Seaboard Coast Railroad and the
Southern Railway, the construction of grade separations, protection of
crossings, and removal of abandoned trackage. Current plans provide
for removal of two lines of rail-road from the central business distl"ict
of the city, enhancing its appearance and cohesiveness. A total of
35 grade crossings and approximately 8 miles of track would be elimi-
nated from the :Jrban area, freei ng land for otiler uses. Tile ii:lproved
protection along the rail line would increased train speeds,

reducing delay to motor vehicles, as well as to railroad
Some preliminary work has been performed on this project

end planning is proceeding on the )"emainder.
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v

iHE DRIVER

Nearly all grade crossing accidents can be said to be attributable
to some degree of "dri ver error." TllUS, any effecti ve program for
improving safety at railroad-highway grade crossings
around the driver and his needs in approaching, traversing and leaving
the crossing site as safely and efficiently as possible.

If tne driver were not human and subject to errors of judgment,
and if he and his vehicle always functioned perfectly, grade crossing

would be'greatly reduced, as would highway accidents.
Thus, it is essential for those responsible for the grade crossing
e'ivironment to understand the driver and his problems. To this end,
aT\! feasible steps should be taken to assist ;,in in G:Jt :lis.
task by conveying the proper message and maintaining the proper attitude.,

In the area of highway safety in general, a three approach
is traditionally employed: Engineering, Education and Enforcement.

Engineering

To properly engineer the grade crossing it is neces-
sary to examine the decisions the driver must make, his proficiency in
making them, his attitudes about various situations he his
infcrmational needs for reaking decisions. ability assimi-
late that information, and his reaction upon receiving certain pieces
of information.

In aprr'oaching a railroad-highway grade crossing, the first
stimulus by the driver is the advance warning of the
crossing. This will normally take the form of the standard round
advance warning sign which will inform that he is approaching a
grade crossing. There may also be pavement markings present which
confirm the presence of the crossing. This information, 1f pluperly
assimilated, stimulates the first decision the driver must make. His
experience either at this particular grade crossing or at grade cross-
ings in general will be reflected in his decision. This decision
would be either to decelerate immediately or to take no immediate
action but the information for later use. It is imperative, of
course, that to 'have positive value, these signs must clearly be
visible, well maintained and situated at a sufficient distance from
the crossing to accommodate the prevailing highway speed.
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The standard advance warning si!jn provides no other
such as number of tracks or angle of crossing or whether the protection
at the crossing consists of an automatic device or merely a sign. Such
information might well serve to assist the' driver in rletermining his
actions and responsibilities when he the crossing.

The next stimulus received by the driver as he continues toward
the crossing would normally be from the protective devices at the
crossing or the crossing itself. Their location, state of repair, and
other factors will have a significant bearing on the· driver's action at
this point.

At crossings which have automatic protection, a completely dark
signal indicates that no train is approaching. 'This, incident3.11y.• is
not consistent with the message the driver receives at signalized high-
way intersections where he receives a positive indication to proceed in
the form of a green light or a blinking yellow light. At crossings
with automatic protection. most drivers are inclined not to lOOK for an

train. Instead, they rely on protective device.

if the automatic protective device is operating the driver ;5
required to stop at the crossing. The device in operation is inter.ded
to signify the imminent approach 'of a train or the presence of a train
on the crossing.. Again. from experience. the driver may have
encountered signals operating where the train. although visible. was
delayed for an unreasonable amount of time or did not reach the
crossing. This usually occurs at crossings with a wide range of' train

or with switching operations but can happen at any location
where circuitry design does not fully account for the specific traln
operations at that point. It is difficult to precisely quantify the
reduction in effectiveness of automatic devices due to the lack of

or integrity but it is a very real problem, with results
ranging from partial to total disregard of the signals by the driver.

This type of activation problem can be avoided by the installation
of more sophisticated and expensive equipment which measures train speeds
and gives the driver a consistent and reliable message. Such equipment
is being used in new signal installations when prolonged signal activa-
tion would otherwise create severe problems; however, there is a need for
broader use of such devices. not only in new signal installations but
also in modernizing existing signals. although the available equipment is
ql.iite expensive.

When the driver approaches' a crossing protected solely by
crossbucks. the only informat:on he receives from this sign is that there
is a crossing. The for discerning the presence or
approach of the train rests with him.
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The driver's response when encountering a crossbuck protected
crossing will be governed by factors. These can be classified
broadly in two areas; his attitude, which is influenced by his
experience. and his ability to cope.with the actual physical 'environ-
ment at a given crossing. It can readily be agreed that a driver
should looK for the approach of a train. However, since crossbuck signs
are generally used to, protect crossings with lower exposure, train
traffic usually will be less frequent than at automatically protected
crossings. Thus. a driver may use a crossing repeatedly and not see a
train. This understandably reduces his vigilance and he becomes more
susceptible to a collision when a train is present at the crossing.

If he observes a train approaching the crossing. the driver must
decidp. either to stop before reaching the crossing or proceed through
the crossing ahead of the train. Such a decision must be based on his
almost judgment of several complex factors. including
train speed and distance from the crossing. The result may be indeci-
sion or a wrong decision. '

The foregoing assumes that the driver fs afforded sufficient
clear sight distance between the highway and the approaching train. as
well as sufficient sight distance to the crossing. to take the proper
action. The more restrictive of these two unrelated sight distance
restrictions should govern the driver's approach speed. This informa-
tion may be conveyed to him by an advisory speed warning sign. Where
the sight distance is restricted. the driver also assimilate and
react to this information as a part of the driving process.

Ail of the foregoing assumes the driver encounters no other
restrictions or distractions within the grade crossing environment.
Other possible actions required of him might include a required stop at
every crossing because of the type of vehicle he ;s driving or a stop
or speed change because the vehicle preceding him has taken such action.

When the driver approaches a crossing. he needs to krow if there
is a train (1) on the crossing. (2) approaching the or (3) not
in the vicinity of the crossing. This can be satisfied in part by
providing improvements such as (1) more effective and informative
passive signing, (2) improved sight distance along the highway, and
(3) better visibility of the crossing area and of the train on or
approaching the crossing. However, all of these improvements still
leave the basic responsibility for determining the bazard with the
driver and may require almost simultaneous tasks of him. At a crossing
protected with an automatic device. the driver's primary responsibility
is to observe and respond to the message conveyed by that device. Thus,
automatic devices which give the driver a uniform warning time prior to
arrival of the train significantly simplify the driver's task and
SUbstantially reduce motor vehicle-train
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Education

Programs

In recent years ·the railroad industry has been instrumental in
organizing groups composed of represelltatives of railroad management.
organized labor. and State and local Government agencies for the
purpose of driver awareness of the inherent hazards at
railroad-highway grade crossings. Organizations such as the Joint
Management-legislative Grade Crossing Accident Program made up of the
Santa Fe. Union Pacific, Western Pacific and Southern Pacific have
actively participated in statewide programs to develop cooperative
interest in the reduction ?nd prevention of grade crossing accidents.
Through the joint effort of railroad management and labor, educational
literature has been distributed to the news media. law enforcement
agencies. public schools and civic clubs. Huch·of the educational
material published by the National Safety Council (NSC), including
pamphlets. radio and television spots, safety posters and
safety quizzes and news releases are distributed through these
oriented organizations. Several railroad companies, some individually
and others through joint effort. have bUdgeted several thousands of
dollars for the production of grade crossing accident prevention films.
These film and slide presentations are made available free for public
US2 in schools, education programs and civic club activities.

On their own joint initiative and without public financial
support. the railroad industry and organized labor have established and
continue to roaintain sizable programs that are helping to educate the
driver on his role and responsibility under law for reducing serious
railroad-highway accidents at grade crossings.

The National Safety Council Programs

In 1960 a committee made up of 50 members, representing railroads,
trucking and petroleum industries. railroad labor, public agencies, and
the general public was fanned by the National Safety Council to assist ir
the reduction and prevention of railroad-highway accidents. The
committee with the responsibility to: undertake a continuing
educational campaign designed to impress all drivers with the need for
greater caution at railroad-highway grade crossings; encourage better
enforcement of traffic laws at or near grade crossings; encourage
physical improvement of grade crossings; work for uniformity of State
laws; and endeavor to upgrade the perfonnance of school bus operation and
drivers of vehicles carrying flammables who are required by·law ) stop
at railroad-highway grade crossings.

The "Near Miss" Program. One of the projects developed by this
corrmittee is the railroad "near miss" program. In this program. train
crews observe and record violations of stop laws at grade crossings, as
well as other hazardous vehicle maneuvers which nearly result in
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collisions. The railroads then re'port the violation to company or
school district whose driver was involved in the ,'iolation or, in the
case 'of the passenger car contact the driver directly. The
main va1ue of this program is that contact is made immediately with
the company or school district, a procedure which allows the fleet
supervisor to take steps to correct the erring driver as well as remind
other drivers of the necessity to obey traffic laws at railroad-highway
grade crossings. Near miss reports are compiled by the NSC staff to be
used for educational purposes. In this sense the entire program is
intended to be educationally oriented and not punitive in nature. In a
recent year NSC received 605 reports of near miss incidents. Trucks
carrying flammables were involved in 203 instances while school buses
were cited in 255 reports.

Other educational programs sponsored by the NSC include:
articles in publications such as Traffic Safety and Family safety which
describe railroad-highway grade crossing hazards; safety materia s for
driver education programs; pamphlets, posters, studio and television
spots; and sponsoring of conferences and courses related to
highway safety.

State Driver Manuals

A review of current state driver manuals reveals considerable
difference in the emphasis placed upon the railroad-highway grade
crossing hazard by the individual states. because laws to be observed
at or near these intersections differ from state to state. In general,
the driver's manual provides emphasis to the prospective driver on:
(1) the need to recognize and respond to the railroad advance warning
sign, (2) the crossbuck sign which specificaliy locates where the
tracks cross the roadway, (3) the requirement for buses and trucks
transporting hazardous and other selected vehicles to stop Jt
all grade crossings. The driver is also cautioned about multiple
tracks, staying on tracks or changing gears and not driVing between or
around lowered crossing

The lack of consistent signing and use of protective devices at
or near railroad-highway grade crossings, in addition to non-unifonmity
of state and local traffic laws and codes. results in a difficult situa-
tion for those who are charged with driver education, driver licensing
and driver performance. As manuals and codes are revised, consideration
must be given to unifonmity of driver information systems.

Enforcement

Police administrators, as with other public service administrators,
are faced with increasing demands from a growing population without
commensurate increases in funding and staffing. One method, employed by
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police to improve the of law enforcement
officers, is cai1ed selective enforcement. In implementing selective

the pel ice administrator attempts to place his available
at known problem locations during the most hazardous time of

day or night. By observing the violations wh;ch are contributing to
accidents, the police administrator may use both and
educationa1:measures to reduce the accident experience at hazardous
1ocati ons.

CoordinatedCcrrmunity Program

Oftentimes, when a major crisis comes upon a community, the
citizenry and its elected and appointed representatives band together
in a coordinated effort to meet the crisis. It is not uncommon that
tragic railroad-highway accidents which take the life of one or more
local citizens create an atmosphere of crisis. The San Joaquin County
California Accident Reduction Plan adequately serves to illustrate an
approach that has been taken by one community to cope with this problem.

The plan, conceived and implemented in early 1970 by the County
Sheriff I s Department, combines the traditional elements of engineering, ,
enforcement, and education. Copies of the Accident Reduction Plan were
mailed to each traffic judge, railroad company, newspaper, radio station,

, and traffic engineer in the county, with a letter explaining 'the problem
and its proposed solution.

. A short time 1ater, 1aw enforcement offi cers contacted the traffi c
jUdges and informed them of the problem of an increased number of train-
auto accidents and what was proposed to be done to reduce this
experience. The educational and aspects of the plan were
discussed. Judges agreed to raise the bail schedule on the vehicle code
sections pertaining to vehicles failing t.J heed rail road signal 1ights;.
and, in some aggravated cases, to require mandatory appearance of the
violator. Raill'oad companies were· contacted and asked to report observed
crossing violations to the California Highway Patrol.

A11 traffic officers were informed of the prob1em'and the methods
that were proposed for its solution. They were instructed to step up
their enforcement action against yrade crossing signal violations
throughout the entire county and when a motorist was stopped for this
Violation, to advise him of the hazards involved.

The r.ext step was to inform the driving public by means of a
concentrated ongoing educational program involving all of the news media.
The major newspapers, and radio and cooperated fully.
Another phase of the program involved meetings between law enforcement
officers trucking company representatives. The purpose of this
reeeting was to develop special projects which related to truck movements
over railroad-highway crossings.
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As the,ffnal phase cf plan, engineering was initiated by
requesting traffic I)fficers to provide infonnation on hazardous locationo;
where improvec engLleering design would eliminate or significantly reduce
hazards. Although the plan involved only a single county, its designers
are quick to point out that all drivers traversing San Joaquin County
benefit from the program.

This summary of one local Government program to improve railroad-
highway is presented this report as an example of what can be
accomplished through a coordinated community involvement program.
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VI

THE WARNING SYSTEM

Standards and Guides

For the purpose of this report, the railroad-highway grade
crossing warning system includes all pertinent traffic control devices
encountered by the driver in the process of approaching and traversing

grade crossing. The function of the system is to advise and warn
the driver of the potential or actual hazard and the responsibilities
and the actions required of him. NaLional standards for the devices
in this system. like all other highway treffic control devices. are
provided in the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTeD).

The need for of traffic control devices led to
publication of the first manual in 1935. A revised edition issued
in October, 1971, replaces one published in 1961. The revised edition
was prepared as a cooperative effort of Federal, State and local offici2ls
and traffic engineers and approved by the Federal Highway Administrator
as the National Standard for all highways open to public travel in
accordance with his authority under Federa1 law. In Virtually all
States. traffic control devices placed and maintair.ed by State and local
officials are required by statute to conform to a State Manual which
must be in substantial conformance with the MUTCD..

Both the 1961 edition and the 1971 revision require the standard
advance warning sign on each highway approach except in a few
situations where advance warning is deemed unnecessary or would
be ineffective. They also require the standard crossbuck at the cross-
ing on the right-hand side of the roadway on each highway apprcach to
all crossings.

The use of pavement markings in advance of a grade crossing has
been modified in the revised edition by recommending such markings on
all paved approaches and requiring them on all paved approaches where
flashing lights and/or gates are and at all other paved
approaches where the prevailing speed is 40 mph or greater. Stop
signs are no longer specifically warranted at railroad-highway grade
crossings. but neither are thej specifically prohibited; thus permitting.

not encouraging, their use at these crossings.

The new edition has been revised to permit the use of regUlar
trafflc control signals at industrial track crossings and other crossings
where train movements are very slow. It continues the prohibition
against their use at crossings of mainline railroad tracks.
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One significant change in the new edition is the deletion of the
use of wigwag signals as a protective device at crossings. The types
of control, design, location, installation, 2nd operation of protective

are required to be in accordance with Association of American
Railroads Bulletin No.6. One exception is that the striping on auto-
maiic has been revised to require alternate red and white striping
as opposed to the use of alternate and white stripes. Another
exception i$ the specific rEquirement for providing a minimum lateral
clearance of 2 feet from tile face of curb or from tile edge 'of the
:Jsable ilighway shOt·lder to the near edge of the device for all auto-
matic protective devices.

The specific requirements for crossing protection devices, as
distinguished from advance warning devices, contained in Bulletin No.6,
issued by tile Train Operation, Control and Signals Corrmittee of the
Association of AQerican Railroads, have generally been adopted or
approved for use oy tne railroads, State agencies having jurisdiction,
and the nighway Administration.

Existing Active Systems

The Fi rst Steps

Consistent with their legal responsibility to warn highway
travelers of the approach of the railroads in their early days
provided watchmen at some highway crossings in addition tQ
the \·/arnings provided at all crossings by locomotive whistles, lights,
and bells. At night a watchman would provide warning by swinging a
red lantern. Some hand operated crossing gates were made
about 1870. In 1889 the first automatically activated railroad-highway
crossing protective device, a bell, was placed in service. This
audiule warning was more suited to the slow moving horse-drawn vehicles
than it is to modern closed vehicles, altnough bells still in service
provide a good warning signal for pedestrians. Today they are installed
as adjuncts to modern visual types of warning devices at crossings
by both venicles and pedestrians.

The "wigwag," an automatic swinging banner. was first used at
grade crossings in 1914. The wigwag with a red light symbolized the
crossing I-Iatc:lman's swinging red lantern.

Development of Current Devices

A development of the 1920's was the automatic flashing-light
signal which simulated the swinging red lantern. utilizing two alter-
nately flashing, horizontally-spaced fixed red-lights sufficiently
powerful to be visible in daylight. models of flashing light
signals constitute the most widely form of grade
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protective device oeing installed in current programs. Cantilever
supports are being used much more frequently to improve visibility of
signals at crossings of the more important highways, particularly
mult.i-lane facilities.

In 1936 the short-arm gate was developed as a supplementary
device for use with the flashing light $ignal. The signal-gate
nation, usually designated as an automatic gate, is ,particularly suit-
able for use at grade crossings of two or more tracks' where the gate
arm across the highway will restrain highway traffic when a second
train is approaching and for use at single track crossings with
restricted sight distance and used by high-speed trains. The automatic
gate is the other form of protective device being installed generally
in current programs.

Protective Device Improvements and Performance Record

It is significant and of some concern that the
devices now being used in new installations were developed
some 35 and 45 years ago. Improvements in flashing light signals and
automatic gates introduced over these many years include reflective
signs, brighter signals with longer range, sophisticated signal
systems to eliminate unnecessary operations. materials and

less maintenance and lighter weight signal assemblies/and
gates to reduce installation costs. These improvements have
to increased and cost reduction in protective

The performance of these protective devices has been
quite good. Several analytical studies of "before" and "after" records
show that accidents and resulting and injuries have been
substantially reduced automatic flashing light signal installa-
tions and automatic gate installations have been made. Elsewhere in
this report it is shown that beb/een 1920 and 1370 the grade crossing
casualty ratio was reduced 92 percent. Installation of automatic pro-
tective devices played an important role in this accomplishment.

Cos t ProlJ1em

Under current programs. the installation costs for flashing light
signals frequently exceed $15,000 and, in many instances,
gates cost more than $2u.GOO at even the most simplified railroad-
highway grade crossing. The annual maintenance costs of theiQ devices
are currently in excess of $700 and Sl.OOO. respectively. To some
extent these high costs are attributable to the restraints placed upon
suppliers and their through public regulation. legal restraint
.1nd market size.
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Public Regulation

As indicdted at the beginning of this section, grade crossing
protective systems must not only meet the requirements of the Manual
on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (HUTCD) as well as other similar
requirements imposed by State and local law and regulation also
must satisfy the recommended practices for these matters set forth in
Bulletin No.6 of the Association of American Railroads. On one hand.
controls of this nature are necessary to achieve a reasonable degree
of uniformity in practice nationwide. On the other hand. such con-
trols can act as a deterrent for developing and testing new devices.
particularly under circumstances where the controls nave the force and
effect of law, coupled with the added complication of sunmounting the
problems stemming divided jurisdictional authority and responsi-
bility when implementing and approving new devices.

Legal Restraints

Because cf the legal ilTplications of nonconformance to "accepted"
signs and signals. railroads are generally reluctant utilize a new
type of equipment unless it meets current standards and regulations.
Another item tending to restrict innovation is that railroads have
found thdt products tend to make older equipment, still in
service, SUbject to legal claims that the is not as "good"
as it might have been.

prodl,lcts require a per"iod of testing by both the supplier
and the railroad industrj'. Most difficult to introduce are products
which involve new techniques or technologies. Product testing is
extended as more complicated apparatus and circuitry is introduced.
Product acceptance problems also result from in railroad
operation. Although nigher speed trains cause only minor changes to
occur in system. the mixing of high-speed with slow-speed trains
bri ngs about a requi rement for an il'lproved system or protJuct to detect
this difference in speed in order to provide a uniform warning time
for trains approac!ling grade crossings at varying speeds.

The railroad-highway protective device supply industry reports
that the relationship of development costs sales price for new
products of average complexity is such that 3 to 4 years of are
required to recover thesa costs with no profit being generated during
tnis period. Even when railroad-highway grade crossir.; protective

all current regulations and spacifications. railroads
have frequently been required pay damages 'in lawsuits resulting
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from crussing When non-standard equipment is involved,
successful defense against accident claims is made more difficult.
IJnder these circumstances railroads continue to be relu.:tant to volun-
tarily install new types of protective equipment, even though they
represent SQmP- improvement.

Market Size

The protective device market is shared by as
many as seven or eight individual suppliers. ijsing data from the
recent 5 y@ars, the basic equipment is
approximately $12 millivn. Based upon current spending programs of
Federa1, State and local governments and the railroad industry, some
400 automatic Qate and 850 flashing light signal installations are
completed year. There are some 47,000 existing installations of
automatic protection that require replacement parts and. periodically,
total reljlacement. ihere are also some 194,000 other grade crossings
with no automatic protective devices, some of which are lH:ely l'rospects
for inst311ation of automatic dev1ces. Regardless of how the potential
market is viewed, at the current annual rate of expp.nditures and the
number of suppliers in the field, it is not surprising that railroad-

protective device improvements and innovations are somewhat
inhibited. It is conceivable that increased market size could result
in some reduction in equipment costs.

Marketing

Although government bodies now exert a strong influence ir. tne
market and are currently paying an increaSing part of the costs, they
do not make the purchase. Since the equipment is actually being pur-
chased, and maintained by the railroads with their forces.
it has been their prerogative to select the particular equipment to
be used. This practice has probably contributed to the lack of innova-
tion in equipment deSign and use as much as any nther single factor.
Even though governmental bodies issue orders for installation of the
equipment, the supplier'S mar·keting effort is still directed toward
the railroad companies. The size of the market is being established
by public bodies. Toe only Jhoice available to the railroad is the
source of equipment.

The Track Circuit

The basic method of detecting the presence of a train has always
utilized the rails to accommodate track circuits. For fail-safe opera-
tion. the track circuit employs the closed loop principla with electri-
cal energy applied to the rails at one end of the track circuit to
activate a detection and device at the opposite end.
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When a train enters the track circuit the energy to the protective
device is shorted out through the wheels and axles of the train. This
in turn activates. the warning device. Other necessary components in
this circuit are insulated joints. rail bonds. lightning and surge
suppressors. batteries. rectifiers. relays, etc.

New Technology in Active Systems

Current and proposed technological innovations in the
state of the art for railroad-highway grade crossing protection systems
include:

(a) An audio frequency tone track overlay which transmits sound
into the track has been developed to replace the DC track circuit. The
primary advantage of innovation has been the reduction or elimination
of insulated joints. which have a relatively high of maintenance.
and the of using this system with existing railrOad signal
circuits without extensive modification.

(;') To eliminate excessively long activation of flashing lights
and gates by slow trains operating in high. speed territory,
speed detectors and restart devices have been developed and p1.aced on
the market. The speed detector. although expensive to i!lstall and
maintain, provides additional benefits by constantly the
approaching train's speed and translating this to a un'ifonn warning
time for the driver. Not only is credibility of the warning device
improVed but also motor vehicle delay tiffie. especially where gates are
installed, is held at a minimum.

(c) The development of a parabolic reflector lamp and a better
focusing roundel (lens) to improve warning light visibility to drivers.

New Technology Under Study

The Transportation Systems Center of the Department of TranSpOr-
tation now has ur.der way a research program applying expertise gained
from aerospace research to the field of grade crossing
:>rotection systems. Under study currently is:

Ca) The application of microwave systems. both telemetry and
radar, to the activation of protective devices. One system utilizes
a low-cost. highly reliable microwave telemetry link between the train-
sensing point required for adequate warning and the protective device
at the grade crossing. Power consumption is at a minimum permitting
operation from batteries on a yearly replacement schedule and eliminat-
ing the need for line-power installation. This system should influence
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several items 0; expense. including hardware, installation
and maintenance. Ii is that the system would reduce protec-
tion cost at many grade crossings by 2C 50 percent.!f

Thi s program has advanced to the stage tha t fi e1d tes ts wi 11 ---
begin prior to the end of calendar year 1971. It is to include
the production of engineering models by commercial organizations to
meet FRA specifications for performance. reliability, simplicity, con-

with railroad requirements. climatic conditions and maintain-
ability, with estimates of cost of manufacturing units in
quantity and cost of ir.sta11ation. An extended period of testing is
in prospect.

?roposed and Vehicle Warning Systems

Among the many ideas f--equently proposed for improvement of
safety at railroad-highway crossings are those involving tech-
O1ques whicl1 require special systE!r.l elements insulled on trains and/or
motor vehicles. A general discussion of these concepts follONS:

Train to Crossino Systems. The basic concept involves a
locomotive-mounted transmitter with a receiver at the crossing. The
means of communication can be radio. acoustic, or otner.
There are several inherent major defects associated with these systems.
A11 locomotives the must be appropriately equipped. and
for most systems the locomotive must precede all other rolling stock.
Genera1iy, this will be difficult to ensure, because of
locomotive interchange among railroads and the situation where cars
are being shoved in switching moves. Further. equipment must be
in operating order. raises the question of what is to be done
in the event of a failure in Fail-safe operation is
as the presence of an unequipped train wi11 be indistinguishable from
the no-train situation. The of human failure must also be
considered. Finallyo both unifontl warning time, d-ifficoJlt to cbtaia
for such a and proper activation regardless of the
orientation of the locomotive or its position in the train. are neces-
sary for system implementation.

Some of the above objections an! elimi.,ated if cross;ng signal
activation is accoqJlished by means of some inherent property of the
train. such as vibration. noise, etc., rather than through special
apparatus. However. appropriate effectiveness of such means under a
variety of environmental conditions for diverse type!' of rolling stock
(with constant time) seems to present an extremely cha11ensing
task.

11 See Systems Center Report entitled Technological
Innovation in Grade Crossing Protective Systems (June 1971).
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Crossin
T
to Vehicle Systems. A number of have been

suggested lnvo ving activation of special in-the-vehicle signals by
roadside components. of these are applicable to grade crossings.
Inasmuch as the major part of prctection expense is in train detection
and signal activation. it is clearly desirable to utilize all possible
means of alerting motorists once the basic investment has been made.
However, it seems unreasonable to expect installation of the necessary
receiving and signal apparatus in all vehicles simply for grade cross-
ing protection, hence it will be to await implementation of
such a system for general highway usage before crossing applications
are feasible. In addition. since the presence and operability of the
vehicle-mounted components cannot be guaranteed, such a warning device
must be considered as a secondary system. to enhance the effectiveness
of more conventional warning systems.

Train-Vehicle Systems. Tne idea of direct between
train and driver strong appeal, but appears to be a unpromising
approach of numerous ventures into this concept. Essentially,
such a method would combine the defects of both cooperative systems
discussed above. The one exception to this conclusion is in the
direct observation of the train by the driver. either visua1ly or by

means. This topic is fully treated later in this report.

Stalled-Vehicle Indicators. It is a popular notion that a major
element of grade crossing safety is prevention of collisions with motor
vehicles which have become stalled on tracks. A conclusion frequently
drawn is that means must be found to alert the train crew so that the
train can be halted. Although 10 to 15 percent of accidents involve
motor vehicles stopped on the crossing. the period of time they are on
the tracks prior to arrival of the train is unknown.

A long distrance is required to stop a train. The nature
of conventional train braking systems. the limitation3 imposed by train
dynamics. and the predominance of lengthy freight trains combine to
make even an brake application a slow and hazardous process.
requiring initiation one-half to two miles in advance of the obstacle.
Thus. most cases of stalled vehicles are such that there is usually no
chance of stopping the train in time to avoid a collisior..

Some of ideas and systems discussed here have little pros-
pect of implementation. On the other hand, others have considerable
promise in providing increased railroad-highway safety. The develop-
ment of new ideas in improved lower cost warning devices for the pro-
tection of both drivers and trains at railroad-highway gradE crossings
is an important element in achieving reductions in accidents at low
volume crossings.
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Existing Passive Systems

With more three-fourths of the public grade crossings
nationwide not protected with active devices, it is most important for
the passive devices to be as effective as possible. Furthermore, at
the 70,000 or more crossings in lowest classification for both
highway traffic volume, 500 or less per day, and railroad
traffic volume. less than biO trains per day, there is but a remote
possibility of finding justification for other than passive protection.

Advance Warning Sign

The existing standard advance warning sign consists of a 36 inch
yellow sign with a black "X" and the letters RR. This sign advises
that there is a crossing ahead gives no other information. It has
been standard for many years.

Pavement Markings

Pavement markings when required are painted on the highway
surface in advance of the cros!Oing and consist of a distinctive "X"
and the letters RR.

Crossbuck

The crossbuck device which is used either alone or in combina-
tion with other signs or signals at the crossing consists of a set of
crossarms with the words "Railroad Crossing" written on the arms. The
current standard provides that the crossarms be reflectorized but many
older non-reflectorized crossbuck signs are stii1 in use. The cross-
buck form of railroad-highway crossing sign has been standard for many
years. It has been designee by committees of railroad organizations
and has the approval of the American Engineering Association
and the Association of American Railroads. It is included in the
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices.

In some States the placement of only one crossbuck sign at each
crossing is However, since the Manual on Uniform Traffic
Control Devices requires the installation of a crossbuck sign on
right-hand side of the roadway on each approach to the crossing. which
is a minimum of two per crossing, all crossings with a single sign are
deficient under the national policy on traffic control device$. To
correct this deficiency will require installation of an additional sign
at those crossings now having only one, and will require installation
of two signs at the thousand reported
as having no signs or si9nals. Installation of these signs would be
made without prior beneflt-cost analysis, on the basis that this
is a mandatory minimum requirement for safety.
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Other passive devices used at some crossings in conjunction with
the crossbuck are (1) illumination and (2) stop signs.

Illumination

Illumination of crossings is a type of passive protection which
can be used to improve safety under certain conditions. Illumination
is particularly appropriate at crossings with slow moving or standing

at night. particularly locations where physical characteris-
tics are such that motor vehicle headlights shine or under railroad
cars on the crossing or where other result in poor nighttime
visibility. At crossings with high-speed trains or used only for
through operations. illumination may be of questionaole value inasmuch
as light is concentrated at the crossing and may detract from the view
of an approaching train. Appropriate use of illumination has been
approved by the American Railway Engineering Association.

Stop Signs

Ur.der the 1961 edition of the stop signs were warranted
at grade crossings under conditions where a stop is required by law or
by order of the appropriate public authority. Sucn a warrant is not
included in the revised manual. Stop signs are controversial. pro-
moted by some groups. either alene or in combination with "rumble
strips" on the highway approach surface. and discouraged by many others.

Limited research that stop signs are generally more
than crossbucks in reducing the number of vehicle-train

collisiol . Their effect on other accidents at the crossing is unknown
although some evidence indicates that stop signs, by increasing the
turbulence of traffic flow. increase other accidents. notably the rear-
end collision type. particularly where stop signs are used in an area
indiscriminantlY·

The high operating cost and delay associated stopping all
motor vp.hicles at a crossing attaches a heavy economic burden to the
use of stop signs. Also. studies indicate that stop signs at railroad-
highway grade crossings are frequently not obeyed and their use under
those circumstances may reduce their effectiveness and credibility in
all other situations. including highway intersections.

Other Concppts

Other concepts which have been used at and in advance of cross-
ings include the addition of flashing lights to passive These
take the form of both non-train activated (continuouslY flashing) and
train-activated (active) devices.
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Non-train activated. These normally take the form of con-
tinuously operated. alternately-flashing lights mounted on an advance
warning sign or on some modified crossbuck sign at the crossing. The
lights on the advance sign are usually yellow; the lights at the cross-
ing either yellow or red. While there are distinct alerting values
associated with these devices. they are only advisory and do not indi-
cate actual train approach.

Results with these devices have been mixed, but generally
negative. of the opinion is very subjective, although at least
one State has tested the crossbuck mounted flashing lights and deter-
mined that such devices should not be used or adopted as a standard
in that State.

The use of continuously flashing lights on advance signs seems
to be less although operating costs and vandalism.have
been deterrents to any wide-scale use.

Train-activated. Another concept. not really new, but receiving
much attentlon 1n recent years. is the use of train-activated flashing
lights in conjunction with advance warning signs. This method provides
to the driver a distinct alerting signal operating only when a train

approaching or is present on the crossing.

At the 19 public grade crossings on the high-speed line between
Washington and New York. a combination of flashing aflIDer lights and an
advance warning sign has been extended over each approach on
cantilever arms. Such application appears appropriate at such special
locations.

Potential Improvements to Passive Systems

Because of the importance of the passive signs used in railroad-
highway grade crossing warning systems. research and testing is being
conducted to develop more effective signs.

Advance Warning

Studies in recent years have resulted in possible new types of
advance warning signs which would give the driver more effective infor-
mation than the existing standard sign. For example. a sign has been
developed might be used in advance of a passively protected
crossing to provide an early indication that it differs from an auto-

protected crossing. This sign would show by symbol the high-
way and track crossing and the angle of crossing. thus giving the driver
information both on the protection ahead and on where to look for the
train. This sign is being uc:ed extens"!vely in canada.
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Vari ous s i 9ns have been suggested for use in advance of an auto-
matically crossing. Most of these incorporate the symbol of
the flashing light signal and in this respect would be similar to the
"signal ahead" symblJl sign used in advance of signalized highway-highway
intersections.

These signs might be used to replace the existing standard
advance warning sign or to supplement the standard sign, which provides
basic warning of a crossing ahead, to give the driver additional
information concernir.g the crossing.

In addition, other designs have been suggested for signs to
replace the advance warning sign on the basis that they have more
"impact" or "target value." Better backgrounds including black borders
have been suggested. Other improvements could take the ferm of simpiy
larger standard signs.

Protection at the Crossing

POS5ible improvements to the existing standard crossbuck have
been developed for experimentation ana testing. Consistent with the
human factors research finding that a new system should incorporate
some features of the existing system, the being considered
retain the crossbuck concept in some form.

A research recommendation in NCHR? 50 would impose the crossbuck
symbol on a background shaped sign. This would provide
a message consistent with the driver's responsibility to yield at a
railroad-highway grade crossing in the same way as at other yield
signs and would provide a better background for the device.

A symbol crossbuck sign is being considered for use in Canada
where there is a bilingual need in the use of lettering. The sign
being considered is a yellow reflectorized sign, with a black border
but without lettering, that can be adapted to the existing standard
size crossbuck arms. An experimental installation has been made in
Can3da. It is considered to have sufficient merit and has been
recomnended for inclusion in the AAR Signal Manual so that its use
will be encouraged on a test basis. This would permit
officials to evaluate its effectiveness. !t is probable that the
·yellow crossarms will be more visible against a variety of backgrounds
than the standard white crossarms with black lettering.

Several of these new types of passive devices have been and are
being installed on an experimental basis and evaluated, demonstrating

active interest in improving grade crossing safety through improved
passive systems.
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Location of Devices

In recent years it has been well established that a large per-
centage of the motor vehicles which run off roadways are involved in
serious crashes fixed objects located above the along
roadsides. Sign trees, lighting standards, and utility

are some of the objects frequently encountered. In many instances,
a roadside area free from obstructions would afford the
driver a greater opportunity to recover control of his vehicle and
avoid a serious accident. Also, experience has shown that breakaway
and yielding supports for signs and other traffic control devices
substantially reduce the severity of this type of accident.

Ra-; 1road-highway grade crcassinQ protective devi ces, 1i ke other
highway signs and traffic control devices, often present roadside
hazards to the mator vehicle. The location, mounting and structur31
design of these devices along the roadside has new importance
as part of the overall safety program during the past severai
years. However, the pr?blem is viewed very differently by various
people in the public agencies responsible for grade crossing safety
and by representatives of the railroad industry.

Comprehensive accident statistics are not available to
accurately determine the frequency of impact of highway vehicles with
grade crossing protection supports. However. have erected
protective barriers around the base of large number of these supports,
particularly at complicated intersections.

When automatic protective devices are activated. the flashing
lights, lowered gates and ringing bells not only warn the motorist of
an approaching train but-also specifically locate the device for the
motorist. However, during a high percentage of the time the device is
not activated. It then, in effect, takes on the characteristics of
a roadside sign similar to other passive signs.

The problem of railroad-highway automatic protective device
supports as a roadside fixed object hazard has no simple solution;

it is problem that is receiving attention by industry and
government.

In preliminary exploratory inllesti"gation of the impact behavior
of railroad-highway protective device supports, the Texas Highway

in cooperat10n with the Department of Transportation and
an equipment supplier, conducted full-scale tests of various types of
railroad·highway protective device supports. These tests. observed
by railroad representatives as well as representatives of the cooperat-
ing State and Federal agencies, were conducted on four types of devices
and their suppcrts. The results of these tests indicate that accident
severity is significantly reduced when supports are mounted on
,franQible
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The following items, among others, represent some of the current
methods for minimizing the effest of protective
devices as roadside hazards to the driver:

(l} The revised Manual Traffic Control Devices,
which was discussed earlier in this section, sets forth current
minimum lateral clearances to signs and signals from the edge of the
highway shoulder. Signs and being placed in accordance with
this standard reduce the potential for collisions.

(2) Guardrail protection is being used by some agencies.
However, it should be noted that, while guardrail is provided in many
instances to protect the driver collision with the automatic device,
attempts to develop a totally acceptable guardrail design have not
been successful for several reasons: (a) Proximity of the signal
to the tracks complicates the structural design of the guardrail;
(b) of the guardrail often restricts the access of railroad
maintenance crews from the highway to the railroad right-of-way;
and (c) the most important unanswered question of the effect that
guardrail might have on vehicle-train collisions either by blocking

escape or by diverting the out-of-control vehicle back onto
the and into the train.

(3) In order to achieve more adequate lateral
without compromising the effectiveness of the device, automatic devices
are being mounted on cantilever supports in some areas. This
permits moving the support beyond even the widest highway shouiders
but keeps the signal itself over the traffic lane. It also avoids
the problem of a vehicle parked on the shoulder obstructing the
signal or, on a highwuy of four or more lanes, a vehicle in the
outer lane obstructing the view of the signal for a driver in the inside
lane.

Maintenance

All too often increased safety at railroad-highway grade cross-
ings has only been associated with the installation of new or improved
warnlng devices. In instan=es the of existing warn-
ing devices could be materially improved by adequate maintenance of the
devices and their environment. There are a number of contributing
factors that influence the degree to which a railroad-highway grade
crossing is properly maintained. Maintenance responsibility is divided.
The railroad is responsible for installation, maintenance and upkeep
of devices located in and adjacent to the tracks, while the govermJental
agency, either State, municipal or county, is responsible for signs and
pavement markings placed on the approaches to the crossing.
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One approach to achieving collective attention of all parties
interested in the design, operation and maintenance of the railroad-

grade crossing and its been the formulation of
diagnostic study teams at the State These teaw.s,
include professional people from highway departments, city traffic
departments, law enforcement agencies, railroads, Federal agencies and
research organizations, provide a means of focusing the attention of
all parties of interest on the problems at specific grade crossings.
A summary report of one diagnostic team's affort an example
of the type of problems encountered by discipline teams in
making on-site inspections of grade crossings. To facilitate this
study. 36 rai1road-iJighway grade c.rossings were selected !:ly a random
choice within the study State to assure that these crossings
would be representative of those throughout the State; the crossings
were classified according to {l} their location in either rural or urban
areas. (2) whether or not they had experienced accidents within the
last 3 years. and (3) the of crossing protective devices.

From conditions observed by the diagnostic team. at each of the
study crossings, 60 percent were considered to be fairly safe, while
the remaining 40 percent were rated as unsafe. T3ble 13 lists the
types of and extent of unsafe conditions observed at all study cross-
ings and reported l'Iy team i!'l order of their frequency of mention.
From this list it may ba seen that·pavement and driver visi-
bility obstructions were the most frequently mentioned unsafe conditions.
Illumination, signing. signalization and fixed object hazards were men-
tioned witt! somewhat less frequency, while roadway geometries, mainte-
nance of railroad devices traffic conditions on adjacent roadways
were the least frequently observed unsafe conditions.

Diagnostic teams may be used to secure recommendations on
improved maintenance procedures as well as specific improvement projects.
Proper maintenance of the railroad-highway grade crossing environment
may contribute significantly to the reduction of accidents without
increased expenditures for capital improvements.
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TABLE 13

Unsafe Conditions Observed by Diagnostic
at Study Grade Crossings

Conditions Observed

Percent of
Cl'OSS i I'l9s at Wh i ch

Observed

1. Pavement markings missing, improperly
located or in need of maintenance. 72

2. Vehicles required by law to stop at all
crossings would present a hazard to other
vehicles by blocking traffic lanes and
obstructing view of protective device. 60

3. visibility of railroad
obstructed by growth of vegetation. 52

4. Under nighttime conditions lack of illumination
presents additional hazards at grade crossing. - 44

5. Conflicts for driver's attention due to traffic
conditions and the location of traffic control
devi ces on adjacent roadways. 40

6. Advanced warning signs missing, improperly
located or in need of maintenance. 40

7. Absence of area immediately adjacent to grade
crossing for the driver to take evasive action. 36

8. Higilway signs and fixed objects obstructing
driver's view of protective and warning devices. 32

9. Fixed mount protective devices or barriers
presenting fixed object hazard to vehicles. 32

10. legally parked vehicle would block driver's
view of protective and warning 28

11. Geometries of roadway design contribute to
-unsafe conditions at the crossing. 20

12. Railroad protective device not properly
10cated or maintaine<1. l?

13. Traffic conditions on adjacent roadway
conducive to vehicles becoming stalled or
s topped on rai 1road tracks. 8
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Exempt Crossing issue

School buses and public buses carrying passengers. and trucks
nazardous materials are required to stop at most

railroad-hig1nrfay grade crossings pursuant to $tate motor vehicle laws
and ICC Regulations. Although the laws of individual States differ.
the specific vehicles generally are not required to stop twilere:
(1) tracks are along or in the roadway :simi1ar to street car tracks)
in a business or resident1a1 district; or (2) traffic is
by a traffic officer or traffic signal.

A third classification has added to the exempt crossing
- list by the State of California to include crossings of industrial
or spur tracks and certain other tracks where there is sparse train
service. _ In order to qualify for exempti,)n from mandatory stops a
crossing in the third classification must be approved by the public
agency having jurisdiction after study of the environment of the

crossing. such as sight distance. train and vehicu-
lar speed and neighborhood development. are a few of the factors
considered prior to the assigment of exempt status. The grade
crossing is then distinctly marked with all approved "exempt" crossing
s-:;:i.

The purpose of exempt crossings is to attempt to reduce the
hazard created by these special motor vehicles when they are required
to stop at low train crossings. A vehicle stopped at a rai1road-
highway grade crossing when no train is present or approaching increases
the danger for other vehicles using the and has in
vehicle-vehicle collisions when such vehicles are decelerating to stoP.
are stopped. and also when such vehicles attempt to re-enter the
traffic stream.

Following the lead of the State of California and the transpor-
tation of the State. a proposed exempt crossing program is
under consideration by the national Safety Council and the
committee on Uniform Traffic Laws end Ordinances.

ihe p':G9ram Loader consideratio!'l contemplates that any person
or organizat\on may reqlOest a crossing be declared "exempt."
To assure that care is taken in tt-oa of crossings to be
declared "exempt" a diagnostic evaluation would be Plade to SUCh
declaration. All interested parties. the nighway agency.
railroad(s) involved. regulatory conmission and any other interested
party or organization would ue consulted. The diagnostic team. in
evaluating a crossing. would consider. but be limited to. tne

factors:
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a. Daylight and night visibility

b. Motor vehicle traffic voh._ .and composition

.:. Ran road traffic volume and operating procedures

d. Motor vehicle speed

e. Train speed

f. Crossing enviroment and neighborhood development

g. Suitable placement of "exempt" sign

Provlsion for public hearings. shCNIld the need arise. -.ould
be 5imibr provisions sh;)uld be made for the addition or
deletion of crossings from any "exempt crossing register" •

. As indicaf:ed elsewhere in this report. the ftUIIber of lIOII-
train":involved crossing accidents 'is estimated at about 28.000
annually. This is clearly a problem to whic:ll attention should be
directed. As also indicated. there is much speculation about the
causes anci r.ature of these ac_-idents. but little hard data to sup-
port

A primary concern is that an action. "'r program. to alleviate
a particular type of crossing-related problem NY actually cause a
greater problem. For exillllPle. would IIIOtorists be unduly confused by
the fact that some crossings were exempt and not? Might this
confusion manifest itself at other. IIIOre critical crossings? Tlrfs
sort of problem. of course. applies to the entire traffic safety
field. but it is especially true in the of grade Cl'Ossfng safet;y
lIIhere little hLIDan factors or causal relatfonship work has been
done.

It is perhaps because of these uncertainties that Exelpt
Crossing programs have not been widely adopted. Although the
California program i!ppears to be successful. and is certainly
acclaimed by all parties involved. it may be some time before
results can be measured. In the JBeantime. wort is continuing to
gather and analyze accident data wIIien may provide the basis for
program efforts regarding non-train-in'lolved accidents.
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VII
THE TRAIN

Unlike motor vehicles. cannot be qUickly stoppad nor
can an engineer take action to "avoid vehicle-train collisions
at grade crossings. Brate application may be two miles in
advance to step a 10.000 ton freight train. This a vastly
different situation to the driver of a vehicle approaching a railroad-
highway grade crossing than is by a driver arriving at a
highway intersection.

Highway traffic centrol devices assign the space at a highway
intersection alternately for use by the conflicting streams of motor
vehicle traffic. This technique is not adaptable for use at a rail-
road-highway crossing. the driver must detennine whether
a train is approaching. The several forms of grade crossing protection
are designed to assist hill in this endeavor.

Visibility and Audibility of Trains Approaching Railroad-HighwaY
Gnde Crossings

A COIBOfI cause of grade crossing accidents is failure or the
driver to see or hear an train. This is of particular
importance at crossings with only passive (signs) where
direct view and audibility are the only indicators of the presence of
a train. A rete!'ltly CClIIIPleted Federal Railroad Amninistration study
explored the possibility of the Visibility of the train te
the driver by appropriate painting marking on loccmotives and
by high intensity flashing lights or rotating lamps mounted on them.
The study also explored the effectiveness of audible signals as
method of warning a driver of the presence of train on or approaching
the crossitig.

Advantages of the use of conspicuous patterns and c010rs in
marking locomotives seem fairly clear. There are approximately 12,000
train involved grade crossing accidents each year in the cour:try. When
the data for urban area accidents are analyzed separately. it appears
that many of these accidents occur at crossings of city streets ;lro-
!ected by signs only. Furthermore, the of train usually involved
in this type of accident is the rather slow moving swach engine with
its relatively short string of railroad cars. Recognizing that there
could be rather quick pay offs to a study of the relative effectiveness
of improved engine mounted audible and visible warning devices, FRA
s troctured aforementioned technical study to include the following
Qbjectives:

1. To define the perfonnance level df in general use on
t rains for attracting the attention of drivers of motor vehicles.

2. To describe desirable performance levels fo!" devices which
are used to mate a train more visible or more audible to a driver as
he and the train approach a crossing.
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To identify the extent of nuisance which devices with the
qualities or perfonnance levels abQve would have in rural.
urban dnd suburban areas under diffeMng condi ti ons.

4. To propose devices which will lIlE!et desirable performance
levels acceptable nuis&nce levels.

A brief sumnal':f of study follows:

of the Train

A good system functions in several ways. It infonns
the driver that something is there. him ident:ffy the object as a
locomotive, and gives him cues for estimating the degree of hazard the
locomotive represents. Tt.e natural illumination of daylight shouid be
used when available, but artificial lighting is needed as a substitute
when natural light is absent. CQlIlPOunding the problem is the inmense.

of backgrounds which trains must be seen, and the range
of lighting and atmospheric environnents in which they are operated.

A review .s IlIilde of the literature pertinent to visual alerting
qualities, including such factors as hue and brightness for contrast,
size of color areas-, fluorescent and regular colors, the use of lights
during daylight, and the special problems of night alerting, such as
cues for estimating distance and IIIOYelllent. Available lighting devices
were surveyed, including headlights, swept headlights and roof lights.
Visual displays such as lights and flourescent color panels were applied
to a locomotive and evaluated in the field.

of the Train

Air powered horns are almost universally C1Sed on locomotives as
the basic audible warning at crossings. The prime objectives
i ri the audibility study were to detennine the performance characteristics
to the abiHty of horns Ufwam drillers il'! real crossing encounters.
Other objectives were to identify the nu1sance value different horns
to toIIIIIUnitfes, and to suggest lines for future research into improved
audible warnings.

Several techniques were used to measure the sDljnd levels produced
by various horns. Stationary measuremer.ts of new horns were made at
measured locat;ons to provide readings at several known distances and
angles. Stationary measurements of horns on in-service locomotiVes were
made in rJflroad yards. at known distances. Wayside recordings and
measurements were made at crossings on several I"ailroads at various
locations. Nuisance was studied by a review of the literature on noise
and nuisance, and by an experiment in which several sounds were presented
to subjects as they perfonned mathematical tasks.
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Findings and Conclusions

The findings and conclusions of the study are summarized
as follows:

Audible Warning from the Train:

(a) Horns have marginal output as warning devices in high-speed
as with a train moving at 50 mph and a motor

vehicle moving at 50 mph.

(b) A locomotive horn with enough output to be totally effective
would be an nuisance.

Visibility of the Train as a Warning:

(a) Lights must be very bright to add to conspicuity of
locomotive in daylight.

(b) Headlight beam is too narrow for cii"'ivers to see well at
typical angles of encounter.

(c) Freight· cars hard to see at night in shoving switching
movements.

(d) Estimating distance and speed of train by a driver is
especially difficult at night.

(e) Large areas of bright color have value for
fluorescent colors are useful. No single color offers
high contrast with all background.

Beacon-Reflector Warning Device

One of the interesting concepts derived from the aforementioned
study and -the further FRA sponsored research at the Transportation
Systems Center is a possible train approach warning system that
involve beacon equipped in conjunction with reflectors at
the railroad-highway grade crossing.

Although the effectiveness of this system would be direct
alerting of the driver. through his peripheral vision view of the
locomotive beacon, it appears quite possible nighttime effectiveness
could be significantly by use of properly desigr.ed reflectors at
'the crossing. It should be noted that such reflectors, if properly
designed and locatee:i. would operate effectively illuminated_.bY a
locomotive headlight. particularly if it is of the oscillating type so that
a n intermittent light is seen.

It is important that such a program not be considered as a re-
placement for flashing light signals. The reflector assembly must not
give the impression that absence of a reflected signal is a guarantee
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of absence of a train. This raises all of the safety and legal
problems associated with non-failsafe systems. The reflector rnight
simply be u symbolic or be inscribed with a legend such
as LOOK FOR TRAINS or, simply. TRAINS.

As a measure of the feasibility of this approach. an investment
of $1.000 per locomotive (approximately $27,000,000) may be thought
of as an expenditure of $150 for each passively protected pUblic
crossing. and an additional of several hundred dollars
per crossing might be warranted at many selected locations to provide
proper reflectors. These nembers. though merely estinates. arise
from preliminary of the topic. and are probably of the
right order of magnitude. A warning system such as this would be
applicable also to a large percentage of the some 140.000 private
crossings with only the addit10n of the reflector. Adding to
the passively protected public crossing.provides a possible opportunity
to improve safety at some 320.000 railroad-highway crossings.

The tentative nature of this concept suggests the desirability
of further research and development.

Reflectorization of Railroad Cars

Reflectorization of the rolling stock of railroads is a common
public suggestion for grade safety improvement. It is also
a very subject. haVing been debated for many years by
various factions. Federal legislation has been introduced at various
times over the years. In 1953 the Interstate Commerce Commission and
the Department of Commerce recommended against legislation which would
have made railroad car reflectorization or illumination mandatory.
However. such legislation had qualified support from. ICC. The subject
was considered formally by ICC during lengthy hearings in Docket
Number 33440. decided January 22. 1964. and at that time the suggestion
was rejected. See Prevention of Rail-Highway Grade-Crossing Accidents
Involving Railway Trains and Motor 322 ICC 1 (1964).

In order to support any wide scale program to reflectorize rail-
road it is first necessary to consider whether: (1) truly effective

materials or devices are available under the present state of
the art, (2) the safety benefit can be SUfficiently identified to justify
the expense involved. (3) a reflector'izing program should be mandatory
by law or on a basis. and a program should be financed by the
pubiic or the railroads. (4) reflectorizing material currently available
can improve in many highway environments. It must be recognized.
however. that the environment to which railroad cars are subjected is
unique and severe. Under r.ormal freight cars are constantly
subjected to conditions of dirt and grime. and weather extremes. In
view of the right-of-way condit7ons and the overall nature of railroad
operations. reflectorizing benefits would seem to be seriously diminished
unless the cars receive special maintenance treatment not common in current
railroad operating programs. The proolem would be compounded for cars
used continually in such as iron. ore, coal. and similar products.
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Although it is not an overriding "it-is difficult
to ignore the serious liability question which arises if
zation is made mandatory. In cases involving"grade crossing accident
claims, condition of any required reflectorizing material woulu
probably be an issue. Railroads, which are subject to many c1aims
arising from grade crossing accidents, might be held liable for not
maintaining the material in its original condition, regardless of
whether the I"eflectors were a contributi ng factor.

Assumi ng mai ntenance practi ces or procedures wili ch coul d keep the
reflective devices relatively clean, it appears that available products
would be effective. The fact that many raiiroads now use
reflective markings for and other purposes on their cars,
adds to the recognition of the degree this effectiveness.

Regardless of condition, the of
on a railroad car should not be presumed automatically to be a major
deterrent to crossing accidents. The extremely diversified range of
crossing characteristics provides a variety of problems·wnich make
questionable the actual effectiveness of reflectorization. High motor
vehicle speeds, restricted sight distance, diverse type of rail move-
ments, widely varying number and layout of tracks, and other unique
physical problems, make very questionable the actual amount of
improvement to be expected.

Consideration must also be given to the potential for accident
reduction, based simply on the number of accidents fh which effective
reflectorization might have been of help; i.e., the motor vehicle hits-
train-in-dark type uf accident. "Bureau of Railroad Safety statistics
for 1970 show a total of 614 such accidents, about half of which
involved striking a leading (the possible improvement of
whi ch has been di scussed earl i er in thi s secti on) and about orie-fourth
of which at crossings with active protective devices. Although
these two sets of data cannot be correlated under reporting
formats, it is estimated that slightly less than half the 614 accidents
occurred under circumstances where effective reflectorization might
have had some beneficial effect. Appl¥ing this same ratio to those
accidents which but are not reported to BRS, it then appears
that 800 accidents are involved annually. Data is not
availab1e to determine the types of road systems on which occur
nor is severity data such as to allow a supportable finding as to the
benefits which might be derived. It is, at best, a very subjective
issue which almost defies quantification until much better information
on all aspects of the subject is available.

As indicated, the railroad industry and private car owners are
currently bearing the full expense of whatever reflectcrization is
being done. Whether or not this allocation should remain, in the event
of any full-scale program, wouid be dependent on the severity the
reqUirements and the time allowed to implement the program. Estimates
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of the range from $18 million to
$180 million. estimates are based on a total fleet of nearly
1,800,000 cars, with refiectorization costs ranging from a minimum
,of $10 to a high of $100 per car. The costs of maintenance and
replacement would a1so be a most important consideration in an
economic analysis of a program. .

It does not appear that even massive reflectorization of
railroad cars can substitute for the far greater to be
obtained by a full of reflectorization to signs. signals
and other markings, with particular attent'ion to advance warning
techniques. In this same regard, inasmuch as the purpose of car
reflectorization would be to assist in showing presence of a
car a crossing, it should not be overlooked that overhead lighting
or illumination at the crossing serves essentially this same purpose
and that in the long run could well be a more effective and more
economic choice.

Impact Attenuation on Trains

In the proceedings of the first National Crossing Safety
Symposium, a member of the staff of the National Transportation Safety
Board (NTSB) put forth the following proposal:

the possibility of cushioning the
by placing a structure on the front of the train that
will cushion the shock and deflect the auto off to
the side of the track."

It was further explained in the discussion of this proposal that
the tpchnical problem associated with the survival of people riding in
cars is not the acceleration or shock of impact, but is related to the
crushing of the structure of the car by the structure of the front of
the train. Since the structual members on the front of the train are
heavy steel while the structure of automobiles is very 1ight steel
(fiber glass some instances) the problem is magnified.

While tHere may be some opportunity for in this area,
a great deal of work must be done before the feasibility of such a concept
can be establisr.ed. It presently appears that neither impact attenuation
or deflection will be useful at other than very low speeds. The Federal
,Railroad Administration has included· in its current program a research
project that will continue to investigate the feasibility of the NTSB
proposal. The'preliminary testing of the impact·of vehicle train
collisions will be conducted at the DOT Pueblo test track.
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VIII

PEDESTRIAN PROTECTION

Definitions

Prior to a discussion of pedestrian safety along railroad rights-
of-way, it may be helpful to define terms that are used throughout this
section of the report.

Densely Populated Area

For purposes of this report a densely populated area has been
defined as any which has a population in excess of 500
persons per square mile ur which is contained within a Standard Metro-
politan Statistical (SMSA) of population density greater than 500
peisons per square mile. In the United States, there are 110 SMSA's
which have population in excess of 250,000. Of these 110, there are
forty with density in excess of 500 per mile
and, therefore, were cOlisidered to be high-density areas. These high-

areas include Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Jersey City,
Los Angeles, New York City, Newark, Philadelphia, Providp.nce, San
Francisco, Trenton, St. Louis. and Ilashington. D.C. among others.

Pedestrians Along Railroad

Pedestrians along railroad riohts-of-way has been defined as any
person other than a motor vehicle occupant or passenger on a train who
is on railroad property for reasons other than working for a railroad
or in a railroac-related occupation. Pedestrians include commute.s and
other railroad passengers the time that they are on railrQad
property but not on trains. They also include all persons trespassing
on railroad property such as children. vandals and commuters crossing
tracks other than at authorized places. Not included as pedestrians are

involved in motor vehicle grade crossing accidents as well as
accidents passengers on trains. The definition excludes
consideration of the protection of railroad employees or employees
07 railroad contractors who are working, coming to or going from
work.

Persons injured in stations or not on railroad property but as a
result of train accidents or objects thrown up by or broken off of passing
trains are considered to be pedestrians.
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Trespasser

A trespasser has been defined as any person on railroad property
for unauthorized reasons or at other than authorized places (stations.
grade crossings). A pedestrian has also 'been defined as a trespasser
when crossing tracks at a grade by going under or around
activated crossing gates. definition of a trespasser Jt a grade
crossing is not 3 legal distinction. but was used to conforo with the
convention of the study's principal data source.

Statistical Procedures

The only definitive body of data available en pedestrian
accidents this time is the accident reporting system of the Bureau of
Railroad Safety.. The quantitative data in this study was derived from
the BRS accident reports. the data only reflects accidents
as by common carriers by rail. It does not include any informa-
tion about pedestrian accidents on rapid transit systems such as the
New York City Transit AuthOrity. the Chicago Transit Authority. or the
Massachusetts Say Transportation Authority in Boston. On the other hand.
it does contain accident data on the commuter operation of such railroads
as the Penn Central. Illinois Central. Southern Pacific. Burlington
Northern and the Chicago &Northwestern. Therefore. the body of data
provides a good cross section of the nature of pedestriau accidents but
may understate the total number of accidents. to some degree.

The interstate carriers report to the Bureau of Railroad Safety
all accidents Which involve fatalities or injuries to nonemployees "if
the injury is sufficient to incapacitate the injured person from following
1.1 s customary vocation or mode of life for more than 24 hours in the
aggregate during the ten days (240 hours) immediately following the
accident." This distinction of an injtiry probably exch:des some minor
accidents from being reported, particularly those in stations. but overall
the definition appears to be sufficient to assure a level of reporting of
pedestrian accidents which is consistent with the reporting of highway and
other transportation accidents. An analysis of the accident reports
showed that some reports were being filed for accidents not involving
trains when the only injuries were abrasions and minor contusions. It is
apparent that few if any accidents which involved pedestrians being struck
by trains would be excluded from reporting by these criteria.

Scope of the Problem

There are about 1,350 pedestrian right-of-way casualties reported
annually by the interstate carriers. 840 in densely populated areas, and
510 in other areas. In contrast. the interstate carriers in 1969 reported
25,650 casualties of all kinds, including 17,450 employee casualties (68%).
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87Q passenger and commuter on-train casualties (3.4 percerot), 4,920
motor vehicle grade crossing accident casualties (19 percent), and
1,350 pedestrian right-of-way casualties (5.3 percent). The figures
above indicate that the pedestrian right-of-way accident is a small
part of the total railroad safety problem. On the other hand, tne
650 total annual pedestrian right-of-way fatalities comprise 28 per-
cent of the total 2,300 reported railroad accident fatalities from
all caases.

Accidents in nigh Density Areas

Table 14 shows the average annual numDer of fatalities and
injuries to pedestrians in densely-populated areas as defined in this
study and estimated from the sample data. However, Table 14 does not
include injuries to nontrespassers in stations or in areas other than
·tha right-of-way where trains were not involved. This class of acci-
dent involves commuters and other passengers and is primarily a matter
of slipping or falling.

Tne table indicates there were 838 pedestrian injuries and
fatalities per year along railroad rights-of-way during the period
1968-1970. These accidents resulted in 353 fatalities and 485
injuries, a high fatality-injury ratio fer transportation acci-
dents. About 80 percent of the casualties (injuries and fatalities)
were trespassers. persons on railroad in unauthorized areas.
Tne remaining 20 percent were pedestrians at grade crossings
flashing lights or nonactuated warning devices such as crossbuck
signs (10 percent). and hit by derailed or objects

up by passing such as bolts and rocks (10 percent).

Most of the train-involved accidents which resulted in injuries
or fatalities to pedestrians were caused by:

(1) Persons being struck by trains while crossing. standing
on, sitting on. or lying on tracks and persons hurt by jumping out
of the way of trains, primarily from bridges or trestles.
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(2) Persons falling off freight cars. being run over or caught
between freight cars Y.hile riding freight trains. attempting to cross
under or through them.

The first class of accident is by far the most prevalent and
accounts for 66 percent of all pedestrian right-of-way accidents. It
includes all reported cases of persons being struck while crossing
tracks. It also includes a considerable number of reports of hoboes
and drifters lying on tracks. apparently asleep. and a number of
apparent suicides by standing on tracks or running into approaching
trains. No attempt has been made to provide a classification of the
detai ls of these accidents because sufficient infonnation for this
type of anaiysis is not available.

The $econd class of accident comprises 22 percent of all
pedestrian right-of-wa,y accidents. Whereas the first class of acci-
dent is primarily a case of a train striking a person, the second
class is 'the case \dlere a person was injUred being on or LInder
a train. This classification includes (1) falls from trains
or not the casualty was subsequently run over, (2) where
persons were run over while passing under trains or where limbs were
caught in persons were passing between cars. and (3)

involving "train hitchhikers" while they are riding on trains.

The remaining 12 percent of pedestrian right-of-way-accidents
do not involve trains. These are mostly case of persons slipping or
falling on railroaa property. '

There we.-e 19 f<!talities and 32 injuries listed as trespasser
accidents at grade crossings. These casualties were reported as
trespassers because they had walked around or under activated pedes-
trian gates at crossings before contacting a. train. Casualties at
grade crossings protected by flashing lights or nonactivated devices
are considered to be nontrespassers. and there were 32 fatalities and
50 injuries of this type. The data indicated that 63 persons annually
are nontrespasser right-of-way casualties injured at places other than
crossings. The great majority of these accidents involves persons' in
stations or off t.he'right-of-way (not on railroad property) who were
struck by derai led equi'jlment. struck by debris thrown up by 01" -broken
off of trains. or otherwise injured as a result of derailn..
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TABLE 14

ANNUAL P,OESTRIAN INJURIES AND FATALITIES IN
DENSELY POPULATED AREAS RAILROAD RIlJHTS·OF·WAY

TRESPASSERS NONTRESPASSERS TOTAL
LOCALION Ki ned Injured.. Killed !oJ!!!!! Kf11ed Injured

At Grade
Crossings ......... 19 13 32 50 51 63 114

In Yard
Limits·. "" II ••••• 6 107 .-- 25 6 132 133

lXI Outside Yard"'" L1m1 ts •••••• I ••••• 271 164 13 271 177 448...
Unknown .•.....•...•• .25 88 .. 25 25 113 13fl.

TOTAL •••••••• I • , •• 321 3n' 32 113 353 485
Total Killed and
Injured ••••••••••• 145 838

Source: Bureau of Railroad Safety Accident 1968·1970 Sample)



Acciden(s Involving Juveniles

About 700 of the 840 pedestrians killed or injured in right-of-
way accidents in densely populated areas are trespassers. About 300
of these 700 trespassers are juveniles. Thus, about 35 percent of all
right-of-way pedestrian accidents involve juvenile trespassers and
about 19 percent i nvolYe juveni1es unae..· the age of 14. Some of these
juveniles are on unfenced solely for of
crosslng. Ot.lers are using fenced or unfenced rights-of-way as-
playgrounds and may be involved in vanda1is;/I.

Right-of-Way Tresi?asser Casualties ..

Age

Under 14
14-20
Over 21

Total

Killed

50
63
208

321

Injured

107
76
189

372

Total

157
139
397

693

Important Accident Subclasses

Bridges and Trestles. Railroad bridges seem to be especially
attractlVe to Juve011es even though they are extremely dangerous. Tne
sample indicated there are about 40 juveniles ki.l-1ed or t,.jured
annually as a result of being hit by a train while on a bridge or
trestle or jumping or falling from a bridge while attempting to avoid
being struck oy a train. Also. the severity of this type of accident
appears to be even greater than that of-train-involved redestrian
accidents in general.

catenaries. Catenaries are the overhead wiring systems used
to carrj energy to electric locomotives. Catenary accidents mayor
may not involve trains. All of the catenary accidents in the sample
data involved juveniles and all resulted in serious or death.
Minor catenary accidents are rare because all of them result in severe
electric shock. and is a strong probability that a fall from
the top of a will follow. While there may be a general aware-
ness of danger associated with catenary systems as with power lines,
few people outside the railroad industry are aware that the electrical
potential is so great that shocks can result without actual contacting
of tile wi re.
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Multiple Track Grade Crossings

A unique type of pedest,ian accident is the case where a pedes-
trian at a double or multiple track grade crossing is struck while
standing on a near track waiting for a train to clear the crossing on
a far track. Tile pedestrian is usually watching the train on tne
far track and does not hear a second train approaching on the track
he is occupying because of the general level of noise or confusion.
The horn and bell on the second train often cannot be heard by the
pedestrian or are mistakenly determined to be coming from the first
trai n.

It was not possible to determine how many of the
at grade crossings were of tile two-train type described

above. neither was it possible to at this time the effec-
tiveness of various types of pedestrian protective devices at grade
crossings.

Acci dents in Low uens; ty Areas

The data indicated that in addition tc the 840 pedestrian
casualties in densely populated areas, there were 517

casualties in low dp.nsity areas. Thus. about 62 percent of all pedes-
trian right-of-way accidents occur in densely populated areas. Of the
517 casualties in low density areas, 296 were fatalities and 221 were
injuries. Thus. the fatality-injury ratio is 1.34 in low density
areas but only 0.73 in densely populated areas.

The higher severity of pedestrian accidents in low density
areas is caused by higher train speeds and other significant differ-
ences in the rail environment. There is less switching and more
through IIlOvement in low density areas so there are relatively fewer
persons injured getting on and off trains and struck
by moving trains.

Statistical Trends

Prior to the preparation of this report there-were no statis-
tics on the incidence of pedestrian-railroad accidents in densely
populated areas. The data in the study were developed from the reports
of the Bureau of Railroad Safety which is the only comprehensive
information system covering this type 0) accident. Individual acci-
dent reports in this system are only retaiF'!ed for a 3-year period.
There are sUIlIIIdry statistics covering the last 10 years, but the
information is not stratified by density nor any other
major parameters of this study. ,

",

Table 15 shows the number classed as trespassers
in all types of railroad accidents durirg the period 1961-1970. The
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accidents differ in some important respectsll from the group of accidents
with which this study is concerned but there are no strong reasons why
the trends evident in this data should differ significantly from
which could be derived from the target data if 1t were available.

Preventative Measures

The data outlined above indicate that there are an estimated
850 pedestrian injuries and fatalities annually in densely-populated
areas.

Trespassing on rights-of-way at places other than grade crossings
was the cause of 79% of all pedestrian right-of-way accidents in
densely-populated areas. An understanding of the factors which
motivate pedestrians to enter railroad rights-of-way is essential for
the determination of effective preventative Three important
factors IIIOtivating persons to enter ra11road rlghts-of-way are the
following:

Track Crossings: A regrettable side-effect of the pattern of our
urban development is that railroad rights-of-way often act as physical
dividers between important. interrelated elements of communities.
particularly in densely-populated areas. Some of these inter-related
elements are and schools, homes and jobs. home and the commuter
stations by which jobs are reached. homes and shopping areas. and
homes and play

Juvenile "Play Areas": Whether llr not railroad rights-of-way are
located between homes and schools or playgrounds. they have always
attraCl:e<i and fascinated juveniles as "play areas" in their own right.
The potential of rights-of-way as "play areas" has increased as
population growth and development moved out from city centers.

Train Hitch-hiking: Tile practice of "hopping" freight trains· is
extremely hazardous, especially to juveniles and hoboes or drifters
who may be suffering from illness. malnutrition or intoxication.

The following is a discussion of the types of preventative
which are and can be employed to reduce the incidence of pedestrian
accidents. The measures discussed are full right-Of-way fencing.
selective separated crossings. raised warning signs,

surveillance and alternative measures for protection of
pedestrian at-grade.

1
The accidents occurred in both urban and rural areas and involved

trespassers only.
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TABLE 15

ANNUAL TRESPASSER INJURIES AND FATALITIES IN URBAN AND
RURAL AREAS.' 1971-1970

Walking Cross fng Tracks On or Gettf ng
Along At Publfc Hfgh- Cross1ng Tracks On or Off of
Tracks way Cross fn9 At Other Places Trains Misc!l1aneous Total

1961 151 124 135 284 608 1.302

1962 165 127 92 255 656 1,295

1963 171 124 124 259 551 1.229

10 1964 188 134 117 2ag 602 1.330...
1965 157 158 118 232 637 1,302

1966 236 179 134 285 546 1.380

1967 197 145 120 265 615 1,342

1968 194 124 137 204 632 1,291

1969 206 226 96 196 577 1.301
1970 195 207 106 187 544 1,239

Source: Bureau of Raflroad Safety Accident Bulletins



Fencing

Because the deterrence of pedestrian access to railroad rights-
of-way is such an obvious to the problem. a commonly proposed
solution is fencing. Proponents of cite its effectiveness
and its precedents. They reference the cOllll1on h.w regarding
"attractive nu"isances" which have required that all potentially :'azard-
ous industrfal installations must be physically separated from public
areas by fencing or other means. On the other hand. opponents of
fencing cite its cost. maintenance problems. inapplicability to the
railroad environment and susceptibility to vandalism.

There are types of fencing which car. be effective with
respect to the prevention of two different forms of the pedestrian
problem. Enclosed right-of-way fencing is used to restrict access to
the right-of-way by juveniles and potential train hitchhikers. It
commonly consists of 6-8 foot high chain link fencing and is sometimes
topped with three of barbed wire. It is placed on both
sides of the right-of-way. but in some circumstance$ can be just as
effective if it were placed on only one side (i.e •• where a residential
area was on one side and a fielu or industrial area was on the other).
Enclosed right-of-way fencing on one or both sides of the right-of-way
has the side benefit of preventing track crossings.

Some problems associated with enclosed right-of-way fencing are
that 1t is expensive to construct and maintain, is vulnerable to van-
dalism and is muc" 1ess effective when not fully maintained. It also
has the shortcoming of being discontinuous at grade crossings.

The cost of constructing full right-of-way fencing is approx-
imately $90;000 per route mile. 1 Of the 30.000 railroad
route miles in densely-pOpulated areas. it is assumed that two-thirds
of the mileage is not presentiy fenced. Therefore. fu1l fencing
route miles in densely-populated areaS not new fenced could cost as
much as $1.8 billion.

1 Testimony of the staff of the New York Public Service Commission in
Case 25610: proceeding on motion of the Commission as to the protection
provided by Penn Central Transportation Company on its Hell Gate line
in the Borough of the Bronx. City of New York.
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'''' single waist-high fence parallel to the track
and across a pedestrian'crossing route can be an effective deterrent
to track crossing. of fence can be made of wood, chain link,
plain or barbed wire, iron or pipe and,.,is usually placed between
two tracks on multiple-trac is'commonly observed at
commuter stations. Protectio ,of this type is less expensive than full
right-of-way fencing because the fence is lower and only one lengLh need
be used. '

Separated Crossings and Raised Platforms

in order for fencing to be pedestrian crossings over
or under the right-of-way should be at reasonable intervals
along the tracks. The absence of such crossings is a strong inducement
for persons to cut through or knock down the fencing.

\.

Raised platforms at commuter stations in conjunction with
separated crossings will increase the effectiveness of inter-track
fencing, but they are very costly and are generally warranted only
where there is high commuter volumes and train frequencies.

Improved Signing

The quantitative data that certain areas or aspects of
railroad rights-of-way are more hazardous than others. Two of these
features are bridges and structures.

With or without other measures, it is believed that
the placement of effective warning signs at the ends of 'bridges and
along electrified segments of the rights-of-way can reduce accidents
involving juveniles. These signs should provide both'Jymbolic repre-
sentation and the warning legend.' ,

The warning legend and symbols should be of the
potential hazard. For example, a catenary warning could depict a
stick figure on top of a boxcar below the catenary with a lightning
bolt between the wire and the child. A bridge warning could depict
a figure on a bridge as a train approached, and the caption could
read "no time to run."

Education

Safety education, particularly of actual and potential juvenile
trespassers but also of can reduce the incidence of right-of-
way accidents. Safety, education should be effective either as a
substitute for or a complement to fencing and other preventive
Individual railroads as well as the Association American Railroaas
for many years have conducted active railroad safety programs through
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the schools. Several railroads have safety officials or railroad
police lecture at schools, often in conjunction with-the movies.

Southern Pacific has started a unique program in the Los Angeles
area by hiring a young man who lost a leg in a railroad trespassing
accident to give lectures at certain schools along the SP lines.

Surveillance and Enforcement

No form of protection for pedestrians on railroad rights-of-way
be effective without some level of surveillance and enforcement.

Railroad rights-of-way are usually patrolled by police.
Local law· enforcement agencies also activ2 in major problem areas.
However, in many cases budgetary pressures on the railroads and local
governments have forced lower levels of surveillance and enforcement.

In order for patrolling of the right-of-way by either force to
be an effective deterrert to pedestrians. it is also necessary that
there be efficient. effective punitive measures. Trespassing on
railroad property is generally considered to be only a misdemeanor.
Consequently. law enforcement officials are often indisposed to
prosecute these types of cases.

One railroad has proposed that a more effective for
some forms of railroad trespassing would be to treat it like
ing,issuing a citation with automatic of a fine if a
hearing was waived. This would impose some burden on the
trespasser who might otherwise only be reprimanded. It may also
aid in shifting burden of keeping juveniles off the right-of-way
from the police to parents.

Grade Crossi ng

Pedestrian accidents at grade crossings in densely populated
areas result in 51 fatalities and 63 injuries annually. Of these
114 casualties. 32 occur at crossings protected by actuated pedes-
trian gates. Because there are so many more crossings that are not
protected by pedestrian gates and because pedestrian gates almost
always have the same lights and bells as other actuated warning
installations. the fact that 28% Lf ali pedestrian accidents at grade
CrQssings occur because pedestrians go or around actuated
indicates that these devices are not fully effective.

$ulTD1lary

It is clear from the varied nature of accidents involving
pedestrians. the widely dispersed locations of those. accidents and the
variety of exist.ing preventive measures that programs to reduce pedes-
trian accidents must be designed for the particular problems affecting
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specific local areas. Programs could include one or more of the types
of preventative measures outlined Because cf the variety of
factors which may contribute to pedestrian hazards in different local
situations, detailed studies are necessary to determine the most
effective measures warranted. These studies could be conducted by
groups similar to the grade crossing diagnostic teams discussed else-
where in this report;

Special Issues

High Speed Rail Service

The danger to pedestrians on railroad rights-of-way increases
with higher train speeds because both the and the engine-
men have less warning time of the others presence. Also. the severity
of an accident involving a high-speed train can be expected to be
greater. At the same time, the danger to trains and tbeir occupants
from vandalism increases with train speed. Therefore, there is the
dual consideration in high speed rail territory of prOViding a safe
environment for the train service and reducing hazards to pedestrians.

Vandalism

The railroad industry has been affected considerably by in-
creasing vandalism and other crime in recent years. (and
some adults) break into freight cars to ste2l merchandise, throw
rocks at the windows of commuter and passenger trains,
trains in motion and attemot to derail trains by placing objects on
the tracks or misaligning switches. Enginemen have been and
have suffered severe mental as a result of their windows having
been shattered by bricks suspended by ropes from overhead structures.
Recently, a Metroliner was derailed by a refrigerator loaded with
truck tires which had been placed on the tracks. Sections of the
main passenger line between New York City and Boston are virtual
siege areas where passenger trains, including the Turbo-Train, are
regularly attacked by bands of rock-throwing youths. Engine crews on
Slow-moving freight trains lie on tt,e floor because of the hazards.
These types of incidents are evident in almost all major urban areas.

Therefore, not only but also railroad passengers
and employees could benefit from those measures which reduce access to
railroad property of unauthorized persons.
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APPENDIX A

A LEGAl-HISTORICAL REVIEW OF THE DIVISION OF

RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE ELIMINATION AND

PROTECTION OF RAILROAD-HIGHWAY GRADE CROSSINGS
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Foreword

The safety problem at railroad-highway grade crossings is more than
a century old but remains a matter of great public interest and importance
today. Over the years grade crossings have been the scenes of many spec-
tacular and tragic accidents, and currently number of fatalities and
injuries resulting from such accidents is alarming. Higher casualty fig-
ures are in the future unless something is done soon to reduce
the number of accidents at grade crossings.

An issue, which is as old as the crossing safety problem
itself, is that of responsibility. Who should provide and pay for the
protection or uther improvements needed at grade crossings? Financing of
the now-existing protection and the allocat10n of costs between the rail-
roads Federal, ?tate and local over the years has been a
complex task, and future solutions to the grade crossing safety problem
will require larger expenditures of money to keep pace with advancing
transportation technology.

!n order to establish a reasonable and equitable policy and guide-
lines for the future in the matter of division of responsibility and
financial participation. careful consideration must be given co the legal
ancl economic factors involved. It is important to look at the history of
the railroad-highway grade crossin3 safety problem. the changes and
developments which have occurred. and the criteria which have been fol-
lowed for the division of responsibility under past and existing Federa1
and State laws. State commission regulations and orders. Federal and
State court decisions, and private agreements.

The First Sixty Years

Prior to 1830 there were no railroad-highway grade crossings in
the United States. because there were no raiiroads--and only a few high-
ways or streets. The Nation's population was centered in those States
east of the Allegheny Mountains. and most of the country to the west was
largely wilderness. unsettled and undeveloped. A reliable. economical
and rapid method of transportation was needed to open up the West. to
stimulate commerce, and to unite the country. The timely birth of the
railroad industry in 1830 in the United States provided the means •• By
the end of that yeer some 23 miles of railroad were built in the Atlantic
Seaboard States. and by 1840 the total trackage had increased to 2,818
miles. Every community of any a railroad. and certain
concessions made to obtain one. As a primary cuncession the rail-
roads were under contracts or ordinances to build their tracks
across roads at grade, primarily to avoid the high

costs of grade which could discouraged building
of the railroads. Some of the objectea.. t: making any changes
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in the grades of existing highways and streets. people. if any at
that time. envisaged the safety problem which would result from such cross-
ings at grade.

During the years from 1850 to 1870 the Federal Government and cer-
tain States encouraged the westward expansion of the railroads and finan-
cially supported them by land grants and loans. There were few highways
and streets west of the A11eghenies. so grade crossings were originally
few in number. However. a tremendous growth in population followed the
railroads west. Consequently, there was a need for new highways and
streets. practically all of which the railroads at grade, again
for economic reasons. As· the increased in certain areas some
of these grade crossings which were thought to be safe were
no longer considered so. In most cases the responsibility and financial
burden of protecting these crossings automatically fell upon the railroads.
This responsibility was based primarily upon the old legal maxim that
"he who creates and mainti\ins upon his premises a condition dangerous and
inimical to others is under a legal obligation to guard and protect it
so that injury to third persons may not result therefrom." At the
beginning. this burden of was not arduous and the expense
to the railroads was not great. Trains were few in number and slow. as
were the highway travelers who were mostly on foot. horseback. horse-
drawn vehicles, or cycles. Occasionally. there were accidents at grade
crossings. but were not usually as serious as those occurring today.

One of these early accidents. involving the collision of a train
and wagon at Lima. Illdiana, resulted in a court suit which eventually
reached the u.s. Supreme Court in 1877. In Continental Improvement Co. v.
Stead. 95 U.S. 1 (1877). the Court had to determine who was liable for
the damages incurred. In its decision the Court said that the duties,
rights and obligations of a railroad company and those of a traveler
on the highway at the public grade crossing were "mutual and reciprocal."
It also said that a train had preference and the right-of-way over grade
crossings because of its "character", "momentum". and lithe requirements
of public travel by means thereof," but that the railroad was bound to
give due. reasonable and timely warning of train's approach. The
Court further stated that "those who are crosslng a railroad track are
bound to exercise ordinary care and diligence to ascertain whether a train
is approaching." In this particular instance the driver lost his case.
because he die not exercise such caution. However, the dicta by the
Supreme Court in this early decision clearly indicated the future that
there was a responsibility upon the railroads to warn travelers on the
highways of approaching trains and a responsibility upon such travelers
to look. listen and stop for approaching trains. These responsibilities
continued to be mutual as an increasing number of highway users became
exposed to more hazards and inconveniences at an increasing number of
grade crossings.

By 1890 there were 163.605 miles of railroads in this country. and
a corresponding increase in tr.e number of grade crossings. The number of
accidents at grade crossings also had increased. The various communities
being affected thereby were becoming more alarmed about accidents
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and also the delays being incurred at crcssings by highway traffic. Many
States, cities, and towns began demanding that the railroads take immediate
action to the hazardous grade crossings and to provide better
protection at others to minimize the accidents. Numerous laws, ordinances,
and regulations were or adopted to enforce these demands. There
was no uniform pattern with regard to the delegation of enforcement
authority, the division of or the allocation of costs
for the safety projects c.rdered.

There were requirements for railroads to build fences and cattle
guards along their entire rights of way; train speeds to be reduced;
locomotive engineers to be examined and licensed; bells, whistles, look-
outs, and warning devices to be installed on locomotives; gates, lighting,
signaling, and other warning devices to be erected at crossings; and various
other safety precautions. In 1888 the State of Massachusetts, by legis-
lative action, appointed three civil engineers to study the possibility
of gradually eliminating all of the railroad-highway grade in
that State. The engineers made their investigation in a short time
and reported that it would cost almost $40.8 million dollars just to
eliminate that State's 2,247 grade crossings, which was more than $18,000
per crossing. The plan was dropped soon thereafter, because it was con-
sidered to be economically impracticable.

"Senior-Junior" Principle of Responsibility

In 1893 the U.S. Supreme Court in New York & N.E. Ry. Y. Town of
Bristol, 151 U.S. 556, upheld the constitutionality of a Connecticut
statute which required the railroads to pay three-fourths of the costs for
the alteration or elimination ot grade crossings in that State where the
highway was in existence before the railroad was constructed, and one-half
of such costs where the highway was constructed after the railroad. This
so-called ·Senior-Junior" principle was follOWed by the commissions and
courts in several State jurisdictions ·to determine the railroads' division
of responsibility liability for the construction, aiteration or
elimination of grade crossings. See Trustees of New York N.H. &H.R.R. v.
City of New Bedford, 315 Mass. 154, 52 N.E. 2d 324 (1943); Prosser v.
Seaboard Air Line ., 216 S.C. 33, 56 S.E. 2d 591, cert. denied,
339 U.S. 911 949; and 44 AaJur. Railroads §297 (1342). The principle
later appeared as one of the guidelines (Class Iv on page A-i7 herein)
being used by the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads (now Federal Highway Admin-
istration) in determining the division of responsibility for grade crossing
projects on Federal-aid highway systems.

States and Courts Place Major Responsibility Upon Railroads

The 1889 Connecticut statute mentioned in the Bristol case required
a railroad, if financially able to do so, to eliminate one grade crossing
in the State each year, at its own expense, for every 60 miles of track
located in that State. If the did not select the crossing,
the State Railway Commission had the authority to do so. The Commission
selected one and found that the railroad was financially Qble to pay for
the grade crossing project, that the particular crossing selected was
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dangerous. and that its nemoval and relocation at
a place. The.Supreme Court of the Commission's
findings. and in its opinion affirming that court. the U.S. Court
in the Bristol case. supra. said:

liThe conclusions of this court have been repeatedly announced
to the effect that though railway corporations are private
corpcrations .•. their uses are public ••. therefore
they are subject to legislative control in all respects
necessary to protect the public against danger. injustice
and that the state has power to exercise this
control through boards of commissioners; that there is no
unjust discrimination and no denial of the equal protection
of the laws in regulations applicable to all railway
corporations alike; nor is there necessarily such denial nor
an infringement of the obligation of contracts in the
imposition upon them in particular instances of the entire
expense of the performance of acts required in the public

in the exercise of the legislative discretion;
nor are they thereby depri ved of property wi thout due process
of law. by statutes under which the iesult is ascertained in
a mode suited to the nature of the case and not merely
arbitrary and capricious; and that the adjudication of the
highest court of a state. that in such particulars a law
enacted i n the exerci se of the pol i ce power of the state
is valid. will not be reversed by this court on the ground
of an infraction of the Constitution of the United States."

The U.S. Supreme Court in Chicago, 810 Ry. v. Chicago. 166 U.S. 226,
(1896), also upheld the validity of 1880 ordinance which authorized the
City of Chicago by condemnation procedures to extend or wic;len its streets
over railway tracks or rights of way. which action resulted in the rail-
road being reqUired to provide protection gates and a CO:1trot tower at
the crossing at its own expense. Justice Harlan. in writing the opinion
for the Court. said:

"The expenses that will be incurred by'the railroad company
in erecting gates. planking the crossing. and maintaining
flagmen. in order that its road may be safely operated . . .
necessarily result from the maintenance of a public highway
under.legislative sanction and must be deemed to have been
taken into account when it accepted the privileges and
franchises granted by the state. Such expenses must be
regarded as incidental to the exercise of police powers
of the state."

* * *
liThe items of expense for which appellant claims compensation
are such as are involved in its compliance with a police
regulation of the state. It is well settled that neither
a natural gerson nor a corporation can claim damages on
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account of being compelled to render obedience a police
regulation designed to secure the common welfare . . . .
Uncompensated obedience to a regulation enacted for the
public safety under the police power of the state is not
a taking or damaging without just compensation of private
property or private property affected with a public interest!"

1896 to 1935 the U.S. Supreme Court adhered to the oposition
that by the exercise of its police powers a State could allocate to the
railroads all or a portion of tne or cost for the construction,
maintenance:-alteration. elimination or protection uf roilroad-
highway grade crossings to meet local transportation needs and to fUrther
public safety and convenience made necessary to the growth in population.
See Chicago, 6&0 R. R. v. Nebraska, 170 U.S. 57 (1898); Detroit Ft. W&
B.I.R.R. v. Osborn, 189 U.S. 383 (1903); Chicago, B&O R.R. v. ex l·el.
Grlmwood, 200 U.S. 561 (1905); Northern Pac. Ry. v. Mlnnesota. U.S. 583
{1907}; Cincinnati I&W R.R. v. Connersville. 218 U.S. 336 (1910); Chicago,
M&St. P.R.R. v. Minneapolis, 232 U.S. 430 Denver &R.G. R.R. v.
City &County of Denver. 250 U.S. 241 (1919); Nashville, C. &St. L. Ry. v.
Walters, 294 U.S. 405 (1935). These cases also established the doctrine
that the exercise of police powers by the States in the interest of public
health and.safety was to be maintained unhampered by any contracts of
private interests. The railroads had argued unsuccessfully in a f,ew
instances that the grade crossings had been established pursuant. con-
tracts with and ordinances of the various and that the
Federal or State governments and courts should not interfere with such
private contracts.

Motor Vp.hic1es Change Safety Problem

The grade crossing safety problem was changed 9reatly by the appearance
of motor vehicles on the Nation's highways and streets in 1893. By 1900

were more than 8,000 motor vehicles registered, and more highways
and streets were being built to accommodate them. At that time all
road or construction programs, and the financing therefor, were
exclusively d functiDn of the local governments. As the motor vehicle
population and their use became more general, the demand for new
and better roads exceeded the ability of the local governments to finance
highway construction. New sources of revenues and funds had to be found.
The imposition of motor vehicle taxes and the creation of State-aid funds
resulted. vehicle registration and license fees were first levied
in New in 1901. The first gasoline tax was enacted in 1919 in Oregon.
By 1929 every State was collecting such a tax. and three years later the
Federal Government started collecting a gasoline tax.

New Jersey in 1891 was the first to appropriate State funds for
highway construction, and.by 1917 all of the States were providing some
kind of highway aid. As the number of motor vehicles. highway mileage,
and railroad trackage increased in the early 1900's. so did the numbp.r
of grade crossings and grade crossing accidents. The demands for elimina-
tion of grade crossings grew stronger nationwide. Because of the dominance
and financial status of the railroad industry during this period, the publiC,
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State legislative and regulatory bodies, and most of the courts did not
hesitate to place the major or entire responsibility for grade crossing
separations and protection upon the railroads. Only a few State courts
held to the contrary. With reference to them, the U.S. Supreme Court in
Missouri Pac. Ry. v. Omaha, 235 U.S. 121 (1914) saia:

"In placing the expense entirelY upon the railroad company,
whose locomotives and trains are principally responsible
for the resulting danger to the public, we dO such
abuse cf of the state as has

the courts in some cases in enjoining the
enforcement of state and municipal legislation."

By 1915 the railroads were beginning to feel the impact of the grade
crossing safety problem, and established a national committee to study
and cope with the problem. During the period from 1915 to 1924, this
committee and the National Safety Council; which was organized in 1913,
engaged in numerous safety activities to reduce the number of accidents at
grade crossings.

Federal Aid for Grade Crossing Projects

The first authorization of Federal-aid funds for highway construction
occurred in 1912, when Congress responded to public demands for better
highways by allocating $500,000 for an experimental rural post road··program.
In July 1915, Congress passed the Federal-aid Act which prOVided
Federal funds to be used by the States for the construction of "rural post
roads." The primary limiting factor was that the States had to match these
funds on a 50-50 basis. Of considerable importance was the fact that
some of these funds, as expended through the regular Federal-aid highway
program, could be and were used for projects to eliminate hazards at
railroad-highway grade crossings. This was the first time that Federal funds
had been used for such projects. On many of these projects, however, the
railroads were required under State laws to pay as much as the States'
50 percent share, and on certain occasions paid more. The 1916 Rct was
followed by the Federal Highway Act of 1921, which restricted the expendi-
ture of Federal funds on a 50-50 basis to a connected system of
principal roads, now called the Federal-aid primary highway system.
Other Federal-aid highway acts'fo11owed in later years. The Federal High-
way Administration administers the Federal-aid highway program established
under these acts.

Raiiroads Plead Financial Inability

By 1920 the railroads were feeling the economic impact and drain
of funds caused by the ever increasing demands for grade crossing
tions and improvements. Some railroads argued that such projects wou1d
eventually force them into bankruptcy, and others p1e3ded financiai in-
ability. The Erie Railroad Company made such an argument before the U.S.
Supreme Court in Erie R.R. v. Board of Public Utility Commissioners, 254
U.S. 394 (1920). The had been ordered by the State commission
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to alter or remove 15 grade crossings in the City of Paterson, New Jersey,
at its own Justice Holmes, in the Court's decision, said:

"... the authority of the r:iiiroads to project their moving
masses across throughfar-es must be taken to b2 subject to
the implied limitation that it may be cut down whenever and
so far as the safety of the public requires. It is said that
if the same requirement were made for the other grade crossings
of the road it would be bankrupt. That the states might
be so foolish as to kill a goose that lays golden eggs for
them has no on their Constitutional rights. If it
reasonably can be that safety requires the change it is
for them to say they will insist upon it, and neither
prospective bankruptcy nor engagement in interstate commerce
can take away this fundamental right of the sovereign of the
scil ...

To engage in interstate commerce the railroad must get on to
the land and to get on it must compiy with conditions
imposed by the states for th2 safety of its citizens.
Contracts made by the road are made subject to the
poss i b1e exerci se of the soverei gn. ri ght. "

There was no doubt after this der.ision that the railroads could be
held primarily responsible. legally and financially, for grade crossing
separations or protection. It also was apparent' that there were no
limitations of the State's powers in such matters where public safety
was involved. Realizing this, the railroads in 1922 began an extensive
public education program to reduce the number of at grade
crossings, and thereby reduce the demands. for elimination of
grade crossi ngs. The prograr,i was di recte9 by the Ameri can Railway
Association (wt.ich eventually became the As.sociation of American Rai lroads).
Prior to 1920 tne demands for grade crossing eliminations and improvements
had been based almost entirely upon consfderation of public safety, but

the States began to lean towards consideration ..of public conven-
ience. Which was related to the increase in highway construction. The
railroads then began attacking not only the costs apportioned to them for
grade crossing safety projects, but the fairness or reasonableness of
such projects ordered by the States. However, they were unsuccessful with
such arguments during the 1920's. See Missouri v. Public Service Commission,
273, U.S. 126 (1927) and Lehigh Va11ey R.R. v. Board of Public Utility
Ccmmi5sioners. 278 U.S. 24 (1928).

Private Crossings

The term "private crossing" has received various and, some
instances. contradictory definitions. One court has stated that a
private one neither required nor used for any public purpose.
Wabash R.R. v. Williamson, 104 Ind. 154, 3 N.E. 814 (1885). Such a
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of course, leaves unanswered the question of what kind of fac-
tual pattern is sufficient to constitute a "public purpose." This label-
ling must be done on a case ty case basis.

In many instances, judicial constructiori of the term "private
Ci'OSS i ng" has occurred in the context of interpretation of a statute re-
qUlrlng a railroad to give warning of its approach at "public crossings."
In such cases two basic theories have been advanced. According to one
th20ry, the distinction between and private crossing turns on the

of the general use of the crossing by the public. See Louisville
& Nashville R.R. v. Wallace, 302 S.W, 2d 561 (Ky. Ct. .. 1957). On the
other hand, some courts have Stated that distinction lies in the nature
or chara:ter of the crossin9 rather than in the frequency with which
it is used. See Model Citv Lumber Co. v. Southern Ry., 33 Ala. App.
425,34 So. 2d 862 (1948); Pieckowicz v. Oliver Iron &Stee1 Co., 351 Pa.
209, 42 2d 416 (1944); Recco v. Chesapeake &O. Ry. 127 W. Va. 321,
32 2j 449 (1944).

Some statutes refer only tu "farm crossings." This term has been
defined as "the simplest, or 'lowest' form of railroad crossing. It is
private in ac:ess to the same being through or upon private lands,
and its ;.>urpose is only to accorrrnodate the occupants of such lands."
Weiss v. N.S. &M., 9 Wis. 2d 581, 101 N.W. 2d 688 (1960).

The of private, and farm crossings in the
United States is consider'able, but unknown. Current estimates indicate
that there are about 140,000.

Despite this number, very few states have any laws or r2gulations
applicable to the use and protection of such crossings. The power of the
various regulatory commissicns over private crossings depends upon the

statutory provisions. In some states the regulatory commissions
have no jurisdiction over private crossings. In other states, the legis-
lature has given the commission authority to establish private crossings
and make orders for the continued maintenance, location or arrangement of
existing See Bolger v. Boston &M. R.R., 82 N.H. 372, 134 A.
524(1926).

In one case, City of Bayonne v. Board of Public Utility
CommisSloners, 30 N.J. Super. 520, 105 A. 2d 417 (1954), the court ruled
that the Board di d possess the authority to barri cade ra 11 road
in order to protect the safety of the public and persons using the
in this case the court agreed with the Board's finding that the crossing
was so that it was a public nuisance. The court left answered
the broader question of whether the New Jersey sta:ute at issue gave the
Board general power over private as well as pubiic grade crossings.

In exercising its statutory jurisdiction, if any, over private
crossings, regulatory must, of course, keep in mind the
requirements of the rourteenth Amendment. In all cases the cf
the rights of individual property owners, as well as tile railroad is for
the courts. An attempt was made by the Nebraska Railway Commission in
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1924 to require a railroad, at its own expense, to eliminate a private
grade ·crossing between two adjacent farm areas, to construct an under-
pass for the ovner of the property. Justice Stone, speaking for the
U.S. Supreme Court in Chicago, St. P.M. &O. Ry. Co. v. Holmberg, 282
U.s. 162 (1930), said:

"The Nebraska Statute has delegated to the State Railway
Commission authority to order farm crossings underground
because either inadequate or dangerous, if circumstances
warrant. But, there is nothing in this record to suggest
that the order of the Commission was either asked or
granted as a :afety measure. The Commission did not find
that the crossing was dangerous either to the public, the
litigants or their property. Neither did it find that
this crossing was in anywise different from the usual
farm crossing at grade.

* * *
It is plain that the Commission proceeded upon the
assumption that the statute authorized it to compel
plaintiff (railroad) to establish an underground pass
for the convenience and benefit of defendant in the use
of hi s own property .. and that that alone was the ground
and purpose of the order. The application thus given
to the statute deprives plaintiff or property for the
private use and benefit of defendant and is a taking
of property without due of law, forbidden by
the Fourteenth Amendment." at 167.

In :ases private crossings are constructed, maintained and
protected under private agreements between the landowners and railroads,
and the division of responsibility for costs involved is stated therein.
Whenever public safety is involved, such crossings should be protected
in some manner or be closed. However, the question of public safety
being involved is sometimes difficult to establish or determine, as il-
lustrated by the above-mentioned decision. In Sanborn v. Detroit B.:. &
A.R.R., 91 538, 52 N.W. 153 (1892), the Supreme Court of Michigan
held that general statutes were not even applicable to private
crossings. (See also 16 L.R.A. 119, 120.)

Public Responsibility is Recognized and Implemented

The depression of the 1930's brought about some abrupt and
varying changes in the respective volumes of rail and highway traffic over
grade crossings, WhiCh contributed to some new ideas with regard to whose
responsibility it was for grade crossing separations and protection. For
example, in 1933 Pub11c Utilities Commission of the State cf California
discarded its 50-50 percentage basis for the allocation of costs for such
projects and adopted an "economic benefits" basis. Other States were also
making changes for legal or economic reasons, as they recognized the
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railrc:::!s I financial straits and 1imited abilities in- 'deal ing with the
grade crossing safety problem. Various State courts were beginning to find
a joint public and railroad responsibility for such safety projects.

This new idea of public responsibility was enhanced by Congress
in its passage of the Industrial Recovery Act of 1933. Act of
June 16. 1933. Ch. 90. 48 Stat. 195. This Act was passed primarily to pro-
vide throughout the Nation and to promote safety. President
Roosevelt was authorized under the Act to make grants totaling $300 million
to the States be used in paying any or all of the costs for eliminating
the hazards of railroad-highway grade crossings. The Act also provided
that the States did not have to provide matching funds and that the grade
crossing improvements were not limited to Federal-aid highway systems.

The Hayden-tartwright Act of 1934. Act of June 18. 1934. Ch. 586.
48 Stat. 993. carried the concept of public responsibility and
additional funds authorized for the construction of railroad-highway
grade separations and the installation of grade crossing protection devices.
Although the Federal government assumed all initial construction costs, no
provision was made in either act to authorize funds for the maintenance of
these facilities This was left entirely with other
agencies. generally the railroads and State and local governments. Also.
there was no Federal participation in right-of-way costs. and this hampered
many of the grade crossing safety projects.

Landmark Court Decision on Responsibility

The expanded Federal hi5hway programs in the early
1930's. which extended Federal-aid highways into and through municipalities
thereby creating numerous new grade crossings. and the Federal Government's
new policy of public responsibility for the financing of grade separations
and grade crossing protection apparently had a great deal of influence
upon the U.S. Supreme Court's landmark decision in Nashville; C. &St. L. Ry.
v. Walters. 294 U.S. 405 (1935). In that case the railroad was ordered
by the Tennessee State Highway Commission to construct and pay one-half
of the costs for an underpass where a proposed new State highway would
CI"OSS its main line. The Tennessee statute required a flat per,centage
basis and did oot permit the Commission to consi:er any other facts.
The railroad argued that because of changed State statute
was unconstitutional by requiring it to pay one-half of the costs for a
project which was primarily motivatEd for the commercial convenience of
motor vehicle traffic rather than for public safety. Justice Brandeis.
writing for the majority of the Court said:

"The rail road has ceased to be the prime instrument of
danger and the ma i n cause of acci dents. It is the railroad
which now requires protection from dangers incident to motor
transportation. Prior to the establishment of the Federal-
aid system. Tennessee highways were built under the direction
of the county cour'ts. and paid for out of funds raised
locally by taxation or otherwise. They served in the main.
local traffic. The long-distance traffic was served almost
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wholly the railroaas and the water lines. Under those
conditions the occasion for separQtion of grades was mainly
the danger incident to rail operations; and the promotior.
of safety was then the main purpose of grade separation.
Then, it was reasonable to impose upon the railroad a large
part of the cost of eliminating grade crossings; and the
imposition was rarely a hardship. the need for eliminat-
ing existing crossings, and the need for highways free
from grade crossings, arose usuallv from the growth of the
community in which the grade was made; this growth
was mainly the result of transportation facilities offered
through the railroads; the separation of grade crossings was
a normal incident of the growth of rail operations; and as
the highways were then feeders of rail traffic, the
communities growth and every improvement of facilities
benefited the railroad The effect upon the railroad of
constructing Federal-a. like that here in question,
is entirely differp.nt. (••ey are not feeders cf rail traffic.
They deplete the existing rail traffic and the revenues of
the railroads. Separation of grades serves to intensify the
motor competition and to further deplete rail traffic. The
avoidance thereby made possible of interruptions
incident to crossing at grade is now of far greater importance
to the highway users than it is to the railroad crossed. For
the rail operations are few; those of the motor vehicles very
numerous."

The Court further stated:

"The promotion of publi;: convenien;:e will not justlfy
requiring of a railroad, any more than of others, the
expenditure of money, unless it can be shown that a duty
to provide the particular convenience rests upon it.
Missouri Pacific Ry. v. Nebraska, 217 U.S. 196 and -
Great Northern v. Minnesota, 238 U.S. 340."

"While money raised by general taxation may constitutionally
be app1ied to purposes from which the individual taxed may
receive no benefit, and indeed, suffer serious detriment;
St. Louis &Southwestern Ry. v. Nattin, 277 U.S. 157, 159;
Memphis &Charleston Ry. v. Pace, 282 U.S. 241, 246; so
called assessments for public improvements laid upon
particular property owners are ordlnarily constitutional
only if based upon benefits received from them. Myles Salt
Co. v. Iberia Drainage District, 239 U.S. 478; Gast
Realty Co. v. Schneider Granite Cu., 240 U.S. 55; Kansas
City So. Ry. v. Road Imp. Dist. No.6, 256 U.S. 658."

This decision, in effect, placed a criteria of equity, reasonableness,
and beneficial interest as possible limitations upon the exercise of
police powers by the States in their apportionment of the responsibility
and costs for grade separations and grade crossing protection.
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Some States Change Their Criteria

In light of the Walters decision, some State Legislatures, commissior.s
and took another leek at their division of responsibility criteria,
and the resulting allocation of costs, relating to grade crossing safety
projects. Several States, such as Colorado, Massachusetts, Missouri,
and South Dakota, authorized their public utility commissions to investi-
gate these matters in a more extensive manner and to detennine the alloca-
tion of costs from the facts developed. Other States such as Alabama,
Indiana, New York, Pennsylvania and Tennessee eventually reduced the
railroads' percentage portion of the costs for such projects.

The effect of the Walters 'decision was also seen in State court
decisions, such as State ex rel. R . v. Public Service Commission,
340 Mo. 225, 100 S.W. 2d 522 1936, wherein the Supreme Court of
Missouri upheld an assessment by the PSC of 60 percent of the costs for
a grade crossing elimination project against the City of St. Louis and
only 40 percent against the railroads. The City argued that the entire
costs should be paid by the railroads involved, but the court said:

"Under the facts, as disclosed by the record in this case,
it would been grossly unjust to have assessed the
entire cost against the railroad.

* * *
It was entirely proper this case for the Commission to
consider the evidellce of the amount of traffic upon the
highway and the railroaG to ascertain the degree of danger
which existed at the crossing and also the inconvenience
that was eliminated by the separation of the crossing.
Benefits which the various parties derived as the result
of the project were of special importance in this case."

The Superior Court of took similar action in Lehigh &N.E.R.
v. Public Service Conunission, 126 Pa. 565, 191 A. 380 (Super. Ct. 1937).
It uphela an apportionment of by the PSC of 40 percent against the
railroad, 40 percent by the StC.te and 20 percent by the county, for the
reconstruction and relocation of a railroaa bridge and underpass. The

said, "the order of the commission was within its power and supported
by tile evidence and is reasonable and ir.·conformity "#lith the A
New York court in In Re Existing Hishway-Railroad CrQssings At Grade,
295 N.Y.S. 831 (Sup. Ct. 1937), reversed an order of the New York PSC
which would have required the railroads to eliminate 43 grade crossings
in that State at a cost of millions of dollars. The Court said that
such an order "should rest something other than 'tne mere wish of
the city, and upon something more than a mere rough calculation of the
resulting costs." The entire matter was :-emitted to the PSC fo!" further
investigation and reconsideration.
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Federal Regulation of Grade Crossings Opposed

A legislative attempt was made in 1937 to have grade crossing
protective devices regulated by the Interstate Commerce Commission, along
with other safety appliances, under provisions of Section 25 (45 U.S.C. 26)
of the Interstate Commerce Act. A bill, S. 29, 75th Cong., 1st Sess. (1937),
which contained a provision to accomplish this, was introduced. While
being considered by Congress, the bill was referred to the ICC for its
comments on this specific provision. Honorable Joseph B. Eastman, then
Chairman of the Commission, on February 19, 1937, replied, in part as
follows:

"There is no doubt that highway grade-crossing protective
devices do in a measure increase safety of railroad operation.
nevertheless, devices of this character are installed
primariiy to safeguard highway traffic. The inclusion of
devices of this character- in a Federal law would at oroce raise
a question as to the authority of the states, counties, cities
and other political divisions, to continue to exercise their
present powers in requiring the prutection of dangerous
highway crossings; * * * it is questionable whether it would
be good public policy-to include highway grade-crossing
protective devi,ces in an act of this character."

Following the Commission's recommendation Congress excluded grade
crossing protective devices from the safety appliance bill passed and
enacted on August 26, 1937. Since then, no further efforts have been
made to seek special Federal legislation pertaining to grade crossings or
grade crossing protective devices.

An Era of Safety Progress

Following the public responsibility policy established 1n the
National Indust,ial Recovery Act of 1933 and the supplementary authorization
of the Hayden-Cartwright Act of 1934, and during the period from fiscal
year through fiscal 1942, there were numerous and extensive programs,
-initiated by the States and financed pr1marily with Federal funds, to
eliminate and protect railroad-highway grade crossings. During that
period there were 3,844 grade crossings eliminated, 655 reconstructed,
ar.d protected. More of such projects were completed during the
fiscal years of 1937 and 1940 than in any other years. The Federal funds
for these projects were provided. along with other Federal-aid highway
funds. in the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935. Act of-April 8,
1935. Ch. 48. 49 Stat. 115, the Authorization and Amendment Act of 1936.
Act of June 16, 1936, Ch. 582, 49 Stat. 1519. the Federal-aid Highwcy Act
of 1938. Act of June 8,1938. Ch. 328. §14, 52 Stat. 633 and the Federal
Highway Act of 1940. Act of 5, i940. Ch. 715, 54 Stat. 867.
Never before had such a coordinated and concentrated attack been made
over such a long period of time on the grade crossing safety problem by
Federal. State. and railroad interests. Yet, in spite of such efforts.
the number of grade crossings increased as fast as they could be
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elir.1inated. This was caused primarily by nurrerous highway cOl.3tructio!1
projects being completed during the same period. During World War II,
both the highway construction and grade crossing improvement programs were
halted.

More Responsibility Assumed by Federal Government

the close of World War 11 the railroads and the Nationai
Safety Council launched a nationwide safety program, cailed the "Signs
of Life" program, to reduce accidents at grade crossings. This program
was an effort to educate the motoring public to observe grade crossing
signs and signals. At the same time Congress again saw a need for emp1oy-
ment opportunities and a continuation of the highway construction programs
halted by the war. and the Federal-aid Highway Act of 1944 was enacted on
December 20, 1944, Ch. 626,§3(b), 58 Stat. 839. When this legislation
was originally introdused, it did not contain any provision which would
have required any payments from the railroads grade crossing improve-
ments. However, while the bill was under consideration that omission was
noted and it met strenuous opposition from Southern and Western Senators.
There was even a strong move tc impose a for the railroads
to pay 25 percer.tof such costs. The rail roads objected vehemently to
this, so when the bill was finally passed by Congress it provided a 10
percent maximum participation by the railroads.

The 1944 Act authorized the expenditure of Federal funds for
Federal-aid highways in urban and provided for the designation
of a Federal-aid secondary highway system and a National System of
Interstate Highways. Federal funds for the primary, secondary and urban
highway systems were apportioned to the States for expenditure on a 50-50
IT,atching basis. HO'<lever, section 5 of the Act provided that the entire
cost for the elimination of rail-highway grade crossing hazards on the
Federal-aid highway system could be paid from Federal funds, except that
not more than 50 percent of the right-of-way and property damage costs
could be paid from such funds. This section also provided that not
more than 10 percent of the total funds apportioned to each State in any
year could be used for grade crossing projects on a reimbursable bdsis
up to 100 percent. Federal funds could be paid as reimbursement to the
States as the.work progresses; final payment being made when the project
is completed.:

Subsection (b) 'of section 5 provided that any railroad involved in
any project for the elimination of hazards at grade crossings, paid for
entirely or in part with Federal funds, would be to United
States for "a sum bearing the sa,..e rati.o to t:'le net benefits received by
such railway from such project that the Federal funds expended on such
project would bear to the total cost of such project." This SUbsection
also provided that the net received by a railway should not
"be deemed to have a reasonable value in excess of ten percent of the
cost of any such project."· The Cormnissioner of Public Roads was authorized
to determine the amount of railroad benefits, or liability, on the basis
of recormnerrdations mace to him by tne State highway departments, from
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such other information or facts disclosed in any investigation which
he deemed necessary.

Federal Criteria for Responsibility Established

Between 1944 and 1948 many difficulties were encountered by the
Commissioner of Public Roads in determining how to measure precisely the
benefits a railroad would receive from an individual grade crossing im-
provement project on the Federal-aid highway system in order to affix its
liability under the Act for a portion of the costs. During this period.
many grade crossing safety projects were delayed. or never started.
because of prolonged negotiations. arguments and litigation on this
single issue. The various parties involved met on numerous occasions
and discussed ways or means to administer these particular provisions
of the Act. A compromise was eventually whereby each of
the grade crossing improvement projects wou1d be classified as being in
one of five general classes. Depending upon the classification assigned
to an individual project. the railroads would be considered as
benefits therefrom and would be liable for the full 10 percent of the
costs. or there be no cognizable benefits and their liability would
be nil. The five general classes are briefly described as follows:

Class I is for grade crossing eliminations. The determinant
is that there is a benefit to the railroad when the existing
principal crossing or crossings at grade will be closed after
the project is completed. The railroad liability is therefore
10 percent of the cost of the project. However. if the
crossing is not closed. there is no railroad liability.

Class II is for reconstruction of existing ra;lway-highway
grade separation structures. The determinant is that there
is no ascertainable benefit to the railroad and hence no
railroad liability.

Class III is for grade crossing protectiQn at existing
crossings. The determinant is that any protective device
installation is of benefit to the railroad. therefore its
liability is 10 percent.

Class IV i5 for an existing railroad crossed by a new
highway. or an highway crossed by a new railroad.
The determinant is that the moving party is the predominate

and thus should bear all costs for the construc-
tion or protection. Therefore. the railroad liability is
nil where a new crosses an existing railroad.

Class V is for a railroad-highway grade crossing elimination
physically required in connection with the elimination of an
adjacent at-grade highway intersection. The determinant is
that if it is an at-grade railroad-highway crossing
at an autonatic sienal device has been insta11ed-
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or to which a watchman has been assigned, or there is an order
in force requiring a protective device to be installed, or
watchman assigned, or the crossing to be eliminated, there
is a benefit to the railroad resulting from the elimination.
The railroad liability is 10 percent of certain defined additional
costs of the project.

The railroad's participation in the costs under any of the above
classes could be made in the form of cash, work or services performed,
or by property or furnished and on such projects. The
first four of these general classes for the assignment railroad
responsibility were initially published in General Administrative Memorandum
No. 325, dated August 26, 1948. These four, plus the fifth classification,
were later incorporated in the Department of Commerce, Bureau of Public
Road's Policy and Procedure Memorandum 21-10, dated October 3, 1958.
These allocations of costs to the railroads and the various public
authorities involved were considered to be fair and equitable. Under
such guidelines total investments in grade both on
and off the Federal-aid highway system increased substantially after 1948.
Also, during the 10-year period from 1948-1958 the financial share of the
costs borne by the railroads on Federal-aid highway projects actually
averaged less than 5 percent, but ranged between 50 to lOG percent on
non-Federal-aid highway projects. Following is a summary of grade
crossing elimination and protection in whole, or in
part, with Federal funds during fiscal years 1934-1970 inclusive:

TYPE OF PROJECT

Crossings eliminated*
reconstructed

Crossings protected
TOTALS

NUMBER

10,603
1,572
12,873
25,048

TOTAL COSTS**

$2,825,892,936
292,885,701
95,019,433

$3,213,798,070

FEDERAL FUNDS**

$2,321,988,051
247,435,082
82,027,400

$2.651,450,533

Source: Federal Highway Administration (unpublished statistical
summary) .
*Both existing and potential grade crossings_
**Costs for preliminary engineering and rights-of-way
are not included.

Several Revert to Prior Criteria

As time passed, the effect of the Walters decision began to disappear,
or did not exist, as far as some States were concerned on non-Federal-aio
projects. Some of the State legislatures. commissions, and
either maintained or reverted to their prior positions that the
of grade crossing hazards was the railroads' primary responsibility,
and that they should bear a major portion of all of the costs involved.
See Illin01s Cent. R.R. v. Franklin County, 387 Ill. 301.56 N.E. 2d 775
(1944); Iliinois Cent. R.R. v. Louisiana Public Service Commission,
224 La. 279, 69 So. 2d 43 (1953). In October 1949 the California
Public Utilities Commission reverted from the "economic benefits"
basis established in :933, to its previous 50-50 percentage basis for
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the apportionment of costs for grade separ'ations. This change in policy
was also predicated upon the long-established principle of a continuing
and inherent responsibility of the railroads to participate financially
in such projects.

"Economi c genefi ts" Bas is for Responsibil ity

To combat the tide of change, the California railroads in 1952
employed the services of the Stanford Research Institute for a general
.tudy of the aged question: "Whose responsibility is it for the elimination
and protection of rail-highway grade crossings?" Primary emphasis and
research was placed upon the benefits derived from such pro-
jects. The study, which was in part predicated the dicta on this
subject in the Walters decision, arrived at the following conclusions:

(1) that grade projects can be measured for
economic justification only on a case-by-case approach;
(2) that the costs of grade-crossing improvements are
joint costs; (3) that these costs should be distributed
in accordance with the relative values of benefits received by
the several beneficiary groups; and (4)
that a fixed percentage distribution of such costs is'
not economically sound.

The results of this study and the "economic benefits" argument were
used by the railroads in Atchison, T. &SF. R.R. v. PUblic Utilities
Commission, 346 U.S. 346 (1953). The California Public Utilities
Commission had allocated costs to the railroads on the 50-50 basis for
several grade separation projects ordered. The railroads argued that
the costs be distributed only upon the basis of benefits which
would accrue to their property. The U.S. Supreme Court considered
this argument at length, and with special attention thereto said:

"Their principal contention is that as to them the cost
of the improvements may be distributed only on the basis
of benefits which will accrue to their property. In
this contention, we think the appellants are in error.
These were not improvements whose purpose and end result
is to enhance the value of the property involved by
reason of the added facilities, such as stree, sewer or
drainage projects, where the costs assessed must
sor.J€ relationship to the benefits received,"

The Court then distinguished the Walters case, supra, by stating:

"rn our cases, not only are the facts distinguishable in many
material particulars but unlike the Supreme Court of
Tennessee which refused to consider the facts to determine
whether the allocation of 50% was arbitrary or
unreasonable, the California considered all
the evidence offered, including that going to the benefits
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received, and properly applied the rule of allocation
sanctioned by this Court ...."

The theory of "economic benefit," however, continues to be an important
factor in determining responsibility as indicated by the Fifth Circuit's
decision in City of Gainesville v. Southern Ry. 423 F. 2d 588 (5th Cir.
1970).

State Grade Crossing Elimination and Protection Funds

In 1953 the State of California took the first step towards
establishment of a State grade crossing protection fund. The Public
Utilities Commission was authorized by legislation to expend or allocate
funds from the State Highway User Fund, or any other fund, to assist
the :ities and counties in paying their allocated portion of the costs
for the installation of automatic protective devices (flashing light
signals and automatic gates) on non-Federa1-aid highways and streets.
The State Highway User Fund obtained its revenues from gasoline tax
receipts and motor vehicle license fees. Although this fund contributed
nothing towards relieving the railroads of their financial burden, it
was a State recognition of a pub1 ic' responsibility for grade crossing
protection. The grade crossing protection fund could be used to pay
only ene-half of the local public authority's share of the costs for
such projects. Ordinarily, the public authority's share was one-half of the
total costs, so the net result on a particular'project would be that
the public authority would Day 25 percent of such costs, the State funds
would pay 25 percent, and the railroads would pay 50 percent. Since the
funding method was established, a total of $8,200,000 has been expended
on authorized State grade crossing mprovement projects. The appropriation
for the fiscal year 1971-72 was $l,OOO,OOC. In 1957 the State of Ca1ifor
nia established a grade separation fund, with an appropriation of
$5,000,000 per year. The purpose of this fund was to eliminate grade
crossings by the construction of new separation structures, or by
improving, widening or heightening existing separation structures. The
PUC was requi red to compi 1e a pri ori ty 1i st each year for such projects.
The State Highway Commission actually makes the expenditures from
this fund for projects in the order of the priority standings established
by the PUC. Approximately 107 separation projects have been f)nanced
from this fund since its inauguration. The allocation of costs between
the public authorities and the railroads was upon criteria of
responsibility similar to that found in the five general classifications
followed by the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads, (now Federal Highway
Administration) as discussed previously

For many years the California PUC assessed the costs of
grade crossing protective device in5tallation to both the railroad and
the public agencies but the total cost of maintenance was
always assessed to the railcoad. In 1965 the California legislature
passed a bill which required the Commission to apportion maintenance
costs in c"' same manner in which the construction costs were assessed.
Thus, if tr.e construction costs are assessed :0 percent for the city,
and 50 percent for the then the maintenance costs for the
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protection are distributed in the same The
also established a fund which in effect pays the entire for
the city or county. The budget 2110cation for 1971-72 is $700,000
for the grade Crossing Maintenance Fund.

grade crossing protection funds have been established
in 11 additional States, and funds are under consideration
in others. " The' 12 states which have established such funds are
California, Colorado, Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, North Dakota,
Oklahoma, Texas, Washington, Wisconsin, and Wyoming. In 1955 the
State of established a grade crossing protection fund which
could be used oy the State Department of Public Works and Buildings,
Division of Highways, upon of Lhe Illinois Commerce Commission
to pay that part of the costs apportioned by the Commission against
the State to cover the installation of grade crossing protective devices
on the highways, roads and streets on the county highway systems,
township or district road systems, and/or the municipal systems.
The fund cannot be used for grade crossing protection or improvement
projects which are financed with Federal funds on Federal-aid or
State highways. Revenues for this fund are derived from State motor
fuel tax receipts. When started, the fund was provided with $25,000
per month. Later amendments to the law changed the amount to $100,000
per month, or $1,200,000 per year.

Bills which would provide for increasing the amount of ailoc3tion
to $400,000 or $500,000 per month are under consideration by the
Illinois legislature. This proposed legislation provides that allo-
cations could be made to projects for constructing grade separations,
as well as installing crossing protection, present use being lim"ited
to the latter. Since 1955 the Fund has been credited with a total
of $11,30C,000 in Motor Fuel Tax receipts, and to date approXimately
1,000 crossing protective installations involving some payment from the
fund have been ordered. The orders of the Illinois Commerce Commission
direct that a percentage (most commonly 70 percent) of the
actual ccst be paid from the Fund with the remaining portion of the
cost borne by the railroad and the 10cal highway age'lcy in the pro- .
portions by the The Illinois Program requires
all railroads to bear the r.osts for and operation of
protective installations after they have been placed in service.
The Illinois fund has been considered to be one of the most successful,
and has been followed as a £uide in other States.

Federal-Aid Highway Funds

The Federal-Aid Act of 1955, Act of June 29, 1956, eh. 462,
Title I, 108-110; 70 Stat. 374, and the companioil Highway Revenue
Act of 1956, Act of June 29, 1956, Ch. 462, title 202-210, 70 Stat.
387, of the Interstate Highway and provided funds for its comple-
tion. Originally, projects on the Interstate System were financed on a
"50-50 Federal-State matching basis. In 1954 this was changed to
a.60-40 Federal-State matching basis.
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195b f.c. t cr.,inged the -:"" i n; i" for these project to a 90-10
ratlo, dnd proviaea for the to be made on the basis
Of the estimated cost of in each State. Also. prior to
1956. revenues received from all Federal taxes on motor fuel.
motor vehicles, and related products were placed in the General Fund
of the U. S. Treasury. However, the Highway Revenue Act of 1956
changed this by earmarking some of these revenues to go into a newly
created Highway Trust Fund which would be the sole source of monies
for Federal-aid highway programs authorized during the years 1957-1972.
These funds primary, secondary. and urban highway projects are
apportioned to the States in accordance with statutory formulas that
give weight to population. area, and ,nneage. In using the Federal-aid
funds for highway construction the States determine the systems to
be improved. the projects to be built, and the design and construction
standards to be used subject to Federal approval. They make the surveys
and plans, negotiate and execute the necessary contracts, and supervise
the construction. The roads or highways under the administrative
control of the States who are responsible for their operation and
maintenance.

Federal-Aid Highway Acts Codified

On August 27, 1958, the Federal-aid Road Act of and sub-
sequent or Acts related thereto, were codified, without
substantive changes, into Title 23 of the U. S. Code. Sections 101-136,
Pub. L. No. 85-767, § 1. 72 Stat. 885. The pertinent provisions concerning
rail-highway grade crossings are contained in Section 101 (definitions).
109 (e), 120 (d) and 130. Under Subsection (b) of Section 130 the
classification cf grade crossing projects for determining the division
of responsibility is authorized, but the allocation of costs against
the railroads cannot exceed 10 percent.

ICC Findings on Responsibility and Jurisdiction

-By- a petition filed on May 11. 1960. with the Interstate Commerce
Commission, several railroad labor organizations sought the institution
of a gener-al investigation to detennine action should be taken
by the CommiSSion to prevent collisions at grade crossings between
trlins and highway motor vehicles transporting ce,tain kinds of commo-
dities, including flammable, explosi e and dangerous articles. The
petition was denied on August 15, 1960, and a petition for reconsideration
was filed on September 20,1960. By an order entered on February 6, 1961,
the Commission on its own motion instituted an investigation proceeding
under Docket No. 33440, to dtudy the causes of accidents involving
all highway motor vehicles at grade crossings. Ali State regulatory
commissions and State, county, and municipal authorities haVing juris-
diction over railroad and motor vehicle operations at grade crossings
were invited to participate in the proceeding. The investigation was
completed on June 21. 1952. and recommeded report was served on May 21. 1963.
The Commission's report was served on February 10, 1964, and is cited

322 ICC 1. One of the primary subject considered and discussed
at length by the Commission in its report, at pages 81-84, was lithe cost
of upgrading crosssings and the installation of additional grade
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crossing protect;on. and upun whom the c05t burden should fall."
With regard thereto the Commission said:

"For practical-reasons this cost ,should .be borne by pUblic
funds as users of the crossing plus the fact that it is the
increasing highway traffic that is controlling element
in accident exposure at these crossings. There is ample
precedent for such a conclusion. Already the Federal
Government, with State matchi ng funds, is paying a good·
share of crossir:g elimination on Federal-aid highways.
This appears to be a satisfactory solution as well as the
only solution to offer any practicality for meeting the
increasing problem on all crossings. Many of the States
share in the costs of improvements, at grade crossing under
a pro rata arrangement between the rail roads and the pub1i c,
dependent upon the benefits l"ecei ved by each. Thi s
arrangement has been successful where used. Insofar as
this record is concerned. the support a conclusion
that the major costs of grade separation and protection at
rail-highway grade crossing should be borne by the public
since the public is the principal I'ecipient of the benefits
derived from grade crossing protection.

These contentions deserve serious consideration particularly
in view of the changes that have taken place since the early
day of railroading. In the past it was the railroad's
resptnsibil ity for protection of the publ i·c at grade crossings.
This responsibility has now shifted. Now it 1S the highway,
not the railroad, and the motor not the train which
creates the hazard and must be primarily for its
removal. Railroads were in operation before the problem pre-
sented itself and if the increasing is a result
of the increasing development of highways for public use. why
should not the cost of grade crossing protection be assessed
to the public. This is the contention of many of the
witnesses testifying at the hearings in this proceed·ing." 10 at 81-82

One of the official witnesses was Senator Hubert H. Humphrey,
who in a statement submitted on June 2'r, 1962. said as ,follows:

"In considering this matter of raii-highway ,grade crossing
a major consideration must be the rapid growth of

our nation's interstate superhighway systems. Man} years ago
Congress recognized the public responsibility for the cost of
grade crossing separation structures. Under now established
policy no railroad may be required to pay anymore thau the
benefits it received from the erection of such a structbre
over its tracks on any federal-aid road and in no case'may
its benefits be calculated at more than 10 percent of the
cost. I am sure that this policy of public responsibility
has not only exped)ted the constructior. of fine
road but also has saved ma:lY lives II (Tr. 2928-29.) !
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The Interstate Commerce Commission concluded its discussion
on this particular subject by stating:

"Since the Congress has the authority to promulgate any
necessary legislation along this line it
that it give serious study and consideration to enactment
of legislati-on with a view' to the publ ic including
the principal users, assume' the entire cost of rail-highway
grade crossing improvements or allocating the costs equitably
between those benefi ted by improveme;'lts." .

The Corranission after an extensive .investigation of the grade crossing
safety problem also found that it had no jurisdiction over railroad
operations at grade crossings, or the protective devices at such
crossings, under provisions of Section 25 (45 U.S.C. 26) of the
I'nterstate Corranerce Act. This finding was appealed to the courts
by motor carrier interests. A three-judge U. S. District Court in
American Truckin Association v. States, 242 F. Supp. 597
D.D.C. 1965 , which was later by the Supreme Court in a per
curiam decision in 382 U. S. 373, held that the Conunission was correct
in its finding of no jurisdiction. The Court said:

"In view of the legislative history, it is clear to us
that Congress by the 1937 amendments to Section 25. did
not intend to encroach upon the rights of the States to
exercise their police with respect to r4il-highway
grade crossing safety matters . .

* * *
We conclude therefore that jurisdiction to establish
safety regulations with respect to rail-highway grade
crossing matter resides exclusively in the states."

State Support for Public Responsibility

The idea of public responsibility the elimination of hazards
at grade crossings did not originate with the National Industrial
Recovery Act or the U. S. Supreme Court's in tre Walters case
supra. As early as January 1924, Governor Alfred E. Smith of New York
had recognized the increased use of public highways by automobiles,
and recommended to the State legislature a plan whereby the State
and municipalities would participate in the costs of eliminating
grade crossings. An amendment to that State's Constitution was approved
in November 1925, which provided that 25 of the costs of grade
crossing elimination projects WOUld Df borne by the State. 25 percent
by the municipality or municipalities, and 50 percent by the rail-
road or railroads. The municipalities objected strongly to their
percentage apportionment and under subsequent their share
or responsi"bil i tv was reduc"d frol'l 25 per::enl. tf) I0 and eventually
to 1 percent. Accordingly. the share was increased from
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25 percent to 40 to 49 percent. In 1926 the of New York
by a referendum vote a $3 bond issue for the elimination
of crossings. Substantial progress was made under the new appor-
tionment arrangements and with proceeds from the bond issue. With
the coming of the depression years, the railroad then began to complain
about their percentage share of the costs for such projects, However,
nothing was done with regard to their complaints until a later date .

. In 1931 the State of Michigan took an additional step towards
public responsibility by providing a porti0n .of the maintenance costs
for protective devices installed at grade crossings. The highway
authorities in the State were directed by statute.to pay $10.00 per
month towards the railroads' cost of maintaining double-faced flashing
signals at each crossing ·so protected after passage of the Act. The
statute also required the highway authorities to pay 50 percent of the
costs for new installations of these devices. Other States,
namely California, Florica, Kentucky, North Carolina, Texas, and
Virginia, later started participating to some degree in the maintenance
costs of grade crossing protection. The Federal Government ooes not
provide any for the maintenance of highway or grade crossing
projects. This policy has been followed since the Federal-aid programs
began. In most States railroads are required to bear the entire
maintenance costs for grade separation structures and protective devices.
In· some States a fixed percentage is allocated to the railroads, or
it is a matter of negotiation. As the number of crossings protected
increase, the maintenance costs therefore will become progressively
higher in future years. Therefore, the cost af maintenance of
grade crossing protection is a significant factor as far as the
railroads are concerned. In fact, some rail-roads have agreed on
occasions to bear the entire initial cost of installation, if the
States would relieve them of the maintenance costs. In some States
the highway authorities have maintained overpass structures and the
railroads the underpass structures. Maintenance of underpasses is
sometimes allocated so that the railroads maintain the track
structure only, including ballast, and the highway authority maintains
the bridqe, paving, lighting and a]l other facilities. By statute
in Kentucky, the governmental unit constructing or installing the
grade crossing protection, in whole or in part with State funds,

bear the full cost of maintenance. The State of California
in 1965 established a fund with an appropriation of $1,000,000 annually
to pay the cities and counties allocated share of the costs for
maintenance of automatic grade crossing protective devices. The
specific amount. which is normally half, is determined by the State
highway commission after consultation with the public utility
commission. A few States allocate maintenance costs on the same
basis as the cost for installation. In North Carolina and Virginia
there are agreements between the State highway authorities and the
railroads to share on a basis the annual maintenance costs
of protective at crossings in certain areas. The State of
Texas also fixes the maintenance by agreement with the railroads.
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In 1933. former, Governor Smith of York,as a member of
,the National Transportation Committee. stated in a supplemental
'report to the committee dated February 13, 1933, his opinion that
the railroads' share of the costs of grade crossing elimination
projects should be reduced. He said: ",

"In many states the r.ailroads' sha,re is as as 50 percent.
This is and unfair to the railroads, and it
has naturally., resulteci',in bitter oppositioi1 orl:lers and the

slowing up of the crossing elimination problem. This
reduction cannot, however, be accomplished by federal legis-
lation of fiat. It must be brought about by persuasion in
the several states."

With such support the railroads were successful in 1938 in obtaining
amendment to the Constitution of the State of New York

providing that the State would advance the cost of grade crossing
elimination projects, but at the of the work, pursuant to
an accounting by the Public Service Commission, the railroads would
pay 100 percent of the costs of all railroad improvements not an
essential part of the elimination project, and net benefits
received not exceeding 15 percent of the costs for elimination of
the grade crossing. The State was required to bear the
85 percent of the costs. Several other States later adopteJ a
similar flat percentage apportionment basis. In 1956 the State
of New elected to pay 50 percent of the costs for the instal-
lation of grade crossing protective devices. such as flashing lights
and automatic gates. In 1958 the railroads' 50 percent share of the
cast of reconstructing existing grade separation structures was
reduced to 15 percent by that State. In its Report
for 1960 the Public Service of New York sal:

"Historically, the railroads were required to pay the entire
cost of whatever protection installations the Commission,
the State agency responsible for directing work. might
order. In 1956. however. in recognition of the
public responsibility the hazards which exist because of
greater highway use and in consideration of tHe economic
plight of the financially hard-pressed r.ailroads. the State
assumed half the costs of such installations." .

Prior to this. in 1958. the State of Ohio in a report entitled.
Grade Crossings in Ohio. made the following statement:

"In providing better protection for an existing crossing a
substantial benefit is derived by the general public as well
as the railroad. The railroads. if an extensive progt'am of
upgrading protective devices is employed. would be required
to make heavy capital inve5tments. To the extent that these
heavy costs are caused by otQer than railroad needs and do
not save railroad expense, a portion this burden possibly
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should be snifted from users to the motoring public.
Past experience has shown that a fairly precise measurement
of benefits virtually impossible to derive but must rest
on and in part arbitrary determinaticns. The question
of what share of the costs should be borne by the State or
its again is limited by the amount of additional
taxes and fees which the motoring public is willing to assume.
:The cost to the State or its ,subdivisions of such a program

upon the present needs of the State. Given an
inventory of crossings, the cost of the State can
then be determined, if the'railroad is to DE freed of some
portion of the' expense. This
of course woul d depend upon the nature of the p:'ogram under-
taken the percentage of cost assumed."

i IOther in1erests also have endorsed or supported the idea of
public responsibility. The president -of the American Association
of State Hi9hwt Officials in 1944, in a pub1ic statement, said:

"If all nstallations and separations which might be
justifie by the explosive growth of motor vehicle
traffic re actually carried out the ra11roads would be
bankrupt lif they were required to pay all or even a very

part of the cost. The only way to get the
sPeed in grade crossing elimination acn automatic protection.

may be demanded. is for the public to assume the cost."

On Septamber 28. 1961. the National Association of Railroad
and Utilities Commissioners in convention at Atlantic City.
New dersey. passed a resolution which recognized the
financial status of the railroads and the changed conditions with
regard to motor vehiCle operations over grade crossings. The
res61ution provided:

"That the National Association of Railroad and Utilities
Commissioners go on record as favoring the review by the
appropriate state bodies of the equities of the present
cost allocations of railroad-highway separation and crossing
protection projects in the of the change in conditions
which today make such projects of benefit to highway
users instead of to the railroads and the need for revision
of cost allocation procedures to reflect such
changed &"onditions." .

Then. the Interstate Commerce Commission in its report on
February 10. 1964. made the folTowing finding:

"(13) users are the prlncipal rec:ipients of
the benefi following from rail-highway grade separations
and from sial protection at rail-highway grade crossings.
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For tnis reason the cost of installing and maintaining such
separations and protective devices is a public responsibility
and should be financed with ub1ic funds the same as hi hwa
traffic devices." 322 ICC 1,87 1964 Emphasis addad .

The United States Conference of Mayors at its annual conference
of June 21, 1967, adopted a resolution in support of public responsi-
biljty for the elimination and protection of grade crossings which
read, in part, as fol-10ws:

"Whereas, the federal government has an obligation to share
in the solution of the traffic problem because a steadi1y
growing protion of the traffic on city streets is composed
of vehicles flowing into and through the cities on thorough-
fares whose was promoted and financed by the
Federal Government.

Now therefore be it resolved that the U. S. Conference of
Mayors urges: ... (5) Provision by Congress of Federal
aid for the construction and maintenance of highway-railway
grade crossing sep3ration structures and protective devices
for city streets and local roads comparable to that now·
provi ded for Federal-ai d hi ghways. "

Then, the National League of on July 22, 1967, urged
that:

"Railroad crossing safety laws should be strictly enforced.
Through Federal and State action, a program should be
established to aid the construction and maintenance oT
highway-railroad grade crossing separation structures and
protective devices for city streets and local roads."

The League in had urged Congress and the legislatures
of the several States to make available "materially increased funds"
to be used for the protection of mutor vehicle traffic at railroad-
highway grade crossings.

in

During the latter part of 1969 and the early month of 1970,
Congress considered legislation which, in part, was designed to define
the scope of the grade crossing problem as a pre-
liminary step toward eventual elimination or protection of grade
crossings. Of the legislation which emerged from these deliberations,
three Acts contained specific provisions concerning railroad-highway
grade crossings. Collectively, the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1970;
Pub. L. No. 91-605, 84 Stat. 1713, the Highway Safety Act of 1970,
included as Title II, 201-205, Pub. L. No. 91-605, 84 Stat. 1742,
and the Federal Railroad Safety Act of 1970, Pub. L. No. 91-458,
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84 Stat. 971, made significant strides forward in expanding Federal
involvement in grade crossing safety. The legislativ.e history of
these Acts makes clear the fact that the problem is both a multi-

problem and a Federal-State The Acts recognized
in effect, that railroad-highway cros$ing safety could not
be achieved without a coordinated program at both the State and
Federal 'levels utilizing both the authority available to regulate
railroads and the authority to utilize Federal funds toward the
single goal of providing adequate protection or elimination of
grade crossings.

As evidenced by these Acts, Congressional interest was 'focused
on three specific aspects of the railroad-highway grade crossing
problem. First, the Highway Safety Act authorized two
projects for the elimination and protection of grade crossings, some
of which are located off the Federal-aid highway system. One
these projects provides for the of all public ground
level railroad-highway grade crossings along the Northeast Corridor
high-speed route from Washington to Boston. The second project provides
for the elimination or protection of grade in, and in the
vicinity of, Greenwood, South Carolina. These eliminations will be
accomplished through railroad relocation.

The Highway Safety Act authorized for appropriatinn from the
General Fund $22,000,000 to meet the Federal Government's statutory
share of 80 percent of the costs incurred on non Federal-aid system
grade crossing projects. An additional $g,OOO,OOO from the
Highway irust is to satisfy the Federal obligation
of 90 percent of the cost5 On Federal-aid system grade crossing
projects.

The grade crossing issue as relates to high speed ground
transportation projects was discussed in recently released report
entitled Recommendations for Northeast Corridor Transportation (DOT 1971).

Another item in the 1970 legislation wnich has a significant
relationship to the grade crossing problem was the establishment of
a Federal-aid urban highway which will expand the Federal-aid
system of highways in urbanized areas and potentially make Federal-aid
funding available for some grade crossings ineligible.
For the new system. an appropriation of $100.000.000 is authorized
for each of fiscal years 1972 1973. The Act also carries an authoriza-
tion for traffic projects in the amount of $100.000,000 for
each of fiscal years 1972 and 1973. The authorizations for traffic
operations projects had been $200,000,000 annually during the two
previous fiscal years.
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The third aspect of the grade crossing problem which received
Congressional attention was the need ·;or definite information
railroad-highwai grade crossings. The Highway Safety Act of 1970
and the Federal Railroad Safety Act of 1970 require the initiation
and completion of comprehensive investigations of grade crossings.
The Secretary of Transportatien was instructed to prepare. for submission
to Congress, within one year after the passage of the Railroad Safety
Act, a detailed study of the problem of eliminating and protecting
railroad grade crossings. including a study of measure to protect
pedestrians in densely populated areas along railroad rights-of-way.

A similar provision in the Highway Safety Act of 1970 required
the Secretary of Transportation to conduct a comprehensive investigation
of the problem of providing increased highway safety at public end
private ground-level railroad-highway grade crossings on a nationwide
basis. The Secretary is required to a report-of his findings.
i ncl udi ng an estimate of t.he cost of !:lich a prograr,l. not 1ater than
JUly 1. 1972.

Summary and Conclusions

The grade crossing safety problem today, as has been shown. is
not exclusively a railroad problem, but is part of a national traffic
safety problem. It is of primary concern to railroad employees and
highway motorists, most of whom are exposed to grade crossing hazards
where they exist. Accordingly. the original concept that railroads
have the primary or responsibility, financial or for
the elimination or of grade crossings has changed.
particularly in situations where Federal participation or- Federal funds
are involved. On the Federal-aid highway system the railroads are
required to pay a maximum of only 10 percent of the cost of instatling
grade crossing protection, but in a of States on non-Federal-aid
highways and streets. the railroads are required to pay as much as the
total cost of such protection. While the present Federal-aid program
is a monumental unde,"taking. only a small percentage, approximately
25 percent, of the total highways and graded crossings in this country
are eligible for coverage.

At the State level there also have been very significant _changc:s
in the old concept of railroad responsibility. The trend in
many States is towards assuming a substantial degree of public respon-
sibility for the protection of grade crossings. Some states have
already taken action, legislatively or otherwise, to provide State
assistance to local authorities for crossing improvement projects,
and thus to relieve the railroads of the major financial responsibility
for such projects. Twelve States have established grade crossing
protection funds to assist in the costs for grade crossing protection.
because they have recognized that the availability of funds is the con-
trolling as to the number of crossings which will be eliminated
or protected. Several States also are participating in tne maintenance
costs for grade crossing protection.
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Most States have recognized that the demand and need for grade
cross;r.g protection have been caused primar;ly by the development,
,yrowth and public acceptance of motor vehicles and highways; that
the separation structures and protective devices are more significantly
a part of the highway system rather than the system; and that
such safety projects benefi t the highway users more t!,an the rai 1roads.
Consideration also'may have given to the fact that while rai1roads
are pri va te corporations. 'they are affected th a certai n pub1i c
interest, and are 'operated for public purposes-. Rail road companies
are for certain purposes quasi-public corporations or agencies engaged
in the performance oT public dutues, to private hdnds, but
regulated by the public to serve the public (See 44 Am.
Jur. Railroads Section 9 (1942). '

Notwithstanding the gradual cha,ge in policy, the States could
legally and constitutionally require the railrOads to bear the entire
responsibility, as they did many years ago when the problem arose.

is exactly what happened recently in Florida E.C. Rf" v.Martin
171 So. 2d 873, cert. denied, 382 U.S. 834 (1965. A county

in Flor;da condemned an easement for a public road at grade across
a ra;lroad track, and the railroad was to pay the entire cost
of constructing and ma;nta;n;ng the gr crossing and the automatic
crossing protective devices needed t afeguard persons and property
using the crossing. The railroad a ed and relied upon the U.S.
Supreme Court's decision in the Wa ers case, supra, and the findings
and conclusions of the Interstate Commerce Commission in 322 ICC 1
(1964) with regard to the changed condit;ons and "public responsibil ity."
The county relied upon the U.S. Court's decision in the
1953 Santa Fe case, supra, and the statement contained therein that
"this court has conSistently held that in the exercise of the police
powers, the of such ;mprovements may be allocated all to
railroads." The county argued that the U.S. Supreme Court had d;s-
cussed the walters case, supt"a, ;n the Santa Fe case, supra, and
found both to be ;n harmony with former dec;sions rendered by that
court on the same subject. The Supreme Court of Florida relied upon
the U.S. Supreme Court's dec;s;on in the 18S7 Burlington case, supra,
and the Santa Fe case, supra, in p13cing the entire responsibility
upon the ra;lroad. In l;ght of 5uch decisions it is not rea1;stic
to the States or their subdivisions to vo1untar;ly assume
the entire responsibility for grade cross;ng ;mprovements or protection.
Also, their lack of funds would proh;bit th;s as it has been their
principal deterrent to greater the past.

However, in sp;te of the Mart;n County decision, supra, which
returned to the earlier practice of olacing the entire responsibility
upon the railroad, the State of Fio,;da has budgeted $1,000,000 annually,
start;ng July 1, 1970, to aid ;n the ;nstallat;on of grade crossing
protective devices.
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